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ABSTRACT 

Thomas Mann's Joseph tetralogy, Der Zauberberg, and 

Doktor Faustu~, treat the modernist themes of myth, his

tory, and the self by offering a conception of mythic his

tory. In Joseph Mann's purpose is to provide a vision of 

stability for the modern world, where history has become 

destructive. To recall humankind to its fundamental good

ness, he invokes and transforms a mythi.c conception of time 

and self. In archaic thought, "history" is the nondevelop

mental reenactment of original models, and the human self 

takes its identity from eternal prototypes. Mann compli

cates the archaic view by infusing mythic repetition with 

the temporality of human memory. Cultural recollection of 

archetypes stabilizes history not as people repeat set 

forms, but as they reenvision their heritage. The ego, 

therefore, like public history, develops as it reenacts e

volving traditions. In Zauberberg and Faustus, Mann por

trays the modern degeneration of this mythic history. His

tory has deteriorated to circular repetition, and the self 

has lost its capacity to apprehend and reform its arche

types. In Zauberberg, Hans Castorp is charged with Jo

seph's obligation to reappropriate tradition in the cause 

of history. If Castorp can recover Joseph's vision, he has 
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a chance to release himself and his times from circul.arity 

and restore civilization to historical movement. In Faust

ye, Adrian Leverkfthn composes music in circular patterns. 

If he were to break through this temporal stasis, he might 

save himself and civilization. In both books, however, the 

heroes are corrupted by modern culture. Castorp, like his 

contemporaries, finds himself seduced to irresponsibility, 

and he avoids departing the "magic mountain" of revolving 

time. LeverkUhn, like Germany of the fascist period, suc

cumbs to the temptation of a diabolic pact that purports to 

promise a temporal breakthrough but instead encases music 

in repetitive rotations. Mann does not resolve the modern 

problem of time and self in either book. At the end as at 

the beginning of each tale, the contemporary world hangs in 

balance between salvation and perdition. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Thomas Mann presents his readers with the problem of 

myth and history which occupied all the major European 

writers of the early twentieth century. Like his contem

poraries in England, Ireland, and France, Mann regards his 

own era as a time of peculiar historical turbulence. Con

fronted with the destructiveness of the world wars, he con

tinues to believe until his death in 1955 that the modern 

experience has placed a unique responsibility on artists to 

rearticulate the deepest values of human life. Along with 

Joyce, Eliot, Yeats and others, Mann develops a rhetoric of 

myth to counteract contemporary upheaval with a transcen

dent stability. He sees himself in the Joseph years turn

ing his "taste away from the bourgeois toward the mythical 

aspect" of life, and he speaks eloquently throughout the 

thirties and forties of the humanist significance of mythic 

consciousness (RA 105). According to Ricardo Quinones, 

modernist literature overturns the renaissance discovery of 

history which required Prince Hal to "learn the new valua

tion of time" if he was to avoid the ends of Richard II and 

Falstaff (30). In contrast to Shakespeare, Mann and the 

other modernists find history to be "nightmarish," and they 

compensate for its horrors with a "vision of the timeless, 
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or mythic" (31, 29). Mann even comments that Joyce's re

treat into myth expresses "the fearful, passionate and 

nearly prayerful question of humanity about its self in the 

hour of the greatest need and danger." Joyce's art, like 

his own, is that of a "new and proud but desperate hUi'ilan-

ism" (TMRF 62). 

The mythical element in Mann, which first appears in 

Der Tod in Venedig, poses the philosophical problem of time 

and self inherent in a conception of recurren~e. Increas

ingly after his first novel, Buddenbrooks, Mann emphasizes 

the importance of "eternal return" for modern life. His 

persistent allusions to myth hint that he would gladly re

vive the archaic idea of time. To the prehistoric mind, 

repetition implied a circular temporality. The world was 

restored to its primordial state at ritual intervals, and 

"history" was the reenactment of original models. Not only 

time but also selfhood was nondevelopmental, for the ego 

that repeated its prototype had to diffuse its historical 

particularity as it represented a timeless identity. Espe

cially in his Joseph period, Mann is given to observations 

that exalt this ancient way of thinking: 

What if we supposed that the mythical point of view 
became subjective, that it passed over into the active 
ego and was awake there, so that it took joyfUl or 
gloomy pride in its 'return,' its typicality, and 
could celebrate its role on earth and realize its own 
value exclusively in the knowledge that it represents 
what has already been established, incarnates it once 
again? One might say that such a phenomenon also 
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could be the 'lived myth'; nor should we think that it 
is anything novel or unknown. The life in the myth, 
life as a sacred repetition, is an historical form of 
life, for antiquity lived that way. (LGM 922) 

In this characteristic statement, Mann half-corroborates 

the observation that many readers have made about the mod

ern mythical world view. In a recent study, Jerome Klinko

witz echoes the widely held critical perception of modern

ist atemporality: "the new fiction disavows historical 

time entirely, depending upon no reference whatsoever to 

the temporal world. The Modernists transformed experience 

into myth," for which "historical time does not exist" (41-

2). Insofar as he articulates the archaic Weltanschauung, 

Mann allies himself with the ahistoricism attributed to his 

peers. 

While Mann imagines time revolving, however, he as

similates mythic reenactment to a developmental conception 

of history and self. Shortly before his death, Mann says 

the thing he "values most" is "passingness" or "transitori-

ness" (Verganglichkeit). Temporal passage is "the soul of 

being, that which makes life worthwhile and lends it value 

and interest" (OMS 497). Here and elsewhere Mann rejects 

the timelessness of ancient mythic ism in favor of "poten

tially the highest and most useful gift" humans receive, 

time itself, which is "identical with everything creative 

and active, all alertness, all intent and striving, all 

that comes to perfection, all progress to higher and better 
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things" (UMS 497). Valuing change, Mann counters the 

nightmare of modernity not with static repetitiveness, but 

with a dynamic interpretation of mythic time which reenvi

sions history. Mannian history is governed by cultural re

collection of archetypal patterns which stabilize chronici

ty. It is emancipated from mere circular recurrence by the 

liveliness of human memory, which perpetually rethinks its 

heritage. Yet in epiphanic moments, people recall and re

form their most valued traditions. Their perspicuity re

deems society fr(':J dying "truths" and releases civilization 

to more advanced stages. This ameliorative conception of 

"passingness" implies a notion of selfhood quite different 

from the archaic one. Because people reenact evolving tra

ditions, each individual takes on a series of identities 

compatible with the Zeitgeist and commensurate with the 

emergent needs of the community. "Dying" with the passing 

of old ways and reviving to face new challenges, human be

ings develop out of archetypal patterns as history unfolds. 

Mythic history and the temporality of selfhood are the 

central themes of Mann's Joseph tetralogy. Set in biblical 

times, this expanded version of Joseph's glorious part in 

the histories of Egypt and Canaan sets forth an ideal for 

the temporal unfolding of human identity and history. Mann 

also wrote two other major mythical books, however, Der 

Zauberberg and Doktor Faustus, and in these he depicts the 
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adulteration of history and ego in the contemporary world. 

In my study of Mannian time, I have set Mann's three mythic 

novels in thematic sequence in order to emphasize the au

thor's crucial distinction between the ancient and modern 

periods. Written in between Zauberberq and Faustus, the 

Joseph novels portray a model universe against which the 

author measures his own century. When they are considered 

in the light of the utopian Joseph und seine BrUder, the 

"modern" books appear as violations of divine histol.-Y. In 

Zauberberq, Mann poses the problem of temporality by lo

cating his "average" hero, Hans Castorp, on the magic moun

tain of mythic enlightenment. In the seven years before 

1914, Castorp's sojourn becomes the test of a modern soul's 

capacity to apprehend and reappropriate mythic truth in the 

present crisis. If Castorp can muster Joseph's vision and 

strength, he will be able to save both himself and his 

troubled times. If he falters, he will demonstrate the 

shallow consciousness and practical ineptitude of the dege

nerate western world. In Faustus, Mann complicates the 

temporal problematic by considering a phenomenon foreign to 

the world of Joseph, a myth of diabolism. Adrian Lever

kuhn, the epitome of the modern artist, reenacts the medie

val Faust legend in which Dr. Faustus bargains for damna

tion. Contracting with the devil, the musician symbolizes 

interwar Germany in league with Hitler. In Faustus as in 
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Zauberberg, the world hangs in balance between salvation 

and perdition. Though he is doomed to hell, LeverkUhn may 

still redeem himself and his culture if he defies his dia

bolic pact and shows a readiness to revitalize the age-old 

pattern of death and resurrection that has sustained West

ern civilization for over two thousand years. 

My interpretation of Zauberberg, Faustus, and the Jo

seph books disputes the prevailing critical understanding 

of Mann's mythicism. In the Germanic as in the Anglo-Ame

rican world, critics have focused on the implied theme of 

timelessness in mythical thought. Much of the secondary 

literature on Mannian time recalls Joseph Frank's mythical 

interpretation of twentieth-century art. Frank did not 

discuss German literature when he proposed the "spatial 

form" of modern temporality forty years ago, but he might 

easily have included Mann. Frank saw in writers like Eli

ot, Pound, and Proust an expectation that readers would 

"apprehend their work spatially, in a moment of time, rath

er than as a sequence," and he believed spatial form marks 

"a transformation of the historical imagination into myth" 

(Gyre 9, 60). When people feel their relationship with the 

cosmos is in "disharmony and disequilibrium," they create 

geometric shapes for stability and draw attention to the 

abstract structuration of their art (53). Since Frank, 

many critics have argued that the geometric forms in mod-
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ernist literature transform temporal rhythm to spatial pat

tern. On thls view, a mirroring relation of motifs and 

images not only obstructs narrative movement, but also dis

confirms history. In a recent study, James M. curtis reas-

serts the ahistorical implications of aesthetic symmetry: 

"By associating space with structure, Modernists could as

sociate structure with meaning, and meaning with eternal, 

mythical existence" (165). 

Mann's fascination with narrative symmetry has invited 

the critical reasoning we encounter in Frank, Klinkowitz, 

Curtis, and others. Mann commented himself on the complex 

intertwining of leitmotifs in his texts. He regarded Zaub

erberg as a particularly elaborate example of "musical" 

construction. To enjoy the association of ideas in Zauber

berg fully, people should read the book twice just as they 

would familiarize themselves with a piece of music by lis

tening to it more than once. On the first reading, they 

learn the thematic material, and on the second, they are 

able to "read the symbolic and allusive formulas both for

wards arid backwards" (RA 76). Mann not only structured his 

books to confound forward movement; he also created com

pelling images of revolution within his mythical novels. 

The rotating sphere of mythical time in Joseph epitomizes 

the geometric configuring that Frank would argue precludes 

time and history. with its corresponding halves, the 
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sphere cancels time as it turns. In the other mythic 

books, Mann presents versions of the sphere. In Zauber

berg, the rituals of sanatorium life dissolve change in 

timeless repetition. In Faustus, serial music mimics 

mythical revolution. All these images share the abstract 

formulation Frank interprets as a rejection of historical 

consciousness. 

Given Mann's language of mythic return and love of 

spherical patterning, it is not surprising that readers 

have been slow to come to terms with the complexities of 

Mannian history. The prevalent problem in the secondary 

literature on time has been a failure adequately to address 

the interrelationship of myth and history in Mann's 

thought. Most Mann scholars have supposed, like Frank, 

that historical development and eternal return are incom

patible. Consequently, most readings of Mann's mythic 

books address the mythical or the historical themes sepa

rately. Numerous criticisms reiterate the author's own 

language of eternal recurrence under Frank's assumption 

that revolving time excludes both progress and decline. 

other interpretations take up the historical sources of 

Mann's figures or the relation of narrative episodes to 

current events without addressing the apparent contradic

tion in the author's visions of the mythic and the histori

cal. A few critics have attempted to ~econcile reenactment 
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and development by imagining Mannian history as a process 

of replacement. Henry Hatfield, for example, says: "A 

world made up of timeless archetypes might appear utterly 

static. Change is provided for, however, by [a] process of 

substituti"n" in the Joseph story that puts Isaac in the 

role of the sacrificial lamb (From 72). None of these ap

proaches has acknowledged the complex reciprocity of myth 

and history, and misunderstanding continues to distort in

terpretations. As recently as 1982, Harry Redner took Mann 

to task for failing to address historical issues in Doktor 

Faustus. The problem for Redner is the "spherical" or 

mythical construction of the novel, which forces Mann to 

ignore history. Redner is adamant that "historical time 

does not repeat mythical time; the circular recurrences of 

myth are not to be found in the time of history" (230). By 

closing the "echoing circles of time and history" at the 

end of the novel, Mann -t.urns art into pure aesthetic form 

and fails "to tell the t:,~th of our time" (239). 

Understanding t.he inseparability of myth and history 

in Mann requires relinquishi~g the notion that geometric 

structures deny historical change and advancement. Frank 

Kermode has taken issue with Frank's association of space, 

myth, and timelessness. He says we "cannot distinguish 

historical from other forms of discourse simply on the ba

(:;is of historians' normal preference for sequentiali ty. " 
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To write chronologically is "a rhetorical decision, and to 

take a different one would hardly make history ahistoric or 

convert it into 'myth'" ("Reply" 582). Kermode refuses to 

believe that readers of Ulysses apprehend Joyce's multiple 

motifs spatially in a unified moment. For him the most 

patterned tale engages the reader temporally because all 

literary experiences, even thoE.\e that stand outside tem

poral sequence, remain "within the element of time" ("Re

ply" 584). It follows from Kermode's logic that the mod

ernist invocation of mythic return does not mean modernists 

have rejected time in favor of eternity. 

16 

My reading discovers the inherent temporality of 

Mann's mythicism. In the ancient world, mythic recurrence 

occurs not in a circular, but in a spiraling pattern. The 

turning globe of Joseph is the image of mythic return, but 

it also becomes the paradigm of history as temporal revo

lutions transform archetypes. In modern settings, by con

trast, mythic history is in decline. Here Mann's rotating 

sphere has atrophied. In Zauber~erg and Faustus revolving 

time has lost its transfiguring mythical power and reverted 

to a spatial presence. Under the pressure of modernity, 

the new music has come to signify a decline to the "mad" 

carousel of time Hans Castorp calls a bad joke. In Mann's 

imagination, as in Frank's, this circularity suggests his

tory has been banished. Mann, however, ultimately eludes 



Frank's characterization of modernist mythicism. For him 

circular repetition does not mean the universe rests glori

ously on an eternal structure of truths, but that it is 

suffering from an inability to live historically. Unlike 

Frank's static forms, Mann's mythical revolving sphere i

dealizes temporal motion. When the sphere is charged with 

mythic meaning as it is in Joseph, it validates historical 

movement. Joseph comprehends the value of mythic history. 

The challenge for Castorp and Leverkfthn is to recapture Jo

seph's understanding of the historical significance of tem

poral revolution. 
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Chapter 1 

THE DIALECTIC OF MYTH AND HISTORY: 

REVISION OF ARCHETYPE IN THE JOSEPH NOVELS 

In January 1932, in the midst of his seventeen years 

of work on the Joseph tetralogy, Thomas Mann called for 

countering modern political turmoil by drawing the public's 

attention to what he called "the problem of humanity." 

Mann's response to the "suffering" and perilous "adventure" 

of recent European experience was to probe vigorously into 

human "essence" or, as he also put it, "the place [of 

humankind] in the cosmos." Mann saw himself taking on just 

this task in his Joseph books, which would make anthropo

logy, ancient myth, and religious history its central 

subjects and dig deep into the past to uncover in Joseph 

humankind's most profound, innermost being (B I 311). In 

1942, with the tetralogy nearly complete, Mann made a 

similar observation about the scope of Joseph: the "his

toric convulsions, adventures, and tribulations" of the 

fascist time had raised for him the "problem of humanity" 

as an "indivisible whole" (RA 105). At the end of his 

project, Mann saw himself as having responded to the prob

lems of the times as he had promised: Joseph und seine 

Bruder transcends the individual and treats the timeless, 
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recurrent qualities of humanity. The novel is a "mythical" 

book (RA 106).1 

By identifying human essence with mythic timelessness, 

Mann appears to deny change and development. Indeed, as he 

works on Joseph, Mann does talk about abiding myth and 

eternal recurrence persistently. In a lecture on Freud, 

for example, he identifies myth as lithe timeless pattern" 

which guides life from the depths of the unconscious (LGM 

921), and in an essay on Joseph he says the "typical" in 

human life is the mythical, that which is "eternally human, 

eternally recurring" (RA 104).2 When Mann identifies 

"mythic ceremony" and repetition of "primordial occurrence II 

as "almost the central theme" in his novel (GW XI 648), he 

sounds as though he has retreated from historical turmoil 

to the security of mythic stasis. Modernism, Irving Howe 

has said, "despairs of human history, abandons the idea of 

linear historical development, falls back upon notions of a 

universal condition humaine or a rhythm of eternal recur

rence" (17, italics omitted). In his preoccupation with 

myth, Mann seems to speak just this "modernist" language of 

ahistorical, universal truths. 

1 Mann also likens Joseph to Faust: each is a "symbol 
of humanity" (RA 113). Objecting to Ernst Bertram that he 
has not conceived the novel narrowly as a "Jewish book," he 
calls Joseph a "book of humanity" (TMEB 188). 

2 See also LGM 920, 922; RA 100, 101, 105, 106, 113. 
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Mann's confidence that he can recall the world to its 

fundamental qoodness reveals itself not in mythicism alone, 

however, but in a mythic conception of time and history. 

Mann suggests, in fact, that his faith in humanity lies 

fundamentally in history, for his novel "bases its concept 

of piety upon the idea of time, of change, of development, 

of advancement toward perfection." A "symbol of humanity," 

the novel leads through history "from the original and sim

ple, the typical and canonical," to "the complicated, in-

volved, late" (RA 115). The author's faith lies not only 

in history, however, but also in myth, for along with 

progress "the idea of tradition" plays "a thematic part of 

the first order" in Joseph, and tradition, by Mann's defi-

nition, is myth: 

For what else is myth but succession and recollection, 
the forming and coining of the present with the past, 
the childlike identification with an admired idol--in 
short tradition? Myth is tradition, and to live in 
tradition means to live in myth. (TJN 22)3 

As Mann's image of humanity, Joseph stands as a figure in 

both history and myth. His story is "a shortened history 

of humankind" (B I 390). Yet his tale is also mythic, for 

myth is "the typical, the eternally human, eternally recur

ring, timeless" (~4 104), and Joseph epitomizes timeless

ness or typicality: "Just as all the Jewish legends are 

3 See also FT 354: "und mit dem Mythos, dunkt mich, 
hatte es auch zu tun, oder, wenn man ein Synonym fur 
'Mythos' vorzieht, mit Tradition." 
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based on other, timeless mythologies, and made transparent 

by them," Joseph himself "is also a transparent figure" (RA 

111). In "The Theme of the Joseph Novels," Mann makes the 

unity of tradition and change in his novel explicit and 

expresses his faith that both together can oppose the per-

niciousness of fascism: Joseph is an example of "the 

unification of tradition and revolution in the sphere of 

the Humane." The book demonstrates that the "conserving 

and the revolutionary will are one and the same" and that 

together they are "simply the good will" (TJN 22).4 Joseph 

represents for Mann, therefore, an ennobling vision of 

human development before its fall from the continuity of 

tradition into disjointed modern times. 

If Mann expresses faith in the unity of history and 

myth, however, he also makes clear that the historical and 

the mythical stem from widely divergent conceptions of 

time. Myth "is pristine pattern and pristine form of life, 

timeless model and formula of old, into which life enters" 

(RA 104). Because it repeats itself, it is like a "festive 

celebration, a solemn action which playingly neutralizes 

time and depicts the past and the future, the timelessly 

4 In a 1929 essay on Freud, Mann elaborates the union 
of conservation and revolution, linking it with Nietzsche's 
association of "progress and reaction" in Human. All-Too
Human. According to Mann, any revolution, like Freud's in 
psychoanalysis, looks simultaneously forwards and backwards 
(LGM 879-904). 
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existing" as "the present" (TJN 3). Where myth dissolves 

or denies time, history, in stark contrast, occurs within 

it. History, according to the Joseph narrator, is "what 

has happened and what continues to happen in time" (GJ 183, 

my emphasis). Unlike myth, which repeats the same pattern, 

history knows progress--the "advancement toward perfection" 

that Mann says he portrays in Joseph. Since it enables 

emergence of the new, history bears witness to a decidedly 

"nonmythic" dispersion of experience into the temporal 

categories past, present, and future. 

22 

Because he brings two such divergent traditions of 

temporal experience together in his novel, Mann has made it 

difficult for readers to come to grips with his confident 

and reassuring portrayal of human temporality. Owing in 

part to his clear fascination with myth in his letters to 

Karl Kerenyi and his essays on Joseph, Mann himself has 

inspired many interpreters to reiterate his language of the 

"eternally recurring" and the "eternally human" outside the 

context of history. In Joseph criticism it is not uncommon 

to encounter such unqualified statements, as, "The Joseph 

drama is a celebration, or 'Fest,' a mythical ceremony, a 

repetition of archetypal events.,,5 Mann has encouraged the 

5 Adele Bloch (151). See also Fritz strich, who 
concludes simply that Mann places in the foreground "der 
ewige Mythos des Menschen" (154). Similarly, Wilhelm 
Grenzmann understands Mann as returning in Joseph to "den 
allgemeinen Formen des Menschlichen, den zeitabgewandten 



focus on mythic timelessness, after all, by calling atten

tion to his own extensive reading in Schopenhauer and Nie

tzsche, prompting readers to look in the author's concept 

of revolving time for a version of the ones in Schopen

hauer's nunc stans and Nietzsche's eternal recurrence. 6 

Where critics have addressed Mann's talk of development and 

change in Joseph, a number have confronted the apparent 

contradiction between mythic timelessness and historical 

time by mistakenly separating the two. These interpreters 

discern an evolution out of myth into history in the no

vel. 7 Those readers who do grapple with the puzzling 

Vorkommnissen einer unvordenkbaren Vergangenheit" (34). 
According to Anna Hellersberg-Wendriner, perpetual repeti
tion in Joseph destroys the intervening stages of time. 
There is no way in this recurrence to approach a goal, and 
the result is a monotony of return of the same (114). 
Ignace Feuerlicht goes so far as to fault Mann for depic
ting in Joseph and elsewhere a world of endless repetition 
which must be "boring" and "repellant" for those who would 
experience something new ("Indentifikation" 144). Others 
who single out mythic timelessness include Howard S. Nemer
ov (3-4) and Nathan Scott (47). 

6 Willy Richard Berger points to the foundation of 
Mann's "eternally recurring" in both philosophers (50-4). 
Erich Heller establishes the confluence of ideas from 
Schopenhauer and Nietzsche in the revolving sphere image of 
Joseph (Ironic 235-7). Joseph W. Slade finds Nietzsche's 
notion of willed recurrence in Mann's own "eternal re
currence" (180). Manfred Dierks locates the roots of 
Mann's archetypal thinking in Schopenhauerian metaphysics 
(82-113). 

7 Manfred Dierks finds a demythologizing tendency in 
the novel (102). Kate Hamburger discerns a mythical struc
ture of consciousness in the first book followed by a pro
cess of "rationalization" and "demythification" in the last 
three (Joseph 46-9, 97). Kenneth Hughes believes Joseph in 
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identity of time and myth Mann himself suggests point typi

cally to the congruity of repetition with variation and 

progress in Joseph. Thus, Joseph Slade says quite accu

rately of the novel: "Tradition or recorded experience is 

not necessarily hostile to change; the beneficiaries of 

tradition must simply learn to distinguish between the 

vital and the unessential, the pertinent and the irrele

vant, and to preserve the good patterns while condemning 

the bad" (195).8 

To do full justice to the complexity of human tem

porality in Joseph, however, we must look more closely at 

Mann's elusive conception of myth than critics have done up 

until now. While some Joseph scholars have touched upon 

the compatibility of temporal direction with mythic recur

rence, no one has elucidated the enabling ground of mythic 

history: the inherent flexibility of the Mannian arche-

type. While the terms "myth," "archetype," and the "eter

nal" may suggest immutable forms, for Mann they designate 

Egypt abandons the old circular conception of eternal re
currence and adopts the Egyptian linear vision of develop
ment and change (59). 

8 Joan Dassin says Mann balances "the traditional and 
the individual" in Joseph so that "man has the illusion 
that he can choose his relation to history, selecting only 
those patterns he wishes to imitate" (381). In her ex
tended discussion of historical development in Joseph, 
Sigrid Mannesmann contends mythic models provide a basis 
for valid action in the present without invalidating god's 
history, which occupies the foreground of the novel (407). 
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evolving conceptions of the universal within adaptive human 

memory. Locating the "eternally recurring" within a Mann

ian dialectic of myth and history, I argue that Mann pre

sents a multiple vision of temporal consciousness in Jo

seph, one in which contradictory conceptions, the timeless 

and the developmental, conflict yet also complement each 

other in a higher vision which comprehends both recurrence 

and evolution. In mythic history repetition of archetype 

occurs as Aufhebung, a paradoxical preservation and dis

solution of tradition enacted as humankind continuously re

experiences and reshapes its archetypal forms. Indeed, it 

is by making visible the reformation of tradition within 

the deptha of human nature that Mann fulfills his own 

promise to uncover the noble myth of harmonious human evo

lution. Far from despairing of history, Mann reconceives 

it in Joseph by radically reinterpreting more archaic 

conceptions of mythic repetition. 

I 

As his pervasive language of recurrence indicates, 

Mann does recreate a mythic world view in Joseph. Within 

the Hebrew Weltanschauung Mann discerns the ancient belief 

in mythic reality that especially for Mir~ea Eliade charac

terizes primitive humanity. For archaic human beings, 

Eliade says, no act has autonomous or intrinsic value, for 

every act acquires significance only as it participa':es in 
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a realm of meaning beyond itself (Return 3-4). In ancient 

societies such as Joseph's, human actions take on sacred 

meaning to the extent that they reproduce primordial or 

mythic patterns. Within such a mythic community, moreover, 

"reality" itself is "a function of the repetition of a 

celestial archetype" (Return 5). For Mann, as for Eliade, 

to "live in myth" is to affirm one's sacred foundations, 

or, in Eliade's terms, to make one's life "real." Like 

Eliade, Mann observes that ancient peoples made life both 

"authentic" (echt) and "meaningful" (bedeutend) by reenact

ing myth. What reenactment means, he says, is that myth 

alone enables a "legitimation" of life; for only through 

mythic repetition is life "justified" and "consecrated" 

(LGM 924).9 

Immersion in this ancient world of mythical legitima

tion entails an archaic time-consciousness which affirms 

neither sequence nor development, but rather a temporal 

self-identity. Ernst Cassirer has found that mythic think

ing ignores the "fixed chronology" of history, for the 

archaic mind conceives "no such ordering of time into a 

rigid system where any particular event has one and only 

9 As preparation for Joseph, Mann studied Alfred Jere
mias, who held that the Old Testament derives largely from 
Babylonian sources (Lehnert, "Vorstudien" 468-9). It is in 
part because of this research that Mann envisions a mythi
cal consciousness among the Hebrews, who are generally 
represented in scholarship as the first culture in the West 
to have conceived time historically. 
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one position." Mythical consciousness has sometimes been 

called "a timeless consciousness": "wherever it posits a 

relation, it causes the members of this relation to flow 

together and merge" (110-1,106). In the mythic outlook of 

Joseph, the "artificial" categories of past, present, and 

future converge in ritual reenactment. Myth is a "timeless 

present" to which people ret-Llrn in a "festival" celebration 

as a way of "fleshing out" the "ideas" of recurrence (RA 

100). When the Joseph narrator proposes in the Prologue to 

explore the "fathomless spring" of the past, therefore, he 

expects to uncover in the maze of receding and repeating 

tales of Jewish lore the mystery of the "timeless present" 

(GJ 30). For Joseph, in fact, to live is essentially to 

imitate; to act out one's own life role is to "follow 

after" (nachfolgen) those who have gone before. Living is 

a matter of knowing that "the task of the individual en

tails filling in with presentness the given forms of a 

mythic scheme and allowing it once again to become flesh" 

(GJ 125). Within this mythic world view, an individual 

literally draws the past into the present, repeating its 

gestures and giving them new life. 

Because the mythic time-consciousness in Joseph vi

sibly resists temporal sequence, it posits, for much of the 

work, a static or spatial concept of time. As J. Hillis 

Miller has pointed out, "the change from infatuated move-
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ment forward to a detached seeing of the past is also a 

change from time to space. Detachment spatializes time, 

. freezes it into a fixed shape" as one perceives "all mo

ments in time as simultaneously present • • • in a spatial 

design" (145). Mann invokes a language of sight to arti

culate mythic "time" when he labels his own mythic novel 

the "visualization" of a celebration that "depicts past and 

future, the timelessly existing, the myth, as present" (TJN 

3). Within the novel Mann images mythic timelessness in 

Jaakob's vision of tribal myths layered beneath him as 

though in brightly illuminated crystal tiers. Walking 

above the translucent tales, Jaakob views the ancient 

stories not as receding traces of the past, but as fixed 

strata which "stand up" before him and make themselves 

"present to his spirit" (GJ 186). The spatial layering of 

Jaakob's tales appears as a more complex configuration in 

the revolving sphere of time that Mann borrows from Baby

lonian mythology. Here Jaakob's fathomless tales encircle 

a rotating sphere, mirroring and mimicking each other in 

endless revolutions. With its pattern of corresponding 

parts, the sphere encapsulates the spatial form of mythic 

time-consciousness. As the sphere rolls, its two hemi

spheres, the heavenly and the earthly, duplicate each other 

so that what is above is below and what happens on earth 

repeats itself in heaven (GJ 188). In the intricate design 
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of the sphere, one cannot ascertain whether a story origi

nates in heaven or on earth, and the only way to decipher 

the mystery is to conceive both occurring at once: every 

story seems to go up and come down again, but in reality it 

is enacted concurrently (zugleich) with parallel stories 

(JJ 37). 

Spatial time entails an experience of temporal extinc

tion and renewal peculiar to the mythic imagination. 

Eliade has observed that ritual repetition in primitive 

cultures cancels time in a mythical moment when the world 

is symbolically destroyed and recreated. Time in this 

cyclical world view takes on a paradoxical identity since 

it annuls itself, on the one hand, yet regenerates itself 

on the other (Return 62). When the Joseph narrator says, 

therefore, that to die means "actually to lose sight of 

time, to travel beyond it, to exchange it for eternity and 

presentness," he also adds that to die means to "exchange" 

for time "for the first time life" (GJ 51). From the per

spective of rhythmic death and rebirth, the narrator can 

speak with conviction of the Great Deluge which destroyed 

the world, but did not do so "without having first confided 

to earth the tablets of knowledge, as the seed corn of fu

ture wisdom, so that when the waters subside, everything 

can begin afresh from the written seed" (GJ 29). To the 

Hebrew mythic mind, "at any time" (jederzeit) is "the word 
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of the mystery," and while "the mystery has no time," the 

"form" of its timelessness is "the now and the here," the 

renewed appearance of archetype (GJ 29). 
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As a manifestation of the mythic mind, time, eternally 

regenerated, remains locked within a spatial way of think

ing which cannot conceive the unexpected and new. Rather, 

as Eliade says, because "all moments and all situations 

remain stationary" in mythic reenactment, they acquire 

nothing more than "the ontological order of the archetype" 

(Return 123). Enabling the manifestation of archetype, 

mythic "time" does no more than make possible "the appear

ance and existence of things. It has no final influence 

upon their existence, since it is itself constantly rege

nerated" (90). within the mythic consciousness of Joseph, 

"one sees what is in preparation, what is already present, 

because it happened when the story first played itself" (JA 

171). Anticipation of the already known does, to be sure, 

exert "a powerful and uncanny fascination"; but since we 

already have full knowledge, our lively curiosity "inter

ests itself not in the experience itself but in the tell

ing" (Mitteilung) or appearance of the tale (JA 171). 

Inside this mythic frame, the Joseph narrator tells and 

retells the legends which regenerate themselves endlessly. 

Made concrete in the central myth of the novel, the eter

nally recurring sacrifice and resurrection of the son of 



god encapsulates this cyclical world view: "Every Christ

mas the world-saving babe is born anew and lies in the 

cradle, destined to suffer, to die and to arise again" (GJ 

30) • 

As Mann recreates mythic time-consciousness in Joseph, 

moreover, he also accepts a spatial conception of history. 

For the Hebrews understand mythic time within the context 

of god's eternal plan for humankind. Mann says that Jo

seph's primary tale is of the dying and rising god, Tammuz 

or Osiris (RA 101). "Dying" in the well and entering 

Egypt, Joseph relives the past by reenacting the story of 

the true son sacrificed at god's command so that he might 

rise and provide for his people (GJ 199). He recognizes 

his own "death" as "transparent" (durchsichtig) to mythic 

reality and consequently as "impressed with original mean

ing" (urgepragt). But Joseph also perceives that he suf

fers "death" because god has selected him for a mysterious 

reason. Joseph's vision of the divine intention merges 

into his identification with myth, and the two together 

provide a sense of vaguely perceived purpose which the 

young Hebrew believes accounts for his otherwise inexpli

cable misfortunes. Joseph grasps not only his mythical 

identity, but his function as Osiris within god's plan. He 

is persuaded that god "was looking beyond the grave" and 

"as always was following a goal for the future" (JJ 190). 
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The bond with god, pressing Joseph from within and without, 

"verifies" itself and makes him feel both the burden and 

reassurance of imitation (JA 161). 

Subordinating mythic "following after" to god's provi

dence, the Jewish mind interprets "history" in Erich Auer

bach's sense of the typological. Beyond mythic simulta

neity, the archetypal patterns in Joseph also offer a 

series of prefigurations. As John J. White has pointed 

out, the tetralogy provides a "sense of transition" through 

a "succession of images" (194-5), the anticipation of 

Christ, for example, in Tammuz, Isaak, and Joseph. 10 

Figural history, Auerbach says, sets up connections between 

events so that the one signifies the other and the second 

entails the first (64). The bond between corresponding 

events does not establish itself, however, as "a mere link 

in an earthly chain," for "the horizontal, that is the 

temporal and causal, connection of occurrences is dis-

solved" as the present event reveals itself to be "some-

thing which has always been and which will be fulfilled in 

the future" (64-5). In figural history god regards every

thing that happens from the perspective of the "oneness 

within the divine plan, of which all occurrences are parts 

and reflections" (490) and perceives events in their "ver-

10 For discussions of the prefigurative Christ allu
sions, see Hughes (66-7) and Lesser (55-67). 
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tical connection" to Divine Providence (65). 

Within the frame of spatial history, it is just such 

"vertical" relations, Jaakob's crystal tiers, that bear the 

sacred burden of historical significance for the Hebrew 

mind. We encounter historical prefiguration in Jaakob's 

understanding of einst ("once upon a time"), "the mysteri

ous alternation of tradition and prophecy" (GJ 30). Point

ing backwards and forwards, einst contains the past yet 

carries the future within it, for even as it represents 

tradition einst bears the "potential present" in a sense 

heavily weighted with meaning for the fulfillment of god's 

plan (JE 286). Thus, as Jaakob tells tribal stories to 

Thamar, in his "once upon a time" he relates sacred tales 

which repeat mythic patterns but also hold the promise in 

Shiloh of a far-distant messiah foreseen in Joseph the 

provider (JE 286). In the Hebrew world, reenacted tales 

reflect and anticipate the multiple aspects of god's single 

meaning and intent--his plan--for humankind. We may wonder 

at the way "in this story marvelous correspondences arrange 

themselves and one piece fulfills itself in its opposite," 

the narrator says (JE 427). Thinking spatially, Mann envi

sions divine providence as a symmetrical configuration. 

II 

In their historical perception, Mann's Hebrews do not, 

however, confine themselves to timeless patterns. Neither 
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the mythic recurrence nor the figural typology of Joseph 

means that people really live within a rigid tradition or 

fixed ideal order. If Mann had presented the temporal 

world as so restricted, he would have written a book in 

which history entailed no more than an elaborate codifi

cation of stories. In the figural world view, Auerbach 

says, the vision of the eternal ultimately divides images 

from their temporal and historical context and renders them 

formulaic. As tradition freezes, each image comes to 

signify the "unique, exalted, and hidden truth • • • of the 

figural structure of universal history," revealing the 

entire story of humankind in advance (137). Mann, however, 

distances himself from the risk of temporal petrifaction by 

exposing the developmental perception of Jewish culture. 

For Joseph and his brothers, time unfolds from the earliest 

times in unique events experienced singly and distinguished 

in the past, present, and future of divine providence. 

While he acknowledges his fascination with the "intimate" 

self-sufficiency and the "timeless closedness" of the 

sphere, therefore, Mann points to "religious historical

ness" (Religionsgeschichtliche), not simply to myth, as one 

of the "chief powers of attraction" in Joseph's story (RA 

101). Thinking historically as well as mythically, he 

portrays Jewish temporality as an unfolding process. 

In the Prologue Mann introduces the deep longing for 

---- .-.-----.-- ... - .... 
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new experience inherent in human life from the beginning of 

time. In the creation myth he discovers not only the hal

lowed urge to repeat, but an equally urgent desire to en

gender new forms of life. In the middle of the Prologue, 

Mann reinterprets the concept of tradition (Uberlieferung), 

already established as mythic reenactment, linking it now 

with temporal urgency: "the meaning of tradition begins to 

purify itself" (sich reinigen) when the child of god des

cends from paradise into the material world and, no longer 

obedient to god's higher order, becomes "the model of an 

independent and free act of longing" (GJ 38). In its 

fallen ignorance, the primeval soul yearns for knowledge 

and, seeking fulfillment, lets itself be "disturbed and 
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-confused" by the inclination--"in a literal sense implying 

direction--towards still formless matter, avid to mingle 

with this and call forth forms" (GJ 39). From the outset, 

then, humankind knows longing, abandon, even rebellion. 

Despite its deep roots in myth, soul, both "adventurous and 

in adventure creative," sets off on a perilous journey in 

search of unknown fulfillments (GJ 38). God sends spirit 

to retrieve soul, but the human will to beget new life 

forms is so strong that spirit spurs resistant emotions and 

unwittingly drives soul "forth out of. the gates of the past 

and the known into the uncertain and the adventurous." In 

the end, spirit makes the individual "like unto the stone 
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which, by detaching itself and rolling, is destined to set 

up an ever increasing rolling and sequence of events, of 

which no human being can see the end" (GJ 47). Clearly, 

tradition understood this new way entails not just the ob

servance of sacred patterns, but the courage to abandon old 

models, strike out on one's own, and create new life forms. 
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with this "purified" understanding of tradition, Mann 

reveals that the Hebrews conceived of time not as an image 

of eternal truth, but as an incomplete and unfulfilled pro

cess. While Jaakob may be at one with his mythic heritage, 

he is also, significantly, unsatisfied and restless. Jo

seph, in fact, inherits not a complacent tradition, but one 

of "spiritual unrest" (geistige Beunruhiqung). Dwelling on 

this aspect of his heritage, he recalls this verse about 

the wandering soul of his people: "Why ordainest thou un

rest to my son Gilgamesch,/ Gavest him a heart that knoweth 

not repose?" (GJ 48) Like the Babylonian epic hero, the 

Hebrews know perpetual "disquiet, questioning, hearkening 

and seeking," even a "wrestling for god" as they search for 

"the true meaning of the highest" (GJ 48). Impelled by 

this spirit of untiring pursuit, Joseph's people can never 

settle in a permanent city dwelling but must move in tents 

from spot to spot, their ceaseless movement symbolizing 

their nomadic spirit. Life for them must be unsettled be

cause the Hebrews serve a god who denies himself the quiet 



and comfort of a true home, a divinity who constantly looks 

forward to new orders of existence as he lays his great 

plans for the future. The Hebrews know, of course, that 

god's providenc~ will eventually mean" great" and "far

reaching things" for the world. But god's plans for the 

future are still very "unclear" because they are still very 

much "in the process of becoming" (GJ 50). As a developing 

god commanding obedience to ever new demands, Jahu confirms 

a Hebrew conception of unfinished temporal evolution. 

In this vision of Hebrew time as process, Mann recog

nizes a transcendence of mythic spatiality and the possi

bility of progress. Paul Tillich has argued that the cir

cular or spatial conception of "time" in archaic cultures 

reveals an urge to resolve all temporal tension in a return 

to the self which, reflecting the revolutions of Nature, 

perpetually joins the end to the beginning. "To see real

ity historically," by contrast, is "to see it essentially 

out of balance"; it is to know a "directed tension, hasten

ing toward something unrealized, which shall be realized" 

(244-5). When Mann depicts the Hebrews as restless and 

unsatisfied, he suggests they do not allow the cycles of 

Nature to dominate their collective imagination, despite 

their mythic consciousness. For as the Hebrew mind propels 

itself forward into unknown adventures, it refuses the "em

bracing serenity" Tillich recognizes in circular resolu-
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tion. In history, Tillich says, the event "has a direction 

in which something is to be realized," not as "a thing re

current but as something new" (245). Such historical 

thinking "disrupts the circle" of Nature and transforms 

space into time. In producing things "only once without 

repetition, time tears itself away from space, history from 

nature" (246). 

Mann envisions the historical development of the He

brews as a mutual evolution of god and his people. God has 

created humankind in his own image because his "curiosity 

about himself" has made him aware that "a mirror is a means 

of learning about oneself" (JA 11; JE 1.0-1.). On its side, 

the restless human spirit, yearning for knowledge, has 

sought god and conceived him. Abram, therefore, who "dis

covered" god, simultaneously "perceived" his deity and 

"thought him into being" (JJ 43). Each having created the 

other, god and humankind are united in a reciprocal iden

tity which renders divine and human necessity inseparable 

(GJ 31.7-8). Bound in mutual purpose, god and human beings 

come to know themselves gradually through time as god 

strives to actualize or "realize" himself in human con

sciousness. l 1. 

Incomplete and in the process of becoming, the reci-

11. Mann uses this phrase to describe the process of 
divine "realization": "das durch den Geist des Menschen 
nach Verwirklichung trachtende Gotteswesen" (GJ 129). 
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procally related spirits of god and humankind ordain the 

unfolding of the divine plan in new orders of being. God's 

acknowledgment of the "to be" and the "not-yet-accomplish

ed" may mean that the divinity "lies in bonds" and "suf

fers" in his self-ignorance (JJ 49)~ but god also holds the 

continuing hope and promise of creative fulfillment in new 

forms of life. For this is a god whose story is "of the 

future," and, in fact, it is the discrepancy between pre

sent and future that lends "the greatness and power of god" 
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. its "character of anticipation and unfulfilled promise" (JJ 

48). In their reciprocal relation with the divine essence, 

humans participate in a cosmic evolution in which god 

strives to bridge the gap between present and future, an

ticipating his self-fulfillment in the unknown. Thus, 

early in their history god's nomadic people bring to Abram 

their own god from the wilderness, "a fire-breathing and 

storm-breeding warrior named Jahu, a troublesome sort of 

hobgoblin, with more demonic than godlike traits, spiteful, 

tyrannical and incalculable" (GJ 129). Yet it is this 

primitive god who is to inspire their imaginations and 

raise their consciousness of divine essence to new heights. 

Far from remaining a territorial deity, this god will renew 

himself continually in new phases of self-knowledge. This 

is why god's name, Israel, "the name of Abram's spiritual 

seed," can surpass its association with spiteful belli-
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gerence and become "the distinct badge of a purer and 

higher Hebraism" (GJ 130). 

The temporal unfolding of divine/human consciousness 

occurs because god himself, like the humans who mirror him, 

has fallen into a state of grievous imperfection. God's 

fall is a result of his own peculiar "ambition" (Ehrqeiz), 

an inverted pride "directed downward. For in the cause of 

the Highest, where there can be no striving upwards, there 

is only the other direction left" (JE 16). Like humans, 

god has lusted for the sensual excitement of creation. 

Longing to diffuse himself and enjoy the multiplicity of 

phenomena in the material world, he has given in to a 

wayward "ambition to condescend mightily, to submit himself 

to limitations," and has willed himself into being a lowly 

"corporeal folk-god" (JE 16). Fallen, god knows only the 

incompleteness of every phase of the evolving material 

world. Without the fullness of being which was once his, 

he lacks authority to confirm the finality or "truth" of 

his incremental visions of himself, however convincing each 

may be for him and his people in its time. Consequently, 

he strives for understanding in ceaseless self-revisions. 

In history every perception, every stage of illumination 

god wills in his struggle for knowledge, takes on an aspect 

of finality only as it presents itself temporarily to 

human/divine consciousness as the final truth. In fact, 
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however, every world view succumbs in time to invalidation 

as god and humankind struggle on to new levels of under

standing. This is why attitudes towards human sacrifice, 

for example, change in Joseph. For god and humankind 

discredit the "abomination" Jaakob identifies in Laban's 

little son preserved in a jar as they recognize its out

moded barbarity (JA 218). In the course of Hebrew history, 

god and his people reject physical slaughter of the son, 

once god's command, and substitute a new, humane, symbolic 

form of sacrifice--the apparent murder of Joseph and his 

removal from Jaakob's presence to Egypt--for the primitive 

one. 

God's reassessment of the old and creation of the new 

make possible a conception of historical, as opposed to 

mythical, meaning. Everything that happens in the Hebrew 

world comes into being by virtue of god's unfolding will. 

Hence, every occurrence, every world view, is determined by 

god in accordance with the needs of the moment. As a re

sult, god endows each event with historic significance, for 

each event is specially ordained and unique. As Eliade has 

observed, Hebrew history is directly ordered by Jahu, and 

history appears as "a series of theophanies, negative or 

positive, each of which has its intrinsic value" (Return 

107). While it is true that in Jewish history each defeat 

refers to an archetypal situation, god's wrath, each one 
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"nevertheless acquires a coefficient of irreversibility: 

Yahweh's personal intervention" (Return 107). For Abraham, 

therefore, and for his descendants, god "reveals himself as 

a personal, as a 'totally distinct' existence that ordains, 

bestows, demands, without any rational (i.e., general and 

foreseeable) justification, and for which all is possible" 

(Return 111). Fearsome, unfathomable, all-powerful, god 

wills everything for a specific, albeit mysterious, histo-

rical purpose. 
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In Joseph, where Mann shows himself in accord with 

Eliade, the Jews tremble before Jahu whether or not they 

grasp his purpose, yet remain convinced that every divine 

intervention, despite its elusiveness, bears witness to 

specific historical intent. Thus, god's punishments seem 

arbitrary and erratic and his rewards disproportionate (JE 

12). An angry and unpredictable deity, god inspires the 

terror of obedience revealed in Jaakob's words to young 

Joseph: "That maketh me to tremble lest thou displease our 

god and stir up his anger against thee and Abram's seed" 

(GJ 97). Yet the Hebrews cannot always decipher god's 

will: "For do people know whether they do well or ill 

before god and whether that which seems to them good is not 

to the heavenly One an abomination? Humans in their fool

ishness do not know god or the decrees of the lower world" 

(GJ 28-9). Despite their uncertainties about god's com-



mands, however, the Hebrews do not waver in their convic

tion that every divine injunction or sign of displeasure 

carries special significance for them and their history: 

"At any time [divine] forbearance can show itself exhaust

ed, and "judgment come into force" against sinners (GJ 29). 

As a god who takes direct, personal action in the lives of 

his chosen people, Jahu issues isolated, if unpredictable, 

injunctions for particular circumstances, each with a 

specific intent and meaning for history. 

Within this divinely ordained history, god and his 

Chosen People value human acts not for repeating arche

types, but for furthering the logical and inevitable un

folding of god's occult plans for self-actualization. 

Indeed, virtue becomes a matter of contributing wisely and 

willingly to the course of history. In Mann's version of 

the creation it was the fall into materiality--human and 

divine--which enabled the inception of both "merit and 

demerit, reward and punishment," good as well as evil, for 

the good did not exist in the purity of paradise, but "had 

actually to depend upon its opposite, waiting for existence 

in the limbo of the merely possible" (JE 9). Only in this 

moral material world does god will himself into being. 

Fallen, god realizes himself through the concrete acts 

which he and his creatures judge good in measure of their 

contribution to the course of history. Joseph understands, 
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therefore, that "it would have been a clumsy blunder to try 

to destroy god's plan through flight" from captivity, for 

he is sure it was a "planning intelligence which had rent 

him away from the old and led him into the new." He knows 

it would be "a great sin and error" to resist god's wisdom 

(JA 39). In the pit Joseph realizes he has already made 

many mistakes, which appear now in retrospect to have been 
" 

part of god's plan for his capture. "But any more of them

-as now for instance escape--would be 'evil,' for it would 

"literally mean to wish to be wiser than god--which accord

ing to Joseph's shrewd insight was quite simply the height 

of folly" (JA 40). In Joseph's world, then, god's guidance 

bears historic meaning by virtue of the ethical signifi-

cance of his acts of intervention. For god's commands 

require people to participate constructively in the process 

of divine actualization in history. 

Realized in the concrete working out of providence, 

the moral meaning of history will reveal itself finally in 

its totality at the moment when god fulfills his plans for 

humankind. In the Joseph novels, repeated references to 

hope, the future, and fulfillment make clear that for the 

Hebrews god is, after all, right. In spite of his blind 

injustice, god will reveal his goodness in a moment of 

triumph. From this transcendent perspective, events which 

seemed--and were--tragic or wrong in their time have fallen 
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into their proper place in the unfolding of the divine 

plan. Viewed comprehensively, all happenings show them

selves eventually to have contributed to god's providence 

or to have been simply insignificant to it. When the 

stranger at the well reassures the remorseful Ruben, there

fore, that '" all this is but a play and a feast, '" a '" be

ginning only and attempt toward fulfillment,'" he suggests 

the inconsequentiality of the present "misfortune" in the 

comprehensive view of god's purpose. The present, he says, 

"'is not to be taken quite seriously, but is only a jest 

and an allusion, a symbol, so that we might nudge each 

other and wink while we behold it. For perhaps this pit 

was only a grave created by the lesser cycle, and your 

brother still very much in becoming and by no means already 

become, as this whole story is in becoming and not already 

become'" (JJ 237). Recognizing this mystery of becoming, a 

person of faith like Joseph can believe that "the future is 

hope; and in the goodness of god time is given to human

kind, that people may live in hope" (JA 312). In the 

Hebrew world view, people may live in the faith and hope 

that history will ultimately reveal itself to have been a 

justification of god's goodness all along. In this world, 

the transcendent meaning of history is its theodicy. 

Justified as an unfolding of divine goodness and jus

tice, god's plan for humanity becomes the harmonious course 
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of history Mann envisioned for his novel. God's providence 

grounds Joseph's story of humankind, which proceeds, from a 

transcendent perspective, not as a succession of inexpli

cable, unrelated occurrences, but as a continuous process 

within which one event entails and leads into the next. 

The narrator calls this unfolding the "drawing after 

oneself" and "letting oneself come after" (das 

Nachsichziehens; das Nachkommenlassens). Joseph is like a 

calf brought by a man to a "dead" field in order that its 

stubborn dam will be drawn to follow it there and, by 

submitting to the plough, make the land fertile. The calf 

cannot know the man's intent anymore than Joseph can 

precisely know god's, but it can sense that the man's act, 

far from being isolated, belongs to a larger scheme within 

which one event "draws the other after it," all events 

following after each other in a necessary sequence and 

moving towards completion of a far-distant purpose (JA 

160). Like the calf, Joseph understands dreamily that his 

removal to the place of death and rebirth occurs within 

continuous god-ordained progression towards an end he just 

dimly perceives. The narrator speaks a language of "ful

fillment," but for this no single divine act will suffice. 

The renloval of the calf must draw other events after it 

before god's mysterious purpose for Joseph and for the 

Chosen People can be realized. Waiting for fulfillment, 
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Joseph proceeds on an single path from the beginning to the 

end of his "tale" as god's plans for him come gradually to 

fruition. God and his people are joined in the unified and 

even course of progressive history. 

III 

If the mythical and the developmental conflict in 

Joseph, they also contribute together to a higher vision of 

history in "the unification of tradition and revolution." 

For in Mann's most complex and comprehensive view, histori

cal development requires the eternal present of primordial 

recurrence. Mann makes the inherent link between progress 

and repetition explicit as early as 1924 in an account of 

history: 

What is the meaning of nobleness? It means, not [to 
be simply] located in today and yesterday, but to be 
historically further along. It means age and sus
tained duration, continuity, the rootedness in the 
past, the representation of the past in the present-
trustworthiness. (GW XI 353) 

The Joseph narrator also comprehends both permanence and 

change in his definition of history: history is a layered 

record of tales upon which we walk, the palimpsest of 

tradition which makes itself "present" to Jaakob's spirit. 

But it is also past events followed by a continuing occur

rence of events in time, a movement forwards. As stories 

layer themselves into mythical simultaneity, time presses 

ahead in history as things happen "onward and onward" (GJ 
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183).12 Mann's own vision of history in Joseph confirms 

the narrator's definition. Jewish history takes up and 

transforms the "layered" traditions of the ancient Middle 

East, oriental mythology and Hebrew providence. 

Repetition in Mannian history occurs as Aufhebunq, the 

simultaneous preservation and dissolution of the mythic 

essence of the past in present enactment. Early in the 

novel Mann identifies repetition explicitly with the "mys-

.tery" of Aufhebunq and makes clear that Aufhebunq preserves 

and continues the timeless shape of an historic event, its 

essential meaning (GJ 30-1).13 For the "every timen of 

mythic repetition, while it has no time at all, does mys

teriously have "form," which is "the now and here" (GJ 29). 

In ritual repetition "the now and here" is the formation in 

the present of the deep structure of myth. The Deluge, for 

example, gives new form to a fundamental human experience, 

divine punishment, which is preserved anew with each puri

fying flood. Yet the features of past floods do not simply 

repeat themselves mechanically in endless SUbstitutions of 

names and places throughout history. Rather, the essential 

Gestalt of the flood "becomes present" once again (GJ 28). 

12 "Geschichte ist das Geschehene und was fort und 
fort geschieht in der zeit. Aber so ist sie auch das 
Geschichtete und das Geschicht, das unter dem Boden ist." 

13 "Wenn Joseph • • • dem Tammuzfest den Mordtod des 
'vermiBten Sohnes' ••• in ausfuhrlicher Gegenwart erlebte, 
dann waltete ebenjene Aufhebung der zeit im Geheimnis." 
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Aufhebung, then, is the continuation of the underpatterns 

of history, just as tribal myths make their fundamental 

meaning "present" to Jaakob's spirit. It is a bringing to 

life of ·the core of an event, the revitalization of archet

ype. 14 

Aufhebung in Joseph does not mean, however, that god 

repeating himself archetypally is a fixed, self-identical 

paradigm, the transcendent image of figural history. Rath-
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er, in Mann, as in Hegel, divine spirit evolves towards 

complete wisdom by denying as well as affirming the "eter

nally present" shapes of culture. In Joseph ancient human

ity inhabits from the beginning a world of threat and dis

ruption which precludes them and their god from preserving 

and making present the same original archetypes endlessly. 

Unlike E1iade's archaic peoples, Mann's Hebrews live with 

"the idea of catastrophe, the invasion of destructive and 

wanton forces into an ordered scheme and a life bent upon 

self-control and a happiness conditioned by it" (JA 421). 

14 While E1iade stresses the Hebrew emphasis on the 
uniqueness of each historic event, Tom Driver, like Mann, 
believes the Hehrews remained highly aware of "the contem
poraneity of time and the repetitive character of much 
human behavior": just as historic events "become positive, 
constituent factors in the Judeo-Christian consciousness," 
they refuse "simply to take their place in the chronology 
of the past," and "the event which was meaningfully enters 
the now." The incursion of the past into the present 
occurs because for the Hebrews history is "not only fact 
but a mode of experience," an essential view of the world 
in its various aspects which simply "refuses to remain in 
the past" (52-3). 



Certainly they fulfill their knowledge of god in the "or

dered scheme" of mythic reenactment, but their "song of 

peace" is always "wrung from conflict" and only "seemingly 

assured." In fact, they know from the outset the story of 

"the coming of the stranger god" (JA 421). In these people 

we encounter the fundamental tendency of the spirit of the 

times to degrade as well as to protect the forms of its 

past, for they understand "mastery and overpowering" and 

. know that life "laughingly sweeps away the structure of 

art" in the process of history (JA 421). In them we see 

annihilation as well as preservation of god's "eternally 

present" forms. When human beings and god see themselves 

flawlessly reflected in archetypal recurrence, therefore, 

divine/human consciousness is for the present refusing to 

acknowledge the inherent peril of its own self

contradictory and self-destructive nature. 

Just as Mann "purifies" his concept of tradition, he 

refines his notion of mythic reenactment in the Prologue, 

making clear that from their earliest times the Hebrews are 

capable of an historic frame of mind which rejects the old 

Middle Eastern notion of original, eternal archetype. Mann 

insists from the outset that the ancient peoples of Joseph 

do not reside exclusively in Eliade's prelapsarian uni

verse, where "every sacrifice repeats the initial sacrifice 

and coincides with it" (Return 35). One of Mann's symbols 
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for repetition in the Prologue is the Great Tower E-sagila, 

which for the Hebrews represents their fundamental condi

tion: "dispersal" (Zerstreuuna). Certainly the Tower does 

signify for the Chaldeans "the present embodiment of an 

abstract idea handed down from far-away antiquity" (GJ 31). 

For them the Tower represents a first and fixed image of 

truth to which they must return. When they find that in 

their life wanderings they have strayed from the circular 

path of god's truth, they welcome Chammuragasch, who brings 

together once again "the scattered and dispersing folk," 

forcing back to a united view of the one and only archetype 

(GJ 31). Joseph's ancestor, however, the moon wanderer, 

rejects Chaldean rigidity. Offended by Nimrod's royal 

policy of "concentration" (Sammlungsabsichten), he "disper

ses himself" and initiates history: "and thus in Joseph's 

home the past, made present in the shape of E-sagila, had 

become tinctured with the future and with prophecy" (GJ, 

32). In fact, in the Hebrew tradition the story of the 

Tower is the story of the futile search for the divine 

prototype known to the Chaldeans. For "it is plain [to 

Joseph] that after all E-sagila is only a time-coulisse 

upon our endless path toward the original Tower" (GJ 32). 

Since every image gives way to another as one probes the 

recesses of the coulisse, Joseph eventually gives up pur

suing the "history" (Geschichte) of the Tower further, 



realizing it never will yield ~n immutable form of god's 

truth. 

Within the over-arching context of divine self-dis

covery, archetypal recurrence in Aufhebunq must be under

stood as the "mystery" of god's present knowledge of him

self. Thus, while god sees himself imaged exactly in the 

phases of history, this mirroring in no way represents 

absolute self-reflection, which would be divine transcen

dence of all developmental phases in the fallen world, the 

unending coincidence of god with his whole and undivided 

self in eternal repetition of the same primordial forms. 

Instead, when the sphere rolls, "the heavenly and the 

earthly recognize themselves in each other" as god sees 

himself for the present perfectly reflected in the world 

(GJ, 188). Repeating and preserving the past, Aufhebunq 

imaged in the revolving sphere is god's self-resolution. 

It is history experienced in terms of the divine capacity 

temporarily to close the gap between ignorance and know

ledge. Far from being at odds with himself, god in the 

eternal present of Aufhebung overcomes the contradiction 

between remembering and anticipating inherent in the pro

cess of self-fulfillment and resides completely in "the 

present of the revolving sphere, the unity of the dual, the 

image that bears the name 'at the same time'" (JJ 54). In 

its significance for historical knowledge the eternal 
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present in Joseph may be understood, therefore, in terms of 

the Christian kairos. the "fullness of time" that Tillich 

identifies as a moment in its relation to the divine or the 

unconditioned. The "truth of a time" is its "attitude 

toward the Unconditioned, by which it is supported and 

directed." Moreover, "true knowledge" stems from just this 

temporal fullness, since true knowledge grows not "out of 

accidental arbitrary events of a period but out of the 

period's basic significance," out of "the fate of the time, 

of the point at which time is disturbed by eternity" (173-

4). As he re-presents his own essential structure as he 

knows it from history, Joseph's god fulfills himself in 

kairos, "true knowledge" of the times. 

If Aufhebung does not mean divine/human consciousness 

re-presents fixed truths, it does mean god and his people 

reconceive truth in the unfolding process of history. 

Repetition in Joseph depends on the Hebrews' reconceptions 

of god's truth. Mythic reenactment in Mann entails, then, 

not recuperation of "Platonic" forms of knowledge, but 

confirmation of the temporary phases in divine self-reve

lation. This temporal conception of repetition becomes 

clearer when cast in terms of Paul de Man's distinction 

between the spatial figure symbol and the temporal figure 

allegory. Symbol bears witness to a mimetic mode in which 

it is possible for "the image to coincide with the sub-
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stance, since the substance and its representation do not 

differ in their being but only in their extension: they 

. are part and whole of the same set of cateqories" (190). 

Mann's Chaldeans, who seek to represent perfectly the "ab

stract idea" from antiquity, envision just such a coinci

dental or symbolic relationship between the idea and the 

image that represents it. In contrast to symbol, however, 

allegory demystifies the "organic world postulated in a 

symbolic mode of analogical correspondences or a mimetic 

mode or representation in which fiction and reality could 

coincide" (204). Allegory entails repetition in Kierke

gaard's sense: it reveals a relationship between signs 

which contains a "constitutive temporal element," for while 

the allegorical sign must refer to another sign that pre

cedes, it will never coincide with it (190). In their 

ceaseless revisions of "true knowledge," Mann's Hebrews 

reveal an allegorical relationship between temporal truths. 

Mann displays the temporality of repetition in an 

image of disrupted circularity. On the one hand, Joseph 

conceives his own reenactment of mythic prototype as a 

movement whitJh returns to itself, envisioning his "follow

ing after" as the moon leading the constellations across 

the sky in a circular procession (JA 160). Thinking mythi

cally, he invokes the spirit of his boyhood lessons with 

Eliezer, where he learned that "the constellations return 
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to the same position" and concluded the revolutions were 

"'everlasting recurrence'" and "'renewals of life'" (JJ 

19). On the other hand, Joseph questions the very circu

larity which should ensure repetition of the same and 

rhythmic renewal. Even as he marvelled in his lessons at 

the perfection of the heavens, he observed inconsistencies 

in celestial symmetry. No matter how he figured it, the 

365 days of the lunar-solar calendar, when calculated in 

terms of movements of the heavens, was always missing time. 

God's "wonders" with numbers were not flawless. On the 

contrary, "god had given humans understanding so that they 

might improve upon the sacred, which was not entirely 

consistent with itself, so that they would have to make the 

three hundred and sixty-five days match up with the solar 

year by intercalating five days at the end" (JJ 17). For 

Joseph the revolving stars appear as an optical illusion. 

If the moon drawing the sun across the sky seems to return 

to its starting point, perhaps it does not after all, for 

by his accounting there is always a mysterious flaw which 

distorts the geometry of the cosmic procession. In this 

doubting frame of mind, Joseph must suspect that in celes

tial revolution the end of the path is not quite the begin

ning. Looked at this way, myth repeats itself imperfectly 

in near circles which do not quite join. 

By having Joseph call into question the old Chaldean 



notion of mythic circularity, Mann superimposes a revised 

dialectical conception of myth upon the old spatial one. 

Indeed, when we take into account Mann's portrayal of the 

annihilation as well as the preservation of mythic forms in 

Hebrew history, archetype no longer corresponds to Eliade's 

vision of circular reenactment. Ernst Cassirer's discus

sion of myth, quite different from Eliade's, sheds light on 

Mann's amended vision. While the mythic moment dissolves 

temporal distinctions, the mythic process entails spiritual 

transcendence of outlived world orders. Myth would be "no 

truly spiritual form if its unity signified merely a sim

plicity without contradictions." Rather, myth contains 

separate stages which "confront one another, often in sharp 

opposition." The progress of myth does not mean merely 

that certain basic traits, certain spiritual determinations 

of earlier stages are developed and completed, but also 

that they are negated and totally eradicated." At a cul

minating point the mythic dialectic "apprehends itself" and 

"turns against its own foundations and presuppositions" 

(235). This is not to say that myth moves "out of its 

sphere" or abandons its own "principle," but that "in com

pleting its own cycle it ends by breaking through it" 

(236). Myth and archaic religion, as Cassirer understands 

them, contain their own "source of motion" (239). 

Mann presents the inherent temporal "motion" of the 
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mythic dialectic in examples of the Hebrews' continual 

reinterpretations of archetypal truth, a process he links 

to evolving tribal memory. In the Prologue Mann sets 

archetype within the context of a flexible collective 

memory: the "dream memory" (Traumerinnerunq) of humankind 

has no fixed shape but is fundamentally "formless" (form

los). Yet human memory does take on shape as it forms and 

reforms itself in new stories "after the manner of sagas" 

(saqenhaft) (GJ 27). What this revision of memory means is 

that human consciousness lights upon one vision of arche

typal truth and chooses for the present to hold it invi

olable. When we talk about archetype in Joseph, therefore, 

we are talking about "provisional origins" (Anfanqe be

dinqter Art), myths held at a given time to be the "first 

beginning" (Ur-Beqinn) of a given tradition within "a 

community, folk or communion of faith" (GJ 7). Human 

memory will have been "instructed" as it settles on such 

myths that "its depths have not actually been plumbed" (GJ 

8), but even so people will always seek the reassurance of 

god's truth "in some primitive point of time and, personal

ly and historically speaking, come to rest there" (GJ 8). 

The Joseph story, therefore, like every other story, begins 

not with a fixed or eternal sight of its origin but with 

the vision of the "arbitrary point in time" (beliebiqer 

Zeitpunkt) it chooses for the moment to remember as its 
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. sacred beginning (GJ 21). 

In the Joseph story Mann brings to light a perpetual 

compounding and reshaping of archetype in memory as the 

Hebrews in their tradition of restlessness at once pre

serve, dissolve, and extend the mythic forms of their 

culture. In other words, he portrays mythic memory within 

the context of Aufhebung. The central tale of Joseph, for 

example, the bestowal of the tribal blessing, is about 

archetypal reenactment and revision in patterns of increas

ing complexity. Here we see divine and human consciousness 

pressing to complete its self-wisdom in new forms of life 

and, in the process, revising its knowledge or memory of 

itself. with the blessing, the family of Abram tradi

tionally passes on an inheritance of historic significance: 

the blessed one will bear forebears of the Hebrew savior. 

Knowing this lore, Thamar maneuvers "herself and her womb 

into the course of history, which led, through time, to 

salvation" by tricking Juda, the one to be blessed, into 

marriage. The marriage, she believes, will make her "the 

foremother of Shiloh, no more and no less" (JE 288). 

According to tradition, moreover, the fortunate recipient 

will have connived for his inheritance the way Jaakob 

wrested it from Esau. Yet the blessing episodes reveal the 

Jews both reenacting and confounding these mythic underpat

terns as history unfolding itself reforms even the funda-
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mental link between blessing and salvation held so long in 

divine/human recollection. 

In the tussle between Esau and Jaakob for the coveted 

blessing, Esau reshapes part of the tradition: the arche

typal struggle between two brothers, the murder of Habel by 

Kain. -Tricked out of the inheritance, Esau is Kain, the 

disgruntled sibling who seeks retribution. certainly Esau 

knows what his myth requires of him; but inexplicably he 

does not want to murder his brother (GJ 134). In fact, he 

welcomes Eliphaze's offer to do the deed for him, knowing 

that the SUbstitution "would mean for him a pleasing break 

with a wretched tradition," a release "at last from the 

role of Kain" (GJ 134). Accordingly, when Jaakob pleads 

for life and Eliphaz balks in the killing, Esau assumes the 

out-of-character attitude of appeasement, acting "actually 

friendly and tender beyond all expectation" to his brother 

(GJ 146). In his refusal to fulfill expectations, Esau 

sets himself apart from age-old tradition and establishes a 

"new historical foundation" (qeschichtliche Neuqriindunq) 

(GJ p. 134). In the historical process of Aufhebunq, both 

the stories of murder and of reconciliation will be pre

served from the time of Esau in the collective memory of 

the mythic inheritance. 

Joseph's reenactment of the blessing story a genera

tion later complicates tribal mythology further. Descen-
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. dent of Esau, Joseph, also deprived of the blessing, may 

now struggle with his brothers or appease them. In fact, 

he does both, mockingly accusing them of theft, yet extend

ing his generous friendship. Joseph, however, bears the 

heritage not only of Esau, but also of Isaak, "sacrificed" 

son who "returns" to receive the blessing, and of Tammuz, 

god who dies and rises to save his people. Cognizant of 

mythic expectation, Joseph does goad his brothers to the 

ritual sacrifice. But "dying" in the well, he also severs 

himself from the tradition that would bless him. When he 

tells potiphar, "I died the death of my life, and a new one 

was vouchsafed me in your service" (JE 234), Joseph affirms 

both his irreversible "death" to family and home and the 

ritual murder, so much a part of his heritage, from which 

he will arise as mythic provider for his people. He de

clares himself both inside and outside the Hebrew tradi

tion. Later Jaakob, dismayed at his Egyptian son's ap

parent severance from Canaan, doubts that the "set-apart 

one" (der Gesonderte) can bear the part of sacrificed son 

and savior. God "'has given you back, but yet not quite, 

for He has kept you too.'" You are "'not like Isaak, a 

saved sacrifice "' (JE 473). Unable to believe spiritual 

. salvation could reach the Hebrew nation through this es

tranged son, Jaakob denies Joseph the coveted family "lead

ership" (JE 474). still, despite Jaakob's misgivings, 
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Joseph as "provider" does reenact the myth of the resur

rected god-son. Moreover, numerous allusions to the Christ 

story within the Joseph story suggest that Joseph, not 

Juda, recipient of the blessing, must be the symbolic 

forebear of the savior. From Joseph's time, the favored 

son may be the "set-apart" and disinherited one, and this 

same unblessed son may be the one to reenact the myth of 

salvation. Complicating and compounding the mythic pat

terns of blessing and salvation, Joseph, like Esau, re

enacting myth, establishes in collective memory a new 

archetypal foundation for history. 

Understood as it must be within the context of Auf

hebung, repetition in Joseph entails a complex process of 

representing and recreating in which the archetypal "begin

ning" takes on the mysterious meaning of both the old and 

the new. Far from reducing archetype to an inviolable 

primordial truth, the Hebrews, as we have seen, envision a 

provisional mythic "beginning," which for them bears all 

the sacred authority of eternal truth. Through their 

restless reconceptions of those "truths," Mann portrays 

archetype as a spurious origin which must be perpetually 

"begun again." In his Prologue Mann makes this doubleness 

of the origin visible in an image of the storyteller, the 

one who, like himself, repeats the past by retelling it. 

Telling his tale, the narrator plunges into "the unsounded 
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depths of the past" to relate the story of eternally pre

sent myth "that it may be relived in the actual present" 

(GJ 51, 52). The plunge gives him mysterious and sacred 

knowledge of god's eternal truths as he "clings to the past 

and the graves and the solemn It was" (GJ 52). It forces 

him to experience the fearful "death" of mythic reenact

ment, "to lose sight of time, to travel beyond it, to 

exchange for it eternity" (GJ 51). Yet the descent also 

sets him on a journey towards unknown things to come. For 

the storyteller is the wanderer who "makes many a station, 

roving and relating, but pauses only tentwise, awaiting 

further directions" for "fresh adventures" (GJ 50-1). 

Repeating the past, the storyteller, like Mann's Hebrews, 

radically reexperiences it, so that he recreates it in a 

new way. 

In mythic history, archetype, endlessly reconstructed 

like the narrator's tale, has no transcendence beyond time. 

Rather, the higher historical consciousness of Joseph 

transforms the old mythic concept of timeless truth to 

situate the reality of archetype within the unfolding 

phases of history. Archetype becomes concrete and tem

poral, for it exists only as god grasps and transcends his 

deficient embodiments in Aufhebung. The "eternally recur

ring," therefore, while it does mean god sees himself 

reflected in the eternal present of "true knowledge," also 
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means god recognizes himself only in temporal truths. As a 

result, archetype conceived within the process of divine 

self-discovery can never be without the temporal tension of 

revision. In Joseph, Mann imagines a paradigm for mythic 

history in god's destruction and recreation of the world. 

God will fulfill himself one day when he brings the world 

to an end, but he will also call up a new cosmos, enabling 

a new temporal revolution. God's new world will not re

present the old, but will encompass and transcend it in a 

new universe that exceeds the preceding one in every way 

(JJ 48-9). In this dialectical world view, universes suc

ceed each other in time as god comes to terms incrementally 

with the archetypal truths of his own being. 

By presenting us with this vision of mythic history, 

Mann counters the "historic convulsions" of modern times 

with an inherently optimistic conception of human tempo

rality. As the Hebrews repeat and reinterpret archetypes 

from the past, they discover and appropriate elements of 

the emergent underpattern of history, god's providence. 

Human temporality entails following out a divine structure 

that is already present, yet never clearly seen except as 

people look back on the process of history. In retrospect, 

people may realize how their individual fates participate 

in the good and rightful unfolding of god's plan. Auf

hebung is, in fact, just this process of seeing things 
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through time in the larger context of providence. II 'One 

can easily be in a story and not understand it,'" Joseph 

tells his brothers. But we have all taken parts in "'god's 

play,'" and "'god turned it all to good'" (JE 550). Be

cause they have confidence in the rightness of the past, 

people can also have faith in the future. In mythic his

tory, human consciousness recognizes its incapacity to 

grasp the eternal as such and waits for fulfillment in 

coming times. Joseph expresses this optimism in reassuring 

words to his brothers: "'And it is the future we are 

interested in. Sleep in peace'" (JE 550-1). 
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Chapter 2 

THE TEMPORALITY OF SELFHOOD: 

"OPEN IDENTITY" IN THE JOSEPH NOVELS 

Thomas Mann opens his Joseph tetralogy by disclosing 

his intention to probe the earliest foundations of human 

life in the mythic recesses of Jewish history. As the 

narrator descends into the bottomless well of time in 

search of "the first or the most complete" person on earth, 

the Hebraic Adam gadmon, he will try to penetrate the 

"riddling essence" (Ratselwesen) of our existence (GJ 37, 

7). Throughout the thirties, Mann said that his mission in 

Joseph was to correct the misconceptions about human nature 

inherent in the fascist perversion of myth. He believed 

that Europe was being overrun by a craze for myth that was 

nothing more than a "fashionable 'irrationalism'" (GW XI 

632). under Hitler's mesmerizing influence, people were 

giving too much credence to the dark mythic powers of the 

unconscious and paying too little heed to the enlightening 

qualities of the mind. As a result, they were succumbing 

to a destructive mythic collectivism and relinquishing all 

the "achievements and principles" that show what humankind 

at its best can accomplish (GW XI 632); also TJN 21). Mann 

refused to believe that humanity would really give way to 
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the prevailing mythicism because the orgiastic, "frenziedly 

dynamic" character of the fascist mania did not represent 

the human reality, but instead a "radically anti-humane" 

imbalance of the soul and the spirit (VDR 301). Mann's 

purpose was to remind Germany of humankind's capacity for a 

positive bond with myth. When people support their funda

mental tie to the collective with discernment and discre-

tion, they maintain t~le self-integrity that underlies their 

greatest attainments. By recreating a mythical world, Mann 

would reveal the original mythic self. In Joseph he would 

confront Nazism not just with a humanist revision of tem

porality, but with the bounteous mysterious of our deepest 

being. 1 

The tension between the soul and the spirit in Mannian 

selfhood turns upon the combination "myth plus psychology" 

that Mann told Karl Kerenyi would be the means of wresting 

myth from the evil use of fascism and returning it to its 

original humane function (GW XI 651). Psychology, Mann 

believed, discovers the relative strength of the individual 

ego in its relation to our collective origins. When ana

lysis identifies a firm ego, it shows that an individual 

1 Mann believed that the mythic story of humanity and 
the history of the individual psyche are the same thing. 
He attributed to Freud the idea that myth reaches back not 
only into original times, but to the foundation of the 
human self (LGM 920). As Manfred Dierks has observed, 
however, Mann is more indebted to Jung than to Freud for 
the notion that the self originates in myth (155). 
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can avert the dangerous subsumption of the one in the all 

which Mann saw occurring in the Germany of the thirties. 

When the ego is stable, moreover, the psyche opens itself 

up to the universal goodness inherent in archetypes and 

brings a constructive appreciation of myth to bear upon 

historical situations. As he probed the riddling essence 

of se1fhood, Mann, as Manfred Dierks observes, collapsed 

the traditional opposition of rationalist individualism and 

romantic mysticism insisted upon by the neo-romanticists, 

who were defending an unqualified return to irrationalist 

collectivism in Germany (147). Psychology for Mann retains 

ties with mysticism, but its special contribution to sci

ence is that it particularizes or individualizes the arche

typal traits of humankind. Taking on the fascist apolo

gists with the formula "myth plus psychology," Mann ima

gined the ideal human self to be founded on universal 

archetypes and at the same time gifted with the fortitude 

of ego to resist thoughtless capitulation to the Germans' 

aberrant vision of the communal soul. 

In Joseph, therefore, Mann discovers the self to be at 

once a universal identity and a particular individuality. 

In addition to disputing irresponsible collectivism, Mann 

objects to an equally strong modern tendency to elevate 

every person to an unrealistic level of historical singu

larity and originality. The archaic self confounds our 
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modern presumption of uniqueness by showing itself to be 

the manifestation of mythical forms. contrary to present

day misperceptions, the self actually disperses itself 

beyond the "boundaries of flesh and time" into the "time

less and suprapersonal summation" of mythic types in ritual 

repetition (GJ 187). The notion that each person is a 

single being and "can be no other" is no more than a "com

fortable assumption" of the contemporary world, "which 

arbitrarily leaves out all the ties that bind individual 

consciousness" with the "unity and entirety, the whole, the 

all" (GJ 121). The riddle of human essence dose not rest 

with mythic timelessness, however, for selfhood also en

tails the disengagement of the "I" from the atemporal 

universal. Hebrew life may be the embodiment of myth, but 

the mystery of the "I" compounds itself when the archaic 

ego detaches itself from the collective as "certain figures 

of Rodin separate themselves from the stone and awaken from 

it" to a unique and individual identity (RA 114). Joseph 

himself has "far too individual a nature" with "far too 

lively a sense of his own personality in relation to the 

general, to be able to confine himself to formulas" (JJ 

252). Embodied in Joseph, the original and ideal human 

self knows both an ineffable timelessness and the temporal 

singularity that marks off a unique place for every indi

vidual in the course of human events. 
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For Mann, however, restoring German consciousness to a 

humanist mythicism depends not just on righting the balance 

of archetype and self, but on establishing the temporal 

connection between the ego and the universal or psychology 

and myth. Mann temporalizes the relation of the self and 

its prototypes when he speaks of the development of the ego 

through time. Selfhood in Joseph is the consequence of an 

historical process of maturation beginning with the emer

gence of the "I" at a turning point in history, Abraham's 

discovery of god (RA 114). From an historical perspective, 

Abraham or Abram is the first person to claim the central 

importance of the ego, and from Abram's time the Jews grow 

in their awareness and understanding of the temporality of 

selfhood. Eliezer, who represents the "primitive lack" of 

"personal singularity" is merely a humorous figure, ana

chronistic in the post-Abrahamitic period and overshadowed 

by the historically significant and deeply serious personal 

consciousness of other more advanced characters (GW XI 651-

2). Joseph, by contrast, reveals the emergent quality of 

the self. He achieves a higher level of individuality than 

his father, who remains no more than "half-detached" from 

the mythic collective, and he grows to become a perfectly 

balanced human being. As Mann's figure of humanity, Joseph 

embodies the human evolution from collective consciousness 

to self-consciousness. It is as he grows older that he 



forms what Mann calls an "artistic ego," the enlightened 

capacity of the particular self to participate in the 

mythic collective in "a banteringly spiritualized and 

playful, purposefully conscious manner" (RA 114). Joseph 

discovers the proper relation of myth and psychology 

through time. 

Because he emphasizes at different times the archaic 

"ties that bind individual consciousness with the general," 

the historical development of modern ego out of the mythic 

collective, and the balance achieved by the mature or "ar

tistic" ego, Mann has inspired critical interpretations 

that elucidate each of these perspectives. In view of 

Mann's allusion to the historical evolution of selfhood, 

Kenneth Hughes, for example, explicates the transition in 

Joseph from "moon grammar," the association of mythic 

identification with shadowy moonlight, to the enlightened, 

though moderated, "sun grammar of individuality" (23-60).2 

2 Many readers have analyzed, or at least mentioned, 
Joseph's maturation from mythic to historical conscious
ness. In her full-length study of Joseph, Kate Hamburger 
shows that Mann fuses the Jewish and gnostic traditions to 
display birth of ego out the mythic consciousness that 
dominates the first two volumes (Joseph passim). Bernt 
Richter sees Joseph emerging from unconscious "following 
after" to conscious awareness that he imitates mythic 
models (422). Others who take up Mann's developmental 
reading include Adele Bloch (151-2), Horst S. Daemmrich 
(278), Annemarie Esche (150), Henry Hatfield ("Secularism" 
274-5), Erich Heller (238-44), Joseph W. Slade (182-3). 
Sigrid Mannesmann inverts Mann's stated order of develop
ment: Joseph evolves from social isolation to spiritual 
integration with his heritage (221-57). Ignace Feuerlicht 
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In his book on the Mannian self, Ignace Feuerlicht elabo

rates the author's conception of a carefully balanced 

"artistic" ego: despite his emphasis on the transcendence 

of the self in the collective, Mann also stresses in Joseph 

the firm boundaries of the "I" and the religious nature of 

egocentricity (Die Grenzen 55).3 Probably the most per

vasive approach to Mann's concept of selfhood has built 

upon the author's exhortation to the modern world to ac

knowledge the "timeless and suprapersonal" or mythic under

pinnings of the ego. 4 Grounding their analyses on Mann's 

also dissents: despite his protestations, Mann fails to 
depict the emergence of ego, continuing to show instead 
throughout the novel that the I "'stands open at the back'" 
(Die Grenzen 83). 
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3 In the view of Joan Oassin, the dialectical struc
ture of self "contrasts the eternally recurring festive 
ritual of life with the individual actors in it," rendering 
"insoluble" the question of which dominates (364). Kenneth 
Hughes also lays great emphasis on psychological balance, 
which he recognizes in the mature Joseph, a Hermes figure, 
who mediates past and future, myth and history (54). 

4 Many readers point to the pervasive mythic themes in 
Mann's conception of the self: repetition, circularity, 
superindividuation. Richard Thieberger discerns a Bergson
ian element in Mannian selfhood: focussing on the immea
surability of archaic time, he believes that Joseph carries 
further than Hans castorp the awareness that time, one's 
true self, is known beyond the "spatial" demarcation of 
temporal passing (89 ff.). Fritz Kaufmann reads Mann 
through Leibniz and Schopenbauer: identity of being in 
Joseph is "determined by identity of meaning and function" 
so that individuations fall away (129) and the person "owes 
his personal significance to his role as representative" 
(145), while the human being "by himself" is "but the 
result of an internal decomposition of the common spirit" 
(123). Genevieve Bianquis relates self in Joseph to Mann's 
fascination with Freud; Mann concludes "with Freud that the 



reading in Schopenhauer, two prominent interpreters of 

"myth and psychology" conclude that the Mannian self is a 

universal type individuated in time and space, but deter

mined by everlasting "forms." In a complex exploration of 

the author's diffuse sources, Dierks shows that Mann ma-
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nipulates Freudian psychology to make it "fit" his funda

mentally Schopenhauerian conception of myth. Agreeing with 

Dierks, Hans Wysling says that Mann ultimately demonstrates 

the typicality of human lives through Joseph. In Mann as 

in Schopenhauer, the type lives on when individuals die, 

for time and space enable individuation int he appearance 

of forms, yet in such a way that the individual goes under 

while the human race remains eternal (17). Both Dierks and 

Wysling offer their Schopenbauerian interpretations within 

the context of Mann's call for "the return of the European 

spirit to the highest, the mythical realities" (GW XI 631). 

The fact that Mann's source for archetypal form is in 

Schopenhauer rather than in Freud explains for Dierks why 

Mann, unlike Freud, takes transcendence to the universal as 

a "moral corrective" to modern-day "sympathy with indivi-

individual life is only in small part original and per
sonal, that it reproduces, consciously or not, conventional 
types, traditional models" (365). In his discussion of 
genealogy in Joseph, Helmut Koopmann conceives the archaic 
self in terms of one's heritage: history is "the history 
of the father," founded by them and followed out by their 
sons in filial respect for revolving tradition (Konstanten 
55-61). 
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dualism and tendency to the Enlightenment" (157). 

While the complexity of Mann's conception of humanity 

supports myriad readings, much of Mann's language of human 

essence both inside and outside Joseph indicates the author 

has a purpose not yet clarified in the secondary litera

ture: to portray the inherent temporality of selfhood as 

the beginning foundation of human life. Whether discussing 

development, balance, or transcendence of ego, readers of 

Joseph have tended to adopt Mann's language of timelessness 

uncritically. Particularly the "mythical" readings incline 

to an unqualified rhetoric of eternality. Mann, however, 

as we have seen, comprehends "everlasting" myth in Joseph 

as an evolving rather than a fixed or uniform truth. The 

"eternally human," he said some years before Joseph (1925), 

is "capable of changing" (Wandlungsfahig) (GW X 206). As 

the particularization of evolving forms, the Mannian self 

develops through time and will mature, like Joseph, to the 

point of perfect balance. The self is simultaneously the 

"suprapersonal summation" of a type and a unique identity, 

therefore, but as the manifestation of archetypal forms it 

is not a static concretization of immutable ideas. Mythi

cal psychology is not, as Dierks would have us believe, the 

visualization of metaphysical truth or nunc stans in the 

Schopenhauerian sense of static forms (94). Instead, "myth 

plus psychology" entails perpetual reformation of the self 



as the human mind reconceives and revises its archetypal 

foundations. 5 

In Joseph Mann presents the temporal relation between 

myth and psychology in imagery of death and rebirth. In 

the course of a lifetime, the ego repeatedly dissolves in 

mythic illumination and recreates itself in history. Every 

living thing "strives to put time behind itself, strives, 

at bottom, towards death," as the self moves on mythic its 

course "towards the various goals and turning points" of 

life (GJ 245-6). Because the life of a human being com

pletes itself in cosmic cycles of death and rebirth, self

extinction remains "always an equivocal thing and is not 

made to be got used to," but rather "hides always the seed 

of expectation" (JJ 236-7). When one dies to one's former 

life, one's ego revives in time. The self "wins" life--IIat 

least for some time to come," and it enjoys new life until 

death recalls it from time again. Continually evolving, 

each self must "become" several times until it has finally 

"become" itself fully (JJ 237). In early human history 

Mann discerns the self repeatedly perishing and reforming 

5 Of the critics I have read, just one, Paul Alten
berg, touches directly upon temporal selfhood: as Joseph 
becomes a mediator between the "depth of the self," which 
is as deep as the "depths of time," his self develops 
inasmuch as it takes on an "obligation to time," without 
however, sacrificing its deepness. For only in the affir
mation of the historical moment will the self become a 
reality (155-6) 
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in the cosmic collective as the ego "detaches" itself from 

myth and re-envisions archetypes. Expiring and recon

ceiving itself, the Hannian self perpetually refashions the 

temporal individuality requisite for god's irreversible 

history. 

I 

In Joseph the hero's fateful encounter with the seduc

tive Hut-em-enet precipitates a moment of mythical and 

psychological death and rebirth. Lying in wait for Joseph 

in her deserted house, Hut is the "bitch-goddess" of the 

powers of darkness. sinister in her appearance, she looks 

out from unnaturally large and bright eyes, to which she 

has applied quantities of sensuous black to the brows and 

lashes. with her sinuous, smiling, triumphant mouth, the 

lips moving in a slight sucking, chewing motion as she eats 

little balls of crushed incense to sweeten her breath, Mut 

will lure Joseph to disobedience and dissolution. Mut 

wears a garment of the thinnest royal linen, which reveals 

her bewitching contours; she stretches out waiting on her 

diorite couch, burying her face in the pillows as the 

fragrant vapor of cinnamon wood and myrrh curls up from the 

incense stands (JA 590-1). While Mann dismisses this 

luxuriant portrait with an ironic turn ("so much for Mut, 

the enchantress"), the narrative tone is perfectly serious 

in its revelation of archetypal temptation. Voluptuous and 
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sadistic, Hut will "torment" Joseph with the knowledge that 

she waits alone in the house. She will make the thought 

grow in him "to overmastering strength, that he must come 

back at a time when this significant and extraordinary 

situation still obtains." Holding power over his thoughts, 

she will guide his steps so that he feels "irresistibly 

drawn to seek her out in her solitude." And if Joseph 

fails to realize that Mut knows about the bitch-goddess's 

vile arts, if he believes it is his own overwhelming im

pulse to join Hut in the empty house, "then will not the 

illusion become truth in his soul?" (JA 590) Putting 

Joseph under her spell, Hut renders him incapable of know

ing whether he is urged to the tryst or brought to it by 

his own volition and responsibility. Placing him in a 

position of utter confusion and uncontrollable desire, she 

robs him of his self-determination. The meticulously de

lineated seductress, Mut is a psychological study of lust. 

But she is also the archetypal temptress luring her prey to 

violate and destroy himself. 6 

6 Mann prided himself on giving an exact "illusion" of 
his representative characters through concrete detail, and 
he called his plastic description of archetypes "myth plus 
psychology" to signify the elevation of realistic or psy
chological imagery to the "mythical, respectful, grand 
style of observation" (8 II 134; LGH 611). In stylistic 
terms, "psychology" implies for Mann, as Andre von Gronicka 
has noted, "a penetrating analysis and a carefully con
trolled statement in an all but naturalistic idiom, of the 
reality of the psychophysical world" ("Myth" 46). Psycho
logical realism my reveal internal imbalance. Gustave 
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Joseph responds to Mut equivocally. Joseph has spent 

the day at a pagan festival. His lovely nose still smell

ing the burnt sacrifices, the flowers, the emanations from 

the mass of humans "hot with hopping on one foot and ex

cited with so much sensual gratification," Joseph is in an 

agitated attitude of reduced caution. Having satisfied 

himself with food and drink, he is in the frame of mind of 

"a young man disposed to see in a danger that is also an 

opportunity, more the opportunity and less the danger" (JA 

592). Depleted of courage to resist, Joseph responds to 

Mut's call. Meeting Mut then in his vulnerable state, he 

struggles to maintain himself, talking "volubly and adroit

ly, almost breathlessly, bringing to bear all his wit and 

charm against the woman's desire in the attempt to talk her 

out of it." But Joseph involves himself in a contradiction 

"most painfully affecting and troubling to human feeling: 

the contradiction between spirit and body." In the midst 

of his most fluent and eloquent speech, he becomes "an ass" 

(JA 595). At this ignominious point, Joseph gathers him-

Aschenbach suffers from the debility of ego that makes 
people susceptible to losing their self-identities in myth. 
Or it may reveal the harmonious unfolding of a self like 
Joseph's, which evolves at a measured pace toward a per
fectly balanced relationship with the mythic collective. 
In either case, Mann uses vivid detail to render his fig
ures transparent to archetypal models of equilibrium or 
dissolution. Combining myth and psychology in pictorial 
imagery, Mann creates a work of art "suspended in an un
ceasing tension between the poles of psychological realism 
and the symbolism of myth" (von Gronicka, "Myth" 48). 
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self together for flight. Regaining his self-command, he 

deserts the lady, leaving her in a fury of disappointment 

(JA 596). A psychological study of adolescent daring and 

escape, Joseph is also the archetypal youth of virtue: 

beautiful, susceptible of temptation, incautious and vul

nerable. 
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The moment of Joseph's emotional crisis with Mut is 

the primordial instant of decease and resurrection. Ado

nis-like in his beauty and defenseless against violent 

sacrifice, Joseph succumbs like the god to a death that is 

a transformation. In Ovid's story, the handsome Adonis, 

love by Aphrodite and gored by a boar, will be preserved as 

a flower and worshipped annually in a ritual of grief and 

celebration. In Joseph the mutilated youth flees "in the 

condition of a dead god" (totengottlicher Zustand) (JA 

595), and his transformation is to the fragile "flower" of 

a new identity. On the brink of death, Joseph recalls 

himself to his senses. Mann suggests that the moment of 

death is simultaneously a crisis of "perishing" and "pass

ing over" in his choice of verb. Dahingehen means both "to 

die" and "to cross over to a new place." The transition 

occurs for Joseph as he recollects and reenvisions his 

heritage. In the throes of death, Joseph recalls his 

father's face, remembering where he comes from and who he 

is. While it is the vision of a father that enables the 
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son to escape dissolution, however, Joseph does not quite 

remember the old man as from before. The picture is a 

Jaakob, ,but, in the mind's eye, the visage compounds the 

patriarch's features with Potiphar's and Mont-kaw's fath

erly traits. The face is not "an image of settled and 

personal lineaments, .. but of "memory and admonition, the 

father's in a broad and qeneral sense" (JA 596). Joseph is 

inspired to renewed life by a complex recollection of mul

tiple authorities. Remembering his several fathers, he 

summons himself not to rigid obedience, but to the continu

ity of shifting traditions. After his encounter with Mut, 

Joseph will lead a different life far from the house of 

Potiphar, inspired by Jaakob, Potiphar, and Mont-kaw and 

presently by subsequent fathers. In his new personal iden

tities, he will continue to reenvision his heritage as he 

contributes in his own peculiar and unique way to god's 

history. 

II 

Mann presents the death and rebirth of the self in 

time as the temporal condition of human existence from the 

creation. Even at its inception, life was attended by two 

opposing tendencies, the desire to beget and preserve its 

form and the willinqness to expose itself to destruction. 

In Mann's creation story, the primeval human soul is the 

parent of all the forms by which a life identifies and sus-
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tains its self. In fact, god created humankind in the 

first place by assisting the soul to mingle with "still 

formless matter" and bring forth the forms of life (GJ 39). 

The human soul could engender form because it also gave 

birth to time, without which life forms could not have 

persisted. The human soul existed originally in Heaven 

before both form and time (GJ 40), but when it allowed 

itself to be disturbed by love and to bring forth shape 

from shapeless matter, it created figures which endure 

through time (langlebige Formen) (GJ 39). Engendering the 

form and time of life, the soul produced the first human 

being, the original self, which, like all that have come 

after it, followed out the design or "form" of its life 

through time. From its earliest beginning, then, the human 

self embodied in time the patterns it has conceived to 

shape life's course. 

In the creation story, however, the human soul must 

hold itself to account not just for creating itself, but 

also for making its self vulnerable to demise. The self is 

composed of two halves, soul and spirit, and both consort 

with death. Falling in love with matter, the soul also 

falls into death, for the forms love engenders, while "en

during," are not eternal. Giving itself life, the soul has 

necessarily exposed itself to the threat of deterioration. 

The world brought forth by the union of soul with matter, 
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Mann says, is not just of living form, but also of decease 

(GJ 41). While it may want to hold itself immortal, there

fore, the temporal soul cannot forestall eventual self

extinction. Consequently, soul bears witness to both the 

genesis of life in time and the loss or "death" of self 

beyond time. 

Sent forth belatedly by god to save human life from 

death, the human spirit tries to recall the soul to its 

higher and happier original existence before time and form. 

As god's lofty emissary, spirit should persuade soul of the 

sinful folly of love and spare it the grief of perpetual 

disintegration. Assisting soul to return home, spirit 

would free soul from the pain of death which accompanies 

lechery. Yet spirit finds itself trapped in the paradox of 

salvation. To save the world from death is to destroy the 

world of death. Despite its hallowed mission, spirit is a 

dark threat: the "slayer and grave-digger of the world," 

the "principle of death and the destroyer of form" (GJ 41-

2). Troubled by its black reputation, spirit finds itself 

seduced, like soul, by life, corrupted, in fact, by "an 

unpermitted infatuation for the soul and its passionate 

drives" (GJ 42). Spirit cannot escape death, however, for 

even as it falls in love with life, it inescapably abets 

soul in soul's own capacity as "principle of death and 

. destroyer of form." Dallying with soul, spirit "cannot 
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help serving, even by that very conduct, the purpose for 

which he was sent," namely, to dissolve the material world 

by releasing human being from temporal bondage (GJ 42). 

Whether as god's emissary or soul's consort, spirit sanc

tions the end of form and time. United in their love of 

life, soul and spirit "strive" in spite of themselves to 

put time behind them and slip into death. 
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As the union of soul and spirit, the human being com

bines the forces of life and death, which determine life's 

"uniformity and division" (GJ 246). Both soul and spirit 

claim, each in a different way, to be the "water of life" 

(GJ 47). Both ally themselves with time, which is requi

site for life, soul as it recalls itself to the original 

forms that shape life, spirit as it concerns itself with 

coming salvation (GJ 46). Looking to the past and the 

future, each in its own way shapes life in time. Yet each 

also "accuses the other of dealings with death," and "nei

ther quite wrongly" (GJ 47). "It remains controversial 

which is life and which is death," the narrator says, for 

neither spirit nor soul alone "can truly be called life" 

(GJ 46). Instead, god's "unexpressed hope" for humankind 

lies in the "mutual penetration" (wechselseitige Durch

drinaung) of spirit and soul and in "a hallowing of the one 

through the other" (GJ 47). As life and death enter into 

each other in the union of soul and spirit, life itself, 
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with its "enduring forms," persists only inasmuch as it 

receives the blessing of death, its consort and enemy. 

sustained by death, each human life descends at times 

into the mythic grave in a symbolic sacrifice of its former 

being. Both Joseph and his father understand the cosmic 

significance of offering up one's past life. Joseph recog

nizes his first prison, the well, as a gate to the under

world marked by a round stone signifying death (JJ 198). 

Contemplating the "dead moon," the primeval prototype of 

star "death," he sees himself destroyed like the star in 

fulfillment of god's demand "from the father the sacrifice 

of the son" (JJ 199). Torn away from his old life, Joseph 

recognizes his place in the archetypal abyss where the 

"true son" descends, the one who becomes "the mangled god" 

(JJ 199). Joseph knows that he suffers symbolic dismember

ment, the death of himself to his past life (JJ 199, JE 
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234), and as he thinks about his father's loss, he literal

ly gives himself up for dead (JJ 200). Lost in thought of 

the cosmic event he is repeating, Joseph cannot help being 

filled with "the joy of understanding" his own ritual 

reenactment of self-sacrifice in the glorious eternal 

present of myth (JJ 198). 

Late in life, Jaakob sets off to recover his dead son 

from the underworld. Directing himself painfully to the 

land of the dead, Jaakob recognizes a "cosmic procedure" 



(sternhafter Vorqanq) in his trip to Egypt. Like Joseph, 

Jaakob reenacts the ritual "break-up" (Aufbruch) of a past 

life as he returns symbolically to times in his youth when 

he dissolved his household to set off on various journeys. 

Abandoning his old life once again, Jaakob knows he is not 

only Jaakob, "the man in whose life-spiral the break-up 

repeated itself," but also Isaak and others even further 

back who have also repeated the primeval break with estab

lished identity. Jaakob offers up his settled life to 

original destruction and sets off on a venture where "the 

ego opens its borders to the cosmic and loses itself there

in." He knows that in such an experience there can be no 

thought of "singling" oneself out (Vereinzelung) or "tying" 

oneself up (Abschnurung) in one's own time and fixed i

dentity (JE 450-1). Leaving home means for Jaakob that he 

submits, as he has before, to the death of his ego in the 

primordial collective. 
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III 

The mythical break-up of the self bodes severance from 

identity, but it also makes a new self-existence possible. 

In part, human self-identity resurrects itself in the "en

during forms" of myth. Depicting the loss of the ego in 

cosmic "death," Mann also displays what he calls "the 

phenomenon of open identity," which he says accompanies 

imitation and "determines the feeling of self" (GJ 126). 



Open identity verifies the archaic conception of selfhood 

Eliade describes, for like Eliade's ancient tribes, the 

Jews of Joseph confirm their "reality" in the dissolution 

of the temporal ego as they apprehend themselves in arche

types. If Mann's Hebrews "did not always know exactly who 

they were" in history, therefore, "this occasional lack of 

clarity had to do only with the individual and the time

conditioned and was precisely the consequence of the fact 

that everyone knew perfectly well outside of time, mythi

cally and typically speaking, who the individual was" (GJ 

199). Joseph understands that the allusions to ancient 

pattern in a significant life event have to do directly 

with "being" (Sein) and "selfhood" (Selbigkeit) and "the 

perspective of his I" (Durchblick seines Ich) (JJ 198). 

Joseph knows, in fact, that life without the "authentica

tion" (Echtheitsausweis) of a "higher reality," life "which 

does not base and support itself upon the known and sacred 

nor is able to mirror and recognize itself in anything 

heavenly, is no life ••• at all" (JJ 196). Fixing his 

sight on ancient patterns, Joseph pins his "self-reality" 

on mythic paradigm. 

Mann makes clear that the resurrection of the self 

depends upon oneness with the divine. In the Eliadian 

dimension of Joseph, self-identity is with the gods of the 

revolving sphere of myth. The human being acknowledges its 
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self as it perceives itself changing places with gods in 

eternal revolution. The "great certainty" guiding Joseph's 

life, in fact, is belief "in the unity of the dual, in the 

fact of the rotating sphere, the exchangeability of above 

and below" where "humans can become gods and gods humans." 

It is by virtue of their identity with the gods that people 

descry and follow out their life stories. Joseph remains 

convinced, therefore, that no being could even conceive of 

its self without divine inspiration: "nothing in the lower 

world would know how to happen or be thought of without its 

starry prototype and counterpart." Like E1iade's archaic 

peoples Joseph affirms faith in "the transparency of being, 

the characteristic recurrence of the prototype" as the 

foundation for his "feeling of self" (JJ 196-7). 

Inasmuch as a human being discerns its identity in the 

gods of myth, it finds itself in the eternal present of 

reenactment. For "open" self-identity occurs as people 

ignore history. opening themselves up to the enduring 

forms of archetypes, people mistake the stable for the e

ternal and attach themselves to the patterns of mythic re

turn. E1iezer's ego, therefore, stands "open at the back," 

overflowing its individuality as it incorporates the 

experiences of forebears (GJ 121; RA 107). Like E1iezer, 

other Hebrews subsume their temporal singularity in the 

eternal present of their own divine stories: 
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Again, just as the original Abrahams natural son and 
house-steward Eliezer must often have appeared in the 
flesh since the day when he wooed Rebekka for his 
young master, must often have wooed a Rebekka across 
the Euphrates, and now, in the person of Joseph's 
mentor, rejoiced once more in the light of day; since 
then many an Abraham, Isaak and Jaakob had beheld the 
birth of day out of the night without precisely iden
tifying the uniqueness of time and flesh, [without] 
making any very clear distinctions between their pre
sent and the present of earlier times or setting off 
their own individualities distinctly against indivi
dualities of earlier Abrahams, Isaaks and Jaakobs. 
(GJ 126-7) 
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Following after their mythic roles, people literally con

fuse the past with the present as they acknowledge actions 

which, "remembered and represented in the clear light of 

day," ought actually to have been put into the third rather 

than the first person (GJ 187, 121). Thus, Yitzchak leads 

the life of his father--or else, if he does not literally 

have his father's experiences "in the narrower fleshly 

limits of his ego," he looks upon them "as belonging to his 

[own] life-history" and hands them down as such to his des

cendants "because he distinguished less sharply between the 

I and the not-I than we" (GJ 125). In biblical times the 

temporal distinction between the individual and the supra

individual was far less powerful than it is today, Mann 

writes (GJ 121). Throughout his own life, therefore, 

Joseph feels "imitation and succession" and remains fully 

aware that "all life is but the filling out of mythical 

forms with presentness" (JA 161-2). 

The reality of selfhood means, however, not just i-



dentification with the gods of myth but self-affirming 

faith in the Hebrew god of history. The Mannian human 

being resurrects itself not only in eternity, but also in 

time as it searches through history for the highest god of 

all to bless and guide its life. On the one hand, the 

human being knows its gods and rests secure in its identity 

with divinities outside time. On the other hand, however, 

it knows the restless spirit which sets the original ances

tor, moon-wanderer, in quest of a supreme deity. with his 

lIinner discomfort ll and roving spirit, moon-wanderer dis

avows the IIpure undoubted blessingll which would belong to 

tne self-identity steadied by myth; it is not such a san

guine fate that his IIsense of selfll whispers in his ear. 

Instead, in his search for the highest god moon-wanderer 

recognizes his "destinyll to engender a new life story for 

himself and others. In his deep dissatisfaction with his 

lot, moon-wanderer concludes that the relief god promises 

to grant people like himself from their suffering is "des

tined to leave its mark on the future" of humankind. Look

ing ahead to the IIprosperity" Elohim has assured him and 

his kin, moon-wanderer resides not in the tranquility of 

fixed identity, but in the temporal distress of self-incom

pletion (GJ 12). 

Through time the human being fulfills its self as it 

comes to new understanding of god's commands for reform. 
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People will never at any given time understand the Lord 

fully. They will not know "whether they do well or ill 

before god and whether what seems good to them is not an 

. abomination to the Heavenly One" (GJ 29). Humans can, 

however, gain new wisdom of god's expectations for them. 

Unfulfilled in their knowledge of the Almighty, people nur

ture an inborn "pressing concern with the nature and status 

of god" because they believe their "lively insight" into 

the divine is "a seed capable of development, destined in 

time and with enormous effort to mature into full knowledge 

of god's true nature" (JE 18). As they come to fuller 

understanding of their lord, individuals learn what they 

must become in order to satisfy him. Seeking the All

father, therefore, a human being stands "open" not just to 

archaic prototypes, but to divine commands to re-form its 

life. 

The identity of the self with the gods of myth and the 

god of history bears witness to the alternating impulses of 

soul and spirit to preserve and reshape human life. If 

soul verifies itself in the established traditions pre

served in myth, questing spirit presses beyond hallowed 

life forms. Where the soul models itself on enduring 

archetypes, the human spirit seeks the highest god to 

release it from the "torment" of its ignorance of god and 

self and guide it to reconceive both. Divided in its 
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allegiance to the past and the future, the human self 

abandons its sacred heritage even as it repeats it. Cog

nizant of this doubleness, Joseph enlightens pharaoh about 

soul and spirit. "'It is an I and a single individual 

through whom the typical and the traditional are being ful

filled,'" he says. For "'the pattern and the traditional 

come from the depths which lie beneath and are what binds 

us. '" Yet life is also '" from god and is of the spirit, 

which is free.'" Both" 'the binding and traditional 

depth'" and "'the freedom of god which belongs to the I'" 

belong to human life, Joseph insists (JE 151; see also GJ 

37-8). Mann portrays the human self, therefore, as doubly 

conceived: fashioned in the depths of its soul by sacred 

tradition, the self remains spiritually free to carve out 

its unique individuality and establish its place in god's 

history. 

IV 

Individuals establish themselves in time through the 

process of death, rebirth, and reform, which is a conse

quence of humankind's spiritual quest and a perpetual re

confirmation of human faith in the evolving godhead. The 

experiences of personal salvation or resurrection of the 

self and the revelation of the sovereign lord are insepar

able in Joseph. It is the religious person who is reborn 

periodically in time as he or she temporarily completes the 
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never ending search of the human spirit for the highest 

god. This spiritual individual, however, is fundamentally 

an "egoistic-individualistic character," oriented not 

centrally to the welfare of the community, but to the well

being of his or her own ego (GW XII 644). Consequently, 

"the claim of the human ego to central importance is the 

premise for the discovery of god," Mann says (RA 114: JE 

450). Piety, which is what prepares a person for the 

moment of divine revelation, is paradoxically egoistic. It 

is the appropriation of everything in the world to the 

perspective of the self's own personal history. Without 

lithe conviction, exaggerated to the point of offensiveness, 

of god's all-consuming concern for the [single] self and 

its salvation at the very center of things," piety could 

not exist, and god would not be discovered (JE 449). When 

Abram finds god, therefore, he assumes "presumptuously" 

that he alone, and in him all of humankind, might serve the 

highest and be saved by him (JE 450). In Joseph it is 

solely concern for the deliverance of one's own soul that 

inspires the human being to its historic moment of faith in 

the supreme lord and rebirth to a new life. 

Abraham's discovery of god is the model for personal 

resurrection and reform in Joseph. In his hope for per

sonal salvation, Abraham presumes to envision in god the 

holy self he must become to achieve redemption. Abram 
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discovers the highest god by summoning from the depths of 

his own spirit a divine revelation of the most exalted 

being he can conceive to inspire and direct his life. As 

he finds god, he also creates a supreme deity with "power

ful attributes" which reside subjectively "in him and of 

him," yet also exist objectively "outside of him" (JJ 43). 

A product of Abram's own mind, god does not stand free of 

the "evils" of life on earth (JJ 44). Indeed, in its own 

fallen state human being would not have been able to con

ceive a faultless deity. But as the fruit of Abram's own 

inner greatness, god terrifies his subject to obedience. 

God is frightfully holy, "not because of goodness, but from 

life and excess of life; holy in majesty and terror, sinis

ter, dangerous, and deadly"; and the god overwhelms the man 

because Abram knows any "omission" or "error, the smallest 

negligence in a subject's bearing to him, might have awful 

consequences" (JJ 45). In his holiness, god demands by his 

very presence that human beings be holy too, and the sub

mission he exhorts becomes "piety." "God's living majesty 

[becomes] the measure of life, the source of our sense of 

guilt, of our fear of god, and of our walking in righteous

ness before god's majesty" (JJ 46). As Abram thinks god 

into being, the supreme deity becomes the object of his 



deepest fears and most lofty aspirations. God exists, 

therefore, as a hallowed inspiration and ideal for human

kind. 

Human beings create god in their own image, but as 

god's creatures they are also conceived by god. The human 

"I" projects itself outward in its divine maker, but as 

god's subject it is also constrained to take the form the 

supreme deity ordains for it. God continually recreates 

humankind by reminding people of their deficiencies and 

exhorting them to reform. For god is by his own choosing 

both the source and the judge of life on earth. It is as 

humanity's self-appointed adjudicator that he exercises 

"mercy and pity, judgment and correction" (JE 9). God has 

created the world in the image of his own incompleteness, 

in fact, so that he can command that his creatures fulfill 

themselves in higher forms of being (JE 9-11). In his 

wisdom, god holds fallen humanity to the highest standards 

of reform. Having created humankind originally, he recre

ates it repeatedly in his revelations of good and demands 

for obedience. 7 

7 In his study of mythic forms, Ernst Cassirer has 
elucidated the reciprocity of creation. In this analysis 
appropriate to Joseph, mythic mind envisions God at the 
same time that it is envisioned and commanded into being by 
him. "The crucial achievement of every symbolic form," the 
human self, for example, lilies precisely in the fact that 
it does not have the limit between I and reality as pre
existent and established for all time but must itself 
create this limit" (156). Despite its adherence to endur-
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As both the creator and creature of god, the human 

being incarnates a dialectical interplay of the human and 

the divine which is temporal selfhood. Embodying both its 

actual and its ideal selves, a human being projects its 

aspirations outward in divine mandate only to rejoin itself 

in new form as it realizes god's commands in devout obedi

ence. Significantly, therefore, Abraham divides himself 

from god and holds himself steadfastly apart from the holy 

one. Even though he is strengthened by god's sustaining 

presence within him, he is not at all minded "to disappear 

in god, to become one with him, and be no more Abraham," 

but rather maintains himself "stoutly upright" in face of 

him "at a great distance" (JJ 46). Holding himself sepa

rate, Abram discovers god to be greater than himself, ex

tending outside and beyond human being in sovereign auto

nomy. While it is true, therefore, that Abram has con-

ing archetype, therefore, even mythic consciousness "cre
ates for itself a kind of opposite in its own products 
which seem to it wholly objective" but which enables it "to 
contemplate itself" in this "projection" (217). Human 
life, however, is also inspired and ordained by the supreme 
deity. Unique self comes into being as humankind narrows 
its focus from many gods to a single deity, which it pro
jects as creator of the whole world. The monotheistic mind 
orients itself "toward the pure act of creation itself, 
which like the creator is apprehended as one. And this new 
intuition drives the religious consciousness toward the 
idea of a unitary subject of creation" (206). As the 
mythic mind makes its own being visible in a spiritual 
image of God, it then receives back from all its "spiritual 
creations--language, myth, and art--the objective standards 
by which to measure," know, and be itself (218). 
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ceived "the properties of god with the help of his own 

greatness of soul," it is also the case that god remains 

for him "a powerful thou, saying 'I,' outside of Abram and 

outside of the world." Having created god, Abram keeps to 

himself in god's presence, upholding his own "ego" (ich

Aussage) in the face of divine power to subsume it (JJ 46). 

Both god's maker and detached subject, Abram bears within 

himself a deep division between human and divine, actual 

and ideal, present and future. 
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At the same time, however, the religious human being 

lives in a bond with god which sUbsists "in him, with him, 

and outside of him" in every moment (JA 161). Since god's 

greatness is both objective to Abram yet also coincidental 

with the greatness of his own soul, Abram's fear of god is 

"not alone trembling and quaking, but also and at the same 

time the existence of a bond, a familiarity and friendship" 

(JJ 44). When Abraham discovers god, he makes a covenant 

to obey, and by submitting to god's sacred injunctions, he 

confirms the compact "in which human and divine necessity 

[are] so mingled that one can scarcely say from which side, 

human or divine, the original impulse went out" (GJ 317-8). 

God and humankind are bound by the mutual purpose of self

discovery and fulfillment. Held apart, on the one hand, by 

Abram's self-determination, god and humankind fulfill them

selves, on the other, in mutual "sanctification" (Heil-



igung) (GJ 317). When god commands his people to "'be 

holy, even as I am holy,'" therefore, he "really means, 

'Let me become sanctified in thee and be thou also sancti

fied "' in me through obedience (GJ 318). If god achieves 

his own dignity solely through the human spirit which obeys 

him, the human being achieves self-worth only "by contem

plation of the reality of god and its reference to himself" 

(GJ 318). united with god in mutual aim, Abram reforms his 
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life as he subsumes his own will in god's. Acknowledging 

god's commands as his own, he closes the gap between heaven 

and earth in affirmation of the divine/human purpose of 

self-fulfillment. God's faithful subject, Abraham is at 

one with himself and his lord. 

An act by which the faithful soul fulfills itself in 

covenant, the Abrahamitic discovery of god repeats mythic 

reenactment in a new way. The person of faith relocates 

himself or herself in time by gathering together the an

cient multitude of mythic powers "into one power" and 

calling it lord. In the agony of self-obliteration, the 

human being suffers its dispersion. Reconstructing itself, 

it lays "hold upon the manifold," which has become "an

guishingly uncertain," and "leads it back" into "the one" 

and "the definite," the god who reassures his people be

cause he is known to them absolutely as the source of 

everything, the human self through whom the absolute one 
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realizes itself (JJ 41-2). Loss of ego in the mythic 

collective results in far more than self-recollection in 

archetypes, therefore, because repetition is also projec

tion of one's own diffuse multiplicity into the integral 

form of one's future being. The discovery of god and self, 

repetition, is a dialectical process of self-differentia

tion and reconciliation in which the ego saves itself as it 

reaffirms its oneness with god. Finding god, the human 

being repeats itself in myth as it actualizes its ideal or 

divine self and achieves in the union a renewed synthesis 

of the finite and the infinite. piety may be "subjectiva

tion of the outer world," Mann writes, but it does not mean 

"disregard of the general, the exterior and suprapersonal." 

On the contrary, where piety is "being penetrated with the 

importance of the self, then worship is piety's extension 

and interfusion into eternal being, which returns in it and 

wherein it recognizes itself" (JE 450). Through piety and 

worship, the Mannian human being realizes itself as it 

'reenacts its self in moments of faith through time. 

V 

As the human being of Joseph forms a temporal self, it 

establishes itself as a subject in history. Returning to 

its divine being, the particular ego also returns to its 

own place in the evolving world god has designated the 

forum for his own actualization. Mann envisions the human 



community as the mirror image of god in heaven, and he 

believes people enter into the same reciprocal relation 

with their fellow humans that they do with the godhead. 

While the ego realizes itself in the divine ideal, there

fore, it also comes to be itself in god's concrete reality. 

the developing human community. If the "I" takes form in 

its identity with god in Heaven, it also preserves itself 

as it "flows back from arrogant absoluteness" into the 

material "collective" or "common" (RA 115). It is by 

identifying with the needs of society that the ego saves 

and reforms itself for life on earth. As the human self 

develops, it forms by virtue of its sympathetic union with 

other discrete personalities. Since the days of the first 

man and woman, "since the time when one became two," Mann 

writes, "nobody has been able to live without wanting to 

put himself in his neighbor's place and explore his true 

situation, even while trying to see it with the eyes of an 

outsider." Imagination is the earthly counter part of the 

human being's projection of a divine command. As Joseph 

matures, he is finding his "way into the social" by ima

gining and fulfilling the needs of those around him (RA 

114). 

The Mannian human being sustains its historical self 

inasmuch as it honors the authority of god's requirements 

for human good. People united in common cause rescue their 
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lives from "dying" times as they follow god's spiritual 

path through history. The divine spirit "is always ahead 

of reality," which "follows it clumsily," Mann says (RA 

116), but in their apprehension for human welfare people 

follow ~ventually. Jaakob, therefore, concerned to meet 

god's present needs for humankind, has "cared" to discern 

and assist temporal unfolding. Not only Jaakob cares, for 

everywhere Joseph encounters people anxious to understand 

"the Lord and the times" (JA 218). Respecting zeitgeist 

means showing readiness to revise one's understanding of 

god and god's historical mandate for human prosperity. 
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Care for god, therefore, "might lead here and there to the 

most dubious pieces of information" in the eyes of recal

citrants when the person of faith calls into question esta

blished belief and practice: "indeed, Jaakob's inherited 

thoughts of god might afford the subtlest and most gripping 

way to test the absorbing question of the distance" that 

has developed between "custom and tradition" and god's 

"will and growth" (JA 218). But as people who care for god 

and humankind renew their vision of divine expectation, 

they save themselves and their community from moribund ways 

in the spirit of the times. 8 

Because human beings respond to the times, the human 

8 For a detailed discussion of the many references in 
Mann to zeitgeist and related concepts (Weltgeist, Welt
grund, Weltseele), see Feuerlicht (Die Grenzen 38 ff.). 
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self sustains itself through history in a state of perpe

tual modification. Envisioning itself in god and fashion

ing itself after god's temporal spirit, the Mannian self 

responds adaptively to divine/human necessity, holding 

itself open to whatever historical callings god may require 

of it. The human ego is historical in Mann precisely be

cause it does not stabilize itself in uniformity. "Were I 

to determine what I, personally, mean by religiousness," 

Mann says, "I should say" it is "attentiveness to the inner 

changes of the world, the mutation in the aspects of truth 

and right." The religious person, therefore, "loses no 

time in adjusting life and reality to these changes, this 

mutation" eRA 115). Symbolizing humanity, Joseph embodies 

the Mannian process of religious adaptation and trans

formation through history. Joseph grows away from an 

"inexcusable egocentricity" that checks concern for others 

to become "the provider and benefactor of a foreign people 

and of [his] own" eRA 114-5). He matures from the arrogant 

youth of Israel of no use to his tribe to the savvy but 

kindly public servant of Egypt who fulfills himself in acts 

of generosity imperative for god's actualization in his

tory. An historical individual, Joseph becomes himself as 

he opens his identity up to the unrest and movement of 

god's unfolding wisdom. 

Adapting to changing times, the "self-emancipated" ego 
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nevertheless enjoys sufficient stability to fulfill its 

"inborn possibilities for developing and maturing" through 

history with purposeful integrity (RA 114). Human beings 

remain "open at the back" to the stable traditions that 

provide their original forms. Suffering "cosmic death," 

the historical ego acquires a renewed sense of its pro

fundity and worth as it gathers together primordial "pow

ers" from the depths of its past. since excessive preoccu

pation with death tends to "gloom," however, and concentra

tion on worn-out forms to "rigidity," the mind obsessed 

with tradition knows only the misery of morbid inertia as 

history passes it by. Sympathy, Mann writes, "can arise 

only where veneration for death is moderated and warmed by 

friendliness to life" (JE 237). As a human being "warms" 

forms to make them malleable, the self preserves itself by 

molding its heritage into a new, unified being adapted to 

present times. History progresses as the human being comes 

to know itself in reunions of soul and spirit, the prin

ciples of past and future, which, if they were once one, 

are also in all probability and reality "sometime to become 

one" as god's wisdom unfolds (GJ 46). 

Holding death and life in sympathetic balance, the 

Mannian human being displays the integrity of historical 

selfhood Eliade would say characterizes our modern-day 

notion of uniqueness. As an individual follows out a life 
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course, he or she confirms the temporal particularity of 

self which underlies contemporary faith in "the authenti

city and irreversibility of history" (Return 46). Mann 

says Joseph develops an "artistic ego," one that maintains 

a bond with the mythical, but "knows how to treat" god and 

god's stories with the playful purposefulness of a man who 

is both hero and director of his life (RA 114). As Joseph 

rejoins his mythical heritage, therefore, he manipulates 

tradition in a cheerful spirit of self-determination. At 

the same time, as he fulfills his destiny as the "provider" 

for Egyptians and Jews, he abides by the occult dictates of 

god's irreversible "plan" to save humankind. Joseph marks 

off his own time in history and ensures his own peculiar 

contribution to historical unfolding in his self-determined 

responsiveness to god's providence. If the artist "enjoys 

both the grace and the curse of the highest need," Mann 

writes, "in his spiritual life [he] draws the world into 

himself more and more," forming his life "in broader and 

more comprehensive ways." Always, however, "his work, his 

contribution to life and the times, remains conditioned by 

.his own ego," which is "something that remains intimately 

personal even when it has merged with the problematic of 

the times and has become one with it" (GW X 240-1). In 

this comment made just three years before Joseph (1928), 

Mann foresees the historical integrity of his protagonist: 



the capacity of Joseph's own artistic ego to preserve its 

unique selfhood as it serves the "highest need" of god's 

history. 
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In his effort to reeducate humanity to its temporal 

foundation, Mann offers Joseph, the perfectly balanced 

self, as an inspiration and ideal. In modern times, Mann 

says in 1942, we have "lacked intelligence toward god" to a 

degree which has "long since become criminal." To lag so 

far behind "the world will" is "pathological" because 

immoderate recalcitrance creates "dangerous tension" be-

. tween "truth and reality, between things long reached and 

accomplished by the spirit and things which still [take] 

the liberty of calling themselves reality" (RA 117). To 

save the world from catastrophic disjunction would be to 

"behave presumptuously" like Abraham, the religious man 

whose "concentration upon the self and its salvation" is "a 

blessing to many" because it makes manifest "the connection 

between the dignity of self and the dignity of humanity." 

The creature who "does not take itself seriously," by 

contrast, is "soon lost," and "a humanity which does not 

take itself seriously," which forgets god, will suffer 

"utter destruction" (JE 450). still, if "foolish disobe

dience" has brought on the "explosion" of modern times, 

Mann says, the "explosion" itself is also "equalization." 

Cautiously optimistic, Mann hopes that "after this war, 



we--or our grandchildren--will live in a world of happier 

equalization," a world where wayward human beings have 

learned, like Joseph, to hold "spirit and reality" in 

balance and to "win peace" (RA 117). 
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The temporality of selfhood in Joseph does not contra

dict Mann's call to Europe to return to the highest mythi

cal realities. Mann's mission remains to represent the 

mythic truth of life ignored in modern civilization. As he 

talks about his novel, therefore, Mann repeats that people 

today are far less individuals that they perhaps "hope" or 

"fear" to be (B I 312) and declares that "much that is 

extra-personal," that is, "conventional and schematic," is 

"decisive for the experience" not just of archaic peoples, 

but of "the human being in general" (LGM 920). By depict

ing the historical emergence of a balanced ego, Mann wants 

to dispel the modern misperception of personal "uniqueness" 

(Einmaligkeit) and make his readers realize how much the 

mythical identification familiar to antiquity also "plays a 

part far into modern times and remains at all times psychi

cally possible" (LGM 921,923). It is by portraying what 

he calls "the eternally human, eternally recurring," that 

Mann takes myth "out of fascist hands" and "humanizes" it 

"down to the last recess of its language" (RA 104; TJN 21). 

At the same time, Mann retells Joseph's story to 

enrich and refine the meaning of both mythic repetition and 
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historical particularity. Ultimately, Mann straddles the 

opposed conceptions of selfhood Eliade has said charac

terize the ancient and modern worlds. In archaic socie

ties, where people abolish time in imitation of archetypes, 

the mind "cannot accept what is individual and preserves 

only what is exemplary" (Return 44). Individuality, there

fore, is transitory, or at least of "secondary character" 

(Return 46), for in this world without history, the self 

can be "real" only as it "ceases to be" its temporal self 

and is "satisfied with imitating and repeating the gestures 

of another" (Return 34). In the modern view, by contrast, 

people who reenact archetypes cease to be "real" precisely 

because they surrender their singularity of time and place 

(Return 34). Today we believe in a particularity of the 

self consonant with our notion that historical occurrences 

are single and unrepeatable. Our faith in the "authenti

city and irreversibility of history" depends upon the 

temporal uniqueness of the individual (Return 46). Mann, 

as we know, sought in his Joseph books to oppose the trauma 

of the times by presenting the problem of humanity as "an 

indivisible whole" (RA 105). One way he does this is to 

reunite temporal individuality, overvalued and misunder

stood in modern perception, with its neglected other half, 

mythic reenactment. Recalling the self to its grounding in 

eternal revisions of myth, Mann offers the distraught 



contemporary world a consoling vision of the true and 

original, the ideally balanced, temporal self. 
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Chapter 3 

THE FALL INTO MODERN TIMES: 

THE CRISIS OF TEMPORAL INTEGRITY IN DER ZAUBERBERG 

The early twentieth century marks the end of "the 

burgherly, humanistic, liberal epoch" for Thomas Mann, the 

era "which was born at the Renaissance and came to power 

with the French Revolution, and whose last convulsive 

twitchings and gasps of life we are now witnessing" (LGM 

137; VDR 200, 301). The figure who best represented the 

burgherly, Mann believed, was Goethe, a man of private and 

public responsibility, who, like his autobiographical hero 

Wilhelm Meister, knew the "need of improvement and comple-

.tion" and experienced "his own ego as a task, a moral, 

aesthetic, cultural obligation" (LGM 121). Epitomized in 

Goethe, the passing era was notable for its constructive 

and beneficent comprehension of time. Committed to pro

gress, Goethe knew how to live creatively and wisely: 

"time was his acre," and in his "cult of time" he under

stood "the healing of time, the economy of time," for "at 

bottom he knew no rest ll (LGM 156-7). Ideally, time and 

history move forward for Mann, as we have seen, through 

such mythic figures as Joseph, who recall and reform our 

archetypal foundations. Goethe himself was a "mythic 
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personality" from Mann's perspective, a "'godlike man'" who 

had "myth-forming powers" and the stature of Christ, the 

archetypal savior (LGM 147, 226). Like Joseph, Goethe ful

filled himself in tasks dedicated to present times and 

historical development. 1 

In the early nineteen-twenties as he worked on Der 

Zauberberq, Mann asked himself whether the old classic, 

humanistic tradition was "eternally human" or whether it 

was "merely the appended intellectual form of the burgherly 

liberal epoch" and therefore "capable of dying" with the 

age (LGM 137). Exploring this question in his fiction, 

Mann depicts the contemporary world in a state of troubled 

transition In modern times, people have fallen away, 

possibly permanently, from Goethe's mythic temporality. As 

early as 1912, Mann probed the troubled relation of modern

day figures to myth in Der Tod in venediq, a tale "rooted 

both in this-worldliness and in the realm of myth and 

legend" (von Gronicka, "Myth" 48). Lacking Goethe's ca

pacity to grasp the mythical in a positive, life-enhancing 

way, Gustav Aschenbach allows the allure of mythic libera-

1 Kenneth Hughes analyzes Mann's fascination with such 
savior figures as Christ, Goethe, and Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, all of whom Mann took as models for his own 
mythic savior, Joseph (64 ff.). 
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tion to entice him to his ruin. 2 Even as Mann affirmed the 

significance of archetype for history in the years of 

Joseph, moreover, he pointed to the modern misalliance with 

tradition. On the one hand, mythic identification goes 

"far" in its meaning for us, for culture continues to hand 

down the sacred, age-old models which have been life's 

source of "consecration," "justification," and "self-assu

rance" since archaic times (LGM 923-4). On the other hand, 

mythic identification has deteriorated: it reaches "far" 

(but not completely) into our lives and remains only "pos

sible" (not certain) of realization. We lack Goethe's 

"miraculous myth-forming personality" (LGM 226) and Jo

seph's light-hearted capacity to apprehend the myths of the 

unconscious, to grasp their significance, to articulate 

them, and to usher them to the conscious realm (LGM 927). 

Like Gustav Aschenbach, we risk ignoring our capacity to 

re-envision and revitalize tradition for cultural enhance-

ment and historic purpose, and we may even allow ourselves, 

like him, to be "lured, hypnotized" into a destructive 

relationship with myth, "the terms of which are final and 

fatal" (von Gronicka, "Myth" 53). For us today, therefore, 

who are witnessing the end of an epoch, the period of 

Goethe's secure "time sensibility and receptivity" is past 

2 For discussions of the mythic elements in this 
novella see particularly Lehnert (Fiktion 99-139), Mautner 
(20-6), and von Gronicka ("Myth" 46-61). 

---------------- --- ------- ---
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(AGW 334). No longer certain of our heritage, we have lost 

our capacity to make use of time for personal fulfillment 

and social good. We are "fated" instead to "search, in the 

midst of the perils and crises of transition, for new world 

orders, both internal and external" (LGM 147). 

Completing Der Zauberberq six years after the Great 

War, Mann set his novel in prewar times to explore the 

flawed inner workings of modern temporality. The temporal 

problem the novel poses is that of Tod in Venediq: whether 

individuals today might be able to apprehend the mythic 

substructure of culture and appropriate it for the benefit 

of art and life. In the novel as in the novella, Mann 

envisions myth as a trap for the times and doubts that it 

serves as the suprapersonal foundation of historical deve

lopment. In Zauberberq he portrays myth unable to ground 

history and capable instead of seducing the individual to 

inertia. In an address at Princeton in 1939, Mann ex

plained his vision of modern mythic consciousness in Zaub

erberq: the book depicts "the hermetic enchantment of its 

young hero within the timeless" (RA 76). Both thematically 

and structurally, it creates a "magical nunc stans" with a 

"captivating power" to lure younq people into a "closed-off 

environment" (Geschlossenheit) far away from the "actual, 

active" life below where they miqht dedicate themselves to 

the ailing times (RA 70). Depicting the impaired temporal-
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ity of prewar Europe, the novel is a Zeitroman in two 

senses. Through its mythic abrogation of time it explores 

"the mystery of the time element" in itself, but as an epic 

of its time it also depicts the "life form" of the passing 

era (RA 76, 70). The book could not have been written ten 

years earlier, Mann insisted, nor would it have been read, 

for as an exploration of prewar times it had to portray 

"the experiences the author had in common with his compa

triots" (RA 70). The problems Zauberberg poses about the 

times may not engage the masses, Mann admits, but educated 

Germans have responded with "burning" interest to Hans 

Castorp's adventures, which they have identified as their 

own experiences of the preceding decade (RA 74). 

Despite the fact that Mann insisted himself at Prince

ton on the concurrent significance of history and myth for 

Zauberberg, critical opinion on the novel has inclined to 

focus exclusively on one temporal dimension or the other. 

Those who read the book in its cultural context typically 

search for affinities between the world views of the char-

acters and viewpoints current in Mann's time. Reading Mann 

as a chronicler of society, for example, Pierre-Paul Sagave 

looks for the historical sources of Naphta's terrorism in 

communist, fascist, and Nietzschean ideas (185 f.).3 

3 In his analysis of Naphta as a devil figure, Claude 
David identifies the source for Settembrini's adversary in 
Georg Lukacs and, reaching further back, in Savanarola. 
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Taking a similar approach to Settembrini, Jurgen Scharf

schwerdt reads the pedagogue as a modified descendent of 

the "literary man" Mann attacked during the war for ex

cessive and unreasoned defense of democracy and progress 

(122 ff.).4 Restricting their studies to historical influ

ences, readers like Sagave and Scharfschwerdt fail to ask 

themselves why Mann chose to envision contemporary ideas 

within the magical mythic setting of Davos. critics who 

focus, on the other hand, on the mystery of mythical time

lessness typically ignore the "burning" prewar questions 

taken up in the novel. "Mythic" readings of Zauberberg 

have had two unfortunate consequences. Given their fas

cination with the "hermetic" eternal present at Davos, 

interpreters of mountain time have assumed a misleading 

"normality" in temporal progression on the flatland. Paul 

Both Judith Marcus-Tar and Hans Rudolf Vaget ("Lukacs") 
pursue Naphta's link to Lukacs. Andre von Gronicka, how
ever, believes "Lukacs' Marxian thoughts had little if any 
influence on Naphta's basic philosophy," which is "far more 
the anticipation of the type of Fascist reactionary neo
barbarism" Mann derides in Doktor Faustus in Dr. Chaim 
Braisacher (Profile 160). Two studies of Mann's source for 
Naphta have appeared recently: Hans Wisskirchen finds the 
origin for Naphta's world views in Max steiner, Sergej 
Bulgakow, and Kuno Fiedler (passim). Anthony Grenville 
locates the sources for Naphta in the "twin threat [to the 
Weimar Republic] from the ideological extremes of both 
radical right and revolutionary left" (651). 

4 Critics who look for the historical sources of 
Settembrini and Naphta often ask whether either figure 
expresses Mann's own views. Christian Schmidt takes up 
this question for Settembrini, Ilja Fradkin, Jack Lindsay, 
and Herbert Lehnert ("Leo Naphta") for Naphta. 
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Altenberg, for example, believes Hans Castorp enters a 

closed-off "space" at Davos far away from "normal" time of 

the plain (49), and Roman S. struc, noting that Castorp 

retreats to an "ahistorical realm" at Davos, finds "the 

mythical dimension" of Zauberberg to be at odds with the 

independent "laws" of history (94).5 In addition to ex

cluding flatland time from the encompassing context of con

temporary decline, readers focussing on myth have also 

tended to offer ahistorical interpretations of mountain 

timelessness. Some commentators go so far in their ana-

lyses of Berghof eternity as to doubt the timeliness of 

Mann's theme. In his emphasis on the mythic circularity of 

sanitorium life, Ulrich Karthaus denies that Mann specifies 

the novel's setting in his Princeton address or says the 

5 Lotti Sandt distinguishes the "hermetic space" of 
the mountain from what she calls the "normal course of 
flatland time" (271). Francis Bulhof says Castorp abandons 
the objective "clock" time of the plain, revealing an 
impulse to timelessness which counters the linear, goal
oriented activity of history (127, 147). Genevieve Bian
quis contrasts the purely subjective "time" of the moun
tain, which does not truly exist at all, with God-given 
"moral" time dedicated to the "progress of humanity" 360). 
Observing linear time passing into mythical circularity at 
Davos, Fritz Kaufmann believes Hans Castorp cannot achieve 
the "universal life" he desires "by any metaphysical leap 
over the concrete, particular items of everyday living" 
(125, 116). Richard Thieberger says Castorp transcends the 
spatial perception of time characteristic of ordinary 
experience to enter the more profound world of psychologi
cal and mythical temporality (71-6). Helmut Koopmann 
believes Hans Castorp entering circular mountain time 
experiences an inversion of the familiar and trusted time 
of the plain (Entwicklung 102). 
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book is about any single historical period at all ("Zeit

roman" 300-1). Similarly, Theodore Ziolkowski, building on 

Mann's stated intent "to abrogate time itself," regards 

Hans Castorp's mentors solely as ahistorical symbols "of 

certain human possibilities," who bring the young engineer 

into contact with "various potentialities of being that 

exist eternally" (73). In a recent study of Schopenhauer's 

influence on Zauberberg, Borge Kristiansen reads the novel 

as an incremental denial of the illusory "reality" of time, 

space, and causality on the plain and the ultimate accep

tance of a transcendent dissolution of all life forms in 

Will (55, 247, 288 ff.). Denying the book's historical 

setting altogether, Kristiansen sees Castorp's initiation 

to life as convergence to metaphysical recognition of the 

chimerical "appearance" of the concret~ external world. 6 

In contrast to all of these readings, I argue that 

Mann envisions the "mystery" of modern temporality as a 

mutual and pervasive disintegration of mythical and his-

torical consciousness. The year he published Zauberberg, 

Mann spoke of the "sustained duration" and "continuity" of 

6 Kristiansen comes to his conclusion by analyzing the 
leitmotifs in Zauberberg, which he says cumulatively dis
solve all life positions and take on the allegorical signi
ficance of Schopenhauer's will. Kristiansen builds on the 
readings of Francis Bulhof and Gunter Reiss, who also 
analyze narrative structure under the assumption that the 
realistic foreground of the novel functions solely as a 
facade for transcendent meaning. 
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authentic history, the "rootedness" in a mythic past which 

makes historical development "trustworthy" and "noble" (GW 

XI 353). A few months earlier, however, as he was com

pleting the novel in 1923, he had talked about the "de

pressing antihumanity" and sense of "slipping backwards" 

evident in the war and postwar period. Mann was referring 

to the end of "freedom and humanity" visible in bolshevism 

and early fascism and of the inception of a new age of 

"iron obligation," "unqualified mandate," lust for the 

"absolute," and even "terror." Holding fast to his con

fidence in humankind to reassert its fundamental tendency 

toward Goethe's greatness of spirit, Mann nevertheless 

believed he was witnessing the antihumanist dissolution of 

the old relativist or flexible forms of democratic values 

and the onset of ideological inflexibility and binding 

communality (VDR 199-201). Setting Zauberberg before the 

war, Mann looks back to the period that prepared for this 

obscurantist break with the past. In the novel, we witness 

the deterioration of the authentic history of Mann's ideal

ized humanist age, both its mythical "rootedness" and its 

ordered progression, everywhere in modern life. 

Mann makes the contemporary decline of mythic history 

visible through the aberrant temporality of both his set

tings, the mountain and the flatland. In Zauberberg Mann 

envisions the entire modern world at the CUlminating point 
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of several centuries of skepticism. During the war, which 

interrupted his work on the novel, Mann identified modern

ity with doubt and placed the beginning of the modern era 

at the end of the "culturally unbroken and secure" Middle 

Ages: doubt "stands at the beginning of the new times, of 

the period of the enlightenment that conceived a human 

ideal," the burgher, "who is antifanatical and tolerant," 

not "intellectually sheltered and bound, but detached and 

individually isolated" (BU 496). If doubt gave birth in 

the Renaissance to a new relativist ideal, in Goethe's time 

it sustained itself as the ethos of tolerance. By the 

nineteenth century, however, doubt no longer strengthened 

individuals, but debilitated them. His own work, Mann 

said, has portrayed the recent decay of the genuine burgh

erly nature into the "subjective-artistic" temperament of, 

for example, the moribund Hanno Buddenbrook (BU 139, 25). 

In the early twentieth century setting of Zauberberq, where 

Mann depicts the subjectivist world view once again, active 

doubt has disintegrated beyond nineteenth-century subjec

tivism to a generalized apathy towards tradition and an 

alarming tendency to cultural enervation. In Zauberberq 

people at home and at Davos fall all too easily into a 

"magical" round of uninspired tasks, allowing themselves to 

turn away, as Hans Castorp does, from the traditional 

spirit of dedication. Lacking faith in their heritage, 
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individuals fail both above and below to grasp the needs of 

history and fall short in their commitment to the times. 

In the world of Zauberberg, therefore, where people no 

longer build upon the past, modern times turn erratic and 

history declines to dissension and war. Depicting burgh

erly inertia, Mann envisions the prewar period, both on the 

mountain and on the plain, as an advanced stage in modern 

decadence. 

I 

On its surface, time on the plain is the burgherly 

time of undertaking and occurrence that provides the foun

dation for the mythic history Mann portrays in Joseph. 

While his tale of the magic mountain practices a kind of 

"hermetical magic," foreshortening events as though in a 

dream, the story of the Berghof is about nothing more than . 

"the lawful licence of a holiday, of fantasies born of 

leisure, of which the well-conducted mind wearies as quick

ly as a vigorous person does of lying in the warm sand" 

(758, 766). If his portrayal of sanitorium life takes a 

transcendent perspective on time, therefore, the book does 

not suggest that time itself is an illusion (~758). While 

abstract thinkers may persuade themselves that the real 

reality of existence is the eternal present of myth, time, 

"however weakened the subjective perception of it has 

become, has objective reality in that it brings things to 

-----------------_ .. __ .......... -
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pass" (766, 762). In fact, it would be "absurd, dishono

rable, arbitrary," to "call into question our human means 

and powers of perception, to question their validity" 

(766). The human mind, when it is not seduced to the 

dreamy, subjective perception of time that comes with the 

holiday atmosphere at Davos, abides by the "bounds of 

reason": it uses fixed points to mark temporal passage and 

notes that "time does its work, even upon the seven sleep

ers" (766, 762). In its normal course of things, time, 

bringing change, is "the element of life" (757) and the 

foundation, therefore, of historical evolution. 

Grounded in the capacity of human reason to perceive 

temporal passage, time on the flatland appears as Goethe's 

time of enlightened dedication to achievement. Zealous in 

their work, people of the plain put forth the effort for 

human advancement that should turn objective time to mean

ingful development. Both the narrator and the characters 

speak the humanist language of progress, believing they can 

turn the changes time brings to good purpose for private 

and public fulfillment. Articulating Goethe's "need of 

completion and improvement," they acknowledge a conception 

of time that belongs to the work-ethic world and entails, 

for those who devote themselves to it, improvement through 

exertion, commitment, and discipline. The narrator speaks 

authoritatively, therefore, of the "goals," "purposes," 
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"hopes," and "expectations" that individuals of this cen

tury keep within sight in order to prod their impulse to 

ever higher "effort" and "activity" (49). Within this 

burgherly world view, work is paramount. Living on the 

flatland means above all executing tasks, for labor is the 

"absolute principle of time" (52). Thus, Joachim resists 

timelessness at Davos and complains bitterly of the im

possibility of using time to any advantage on the mountain. 

Only down below does a year's time, for example, allow 

change and advancement (26). Settembrini, the most voci

ferous proponent of progressive thinking, believes human 

beings can correct their "social errors" and even return to 

their original sinless state "by dint of labor upon the 

social structure" (537). Even Hans Castorp, who escapes 

the work ethic at Davos, articulates the burgherly Weltan-

schauung, rejecting Carducci, the demon of work, and the 

value of making progress through time (481). 

Within this world of work, moreover, Mann discerns 

traces of the mythical consciousness that supports the 

humanist "cult of time" and allows such archetypal figures 

as Goethe to shape tradition into history. Protective of 

their culture, residents of the plain apparently labor 

under the informed sense of historical development that 

devotes personal effort to general good. Mann hints at a 

vision of mythic history in Zauberberg when he ascribes "a 

--------------------_._------_ .. _-
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certain importance above and beyond personal considera

tions" to Hans Castorp's life (48). As we have seen in 

Joseph, Mann himself believes a human being lives not just 

a private life, but also, "consciously or unconsciously, 

the life of the epoch and of contemporaries" (,Z. 49). 

Inasmuch as Hans Castorp regards "the general, impersonal 

foundation of his existence as definitely settled and taken 

for granted" (49), he bears witness to Mann's faith in the 

individual to sustain the history of his own epoch with a 

deep sense of communal heritage. sensitive to his supra

personal identity, young Castorp affirms mythic tradition 

in the ritual of the christening basin. As he handles the 

tarnished bowl engraved with the names of successive own

ers, the boy experiences a "falling away of time" and 

recognizes "a piously cherished link between the present, 

his own life, and the depth of the past" (35). Ritual 

transcendence takes its place within historical development 

in his mind, moreover, as he acknowledges in the basin a 

"symbol of the passing and the abiding, of continuity 

through change" and experiences a religious feeling which 

mingles with thoughts of death and history (218, 35). 

Endowed with a deep sense of the past, Hans Castorp should 

be able to devote his career as an engineer to improvements 

in civilization that both protect and build upon European 

heritage. 
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Mann draws together the threads of the "normal" deve

lopmental time of the burgherly era in Settembrinils vision 

of history. The Italian preaches faith in the rational 

evolution of humankind from the fall to salvation. Cogni

zant of his own suprapersonal significance, Settembrini 

views himself as just one concrete manifestation of the en

lightened rebel within the western tradition of "reasoned 

criticism and transforming activity" (222). with his credo 

of progressive time, settembrini, like his grandfather, is 

the timeless defender of the right and just cause of human 

development. As the spokesperson for human advancement, 

moreover, Settembrini represents the synthesis of myth and 

history. Conceiving the western tradition as one of his

torical evolution, he believes one day the power of en

lightenment, the power that makes for "rational movement 

toward perfection, II will triumph~ for as it follows its 

inevitable path, the humanist cause conquers "more and more 

territory" and catches up "ever more peoples with it on its 

brilliant course" (222). The objective unfolding of mythic 

history does not preclude dedicated labor, however. On the 

contrary, all those who recognize the truth of Western de

velopment must satisfy the most profound human impulse to 

realize oneself as a "co-laborer" in the cause of progress 

(344). While Western history is guided by a deep progres

sive tradition, it requires that its people devote them-



selves the way Settembrini does to all the projects for 

human perfection that they imagine might be implemented in 

the present time (345). Like Goethe, therefore, Settem

brini combines respect for tradition with faith in human

kind to advance by its own effort through what the Italian 

calls the "cycle from perfection to perfection" (537). 

II 
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Against these articulated visions of ordered tempo

rality, Mann sets his vision of temporal disintegration. 

Mythical time does not in fact appear on the flatland as 

traditional rootedness conducive of historical action. In 

the place of deep mythical consciousness, Mann sees the 

weary repetition of worn-out cultural forms. M. M. Bakhtin 

has observed that vacuous reenactment typifies the cycli

cal, everyday temporality of the modern novel. In the 

small-town setting of the past century, tradition reduced 

itself to happenings which are "not events, only 'doings' 

that constantly repeat themselves" in everyday life (247). 

Here there are no "'meetings,' no 'partings,'" no monumen

tal changes of historic importance at all, for time in such 

a world is "without event and therefore almost seems to 

stand still" (248). Tedious and completely predictive, 

this is also the habitualized daily life Ricardo Quinones 

says hardened at the end of the Victorian era into modern

ist temporality. Deadly routine sets the modern experience 
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of time apart particularly from the Renaissance conception 

of history, where time "lent itself to important ethical 

and historical conclusions" and "brought validation to ac

tion" (37). No longer that which motivates historic vision 

and personal initiative, modern time merely marks "a new 

haunting metaphysical perspective" that calls into question 

"the very bases for action" (38). 

Envisioning this temporal enervation in the society of 

the flatland, Mann depicts the private lives of Hamburg 

citizens as dully routinized. Even though these stolid 

souls use time well to accomplish arduous tasks, they per

form the same duties again and again mindlessly. While the 

human "organism" in Mann's view must keep "perpetually busy 

at its practice of revolutionizing and renewing itself" to 

retain its vigor, the inhabitants of the plain, far from 

rejuvenating life, risk "indulging in a slackening and 

deadening" of vital energies as living settles into the 

"undifferentiated unity of its daily course" (147). The 

Tienappel household, where Hans castorp grew up, typifies 

this hollow circularity: the Consul departs on foot every 

morning to his business in the Old Town and returns at five 

to dine "with due and fitting ceremony" on the cold meats, 

crabs, salmon, eel, and smoked breast of goose laid out by 

the old housekeeper, long employed to ensure daily execu

tion of regularized family life down to the last detail 
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(46). Hans Castorp himself shares in the impotence that 

derives from such habituation. Living at the Tienappels l , 

he is given to what his uncle calls III dozing, III just sit

ting and "staring into space with slack jaw and no solid 

thought" in his head (46). Lacking the energy and initia

tive to take action, he loves to "sit without occupation 

hours on end," having plenty of "free time," which is 

neither "forgotten," "consumed," nor "banished" by the 

urgency to take on challenging projects (146). More than 

willing to abide by established regimen, he goes mechani

cally through the superficial "motions required by culture" 

(kulturelle Pflichten) for proper living (127). 

Though rooted in the past, the mechanized daily life 

of the flatland represents an erosion of the mythical 

heritage that for Mann builds the foundation for human 

development and historical progress. On the plain, where 

mythic reenactment has turned to dogged repetition, tradi

tion has been emptied of content and reduced to residual 

trappings. Mann presents the boy Castorp, for example, as 

just dimly aware of a mythical past of highest significance 

for time and history. Hans reveres not just the christen

ing basin, but also the portrait of his Grandfather Castorp 

with the religious fervor and mythic consciousness of young 

Joseph taking in Jaakobls tales. He regards the painting 

as an "original picture" (Urbild) and looks upon the like-
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grandfather he sees everyday is a mere interim figure, an 

incomplete version of the true archetypal form (40). 
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Modern times, however, have denigrated mythic ritual to the 

level of vacuous rite. What awakens Hans' mind to con

tinuity is not the content but the shell, Hans Lorenz's 

outmoded costume. Here is the vestige of an official civil 

function retained now for ceremonial use only and donned, 

Hans fancies, to confirm the "perpetual cohesion of things" 

and testify to an established way of life (39). Never 

bent on change, Castorp, like his contemporaries, devoutly 

observes the shallow rites of convention. He bears the 

"high civilization" of a governing commercial upper class, 

a burden which requires him to demand a finger bowl of per

fumed water and a Russian cigarette after every meal and to 

shun eating butter served in cubes instead of in fluted 

balls (47-8). Inhabiting a world of atrophied mythical 

consciousness, castorp, like those around him, clutters his 

mind with the trivia of cultural lore. 

Reduced to banal rites, traditional time conduces to 

temporal as well as cultural dissolution and so weakens the 

life sense. The circular time of the workaday world ren

ders repeated events indistinguishable from each other. 

Through periods of unbroken uniformity, the sense of time 

slackens and threatens to fall away altogether when every 
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day seems like every other. Because the perception of time 

is so closely tied to the consciousness of life, moreover, 

"habituation is a falling asleep or fatiguing of the sense 

of time" and of life itself (147-8). If life is to be re

stored, therefore, it requires initiative, action, and 

change, an alteration in routine which will enable one to 

live with a renewed spirit of aspiration. Modernity, how

ever, has made the habits of everyday living so compelling, 

that even the individual returning from a stimulating holi

day settles readily into the old deadening routine. Par

ticularly the person "whose time sense has diminished 

through age, who shows signs of a fundamentally weak life 

sense, drowses quickly back into the old life" of repeti

tion without difference, and after a day it is as though 

one had never been away (148). Given the alluring comfort 

of routine, contemporary life suffers ~rom a seemingly 

incurable vitiation. 

III 

If modern time saps the vitality of citizens on their 

daily round, it also threatens public life by running a 

dangerously erratic course through history. Because cultu

ral heritage has lost its deep significance, public time 

goes its way without the guidance of traditions that compel 

meaningful action, and chronology unfolds not according to 

historical laws, but at random. In Mann's vision of prewar 

---------- ---------------- --- --------



Europe, history takes the shapeless course Frank Kermode 

has described as "purely successive, disorganized time of 

the sort that we need to humanize." In a world without 

. myth, Kermode says, history functions as "a substitute." 
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Replacing mythic stories with chronological ones, it cre

ates "regulative fictions" to impose "plot on time" (Sense 

44-5). It is quite possible for time to pass without such 

ordering, however. Kermode says that this process occurs 

when the interval between two moments is not charged with 

meaning. Any complicated plot, therefore, will "have to 

defeat the tendency of the interval" between moments to 

"empty itself" of "lively expectation." All plotting 

"presupposes and requires that an end will bestow upon the 

whole duration and meaning," or, "to put it another way, 

the interval must be purged of simply chronicity, of the 

emptiness" of "humanly uninteresting successiveness." Were 

our perceptions of the past, present, and future to be 

bound together "in a common organization," chronos would 

become kairos, "a point in time filled with significance" 

(Sense 46-7). Only then would temporal order cease "'to be 

a succession and become an inter-connexion of parts all 

mutually implied and conditioned in the whole'" (Kermode 

citing Giovanni Gentile, Sense 56-7). 

Mann discerns traces of ordered historical succession 

in the century just past, an era of apparent direction and 
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purpose exemplified in the dedicated spirits of two grand

fathers, Hans Castorp's and Settembrini's. Devoted to the 

public good, these figures carried the flag for their re

spective versions of humanist history. Political agitator, 

orator, and journalist, Grandfather Settembrini fought for 

the cause of democratic progress and cultural amelioration. 

Of archetypal proportions in his grandson's mind, old Ludo

vico was the "manifestation of the desperate libel'ator and 

tyrant hater" known from the time of ancient Greece, a 

"fellow citizen and brother-in-arms to any people strug

gling for its liberties" (216). Never ceasing to labor for 

the enlightened cause, he drew up "subversive programs" for 

"the unification of the liberated peoples and the attain

ment of general felicity" and "had his finger in the form

ing of governments" (217, 215). Hans Castorp's forefather, 

conservative rather than liberal, shared in the righteous 

fervor of the century. On the opposite side of the polit

ical fence, Hans Lorenz stood for regaining political 

rights wrested away from the privileged class by such 

violent "scoundrels" as Settembrini. Elevated to mythic 

stature by his grandson, he represented "the passing and 

abiding, continuity through change." The one reactionary, 

the other progressive, these men shared a sense of supra

personal purpose and lively expectation directed towards 

ensuring what each believed to be the appropriate and right 
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direction for history. 

Mann also descries incipient confusion about histori

cal purpose in these representatives of humanist values, 

however, and the unclarity about the roles the grandfathers 

played in history prepares for the disjunctive temporality 

of Wilhelmine Europe. While Goethe fifty years before the 

grandfathers' time could offer in Wilhelm Meister "a 

glimpse of the organic essence of humankind" (LGM 232), 

Ludovico and Hans Lorenz displayed an inner divisiveness. 

Neither integrated the present times into his vision of 

history. Both forebears, Hans Castorp notes, wore mourn

ing, "the one in the north and the one in the south, and 

both with the same purpose: to put a great gulf between 

them and the evil present." Hans Lorenz wore black "in 

pious reverence for the past and dead, to whom he felt him

self to belong with his whole being," while Ludovico, 

. grieving for the "misery and servitude" of Italy, assumed 

it lias a sign of rebellion, in the name of progress, and of 

hostility toward the past" (217-8). The one regressive, 

the other dedicated to violent disruption, each imagined a 

cramped political end for history. But party politics as 

basis for historical action proved an insufficient substi

tute for encompassing vision. Looking ahead or behind to a 

narrowly conceived goal, neither could comprehend cultural 

heritage as the foundation for human progress. As a re-
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sult, the one resisted advancement, while the other forced 

it unnaturally upon the times. Failing to grasp history as 

a whole, the grandfathers divided time artificially against 

itself. Their partiality reveals the beginnings of tempo

ral disintegration. 

In the twentieth-century, even the most gifted people 

lack the comprehensive vision that would sustain their 

faith in history and enable them to make constructive his

torical accomplishments. Citizens may work hard, but if 

the more thoughtful should press beyond immediate concerns 

to ask why achievement is important, they find modern time 

leaves them without "hope," "aspiration," or "counsel." 

Certainly, social pressure to complete tasks provides an 

"outward stimulation" and satisfaction in achievement. But 

success in and of itself offers merely "hollow silence" in 

answer to all those abstract questions people put to them

selves about the meaning of their projects and activities 

beyond the immediate present (49). In the absence of en

lightenment, modern individuals may compensate by believing 

in the "religious" justification of work--Hans castorp him

self has adopted this common attitude of religious respect 

for work (52). They may even dream, like Castorp, of con

tributing to human progress. Hans imagines himself fleet

ingly as the engineer of technological advancement bringing 

nations together by developing commerce and communications 
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(230). But in a world without convincing cause, people 

must have a rare and heroic "moral remoteness and single

mindedness" if they expect to contribute effectively to the 

times. Unable to fulfill the demands of the era, most of 

those talented enough to achieve things that surpass normal 

accomplishment simply falter. They are never satisfied 

about the reason for rutting forth effort, and in their 

unease they suffer "a certain laming of the personality," a 

"palsy," which affects the "spiritual and moral" part and 

may even prove physically disabling (49). Unlike Hamburg's 

uncle Tienappels, therefore, who have learned to meet tri

vial objectives because that is all they can do, these ca

pable souls have much to offer but little to show. Talent

ed people sense that there is more to filling time than 

perpetuating the mundane, and so they regret their inabil

ity to grasp the transcendent direction of history. Able 

though they are, they fail to understand the times and will 

never achieve break throughs for human progress. 

Lacking historical purpose, people of the twentieth

century have allowed history to fall into the destructive 

chaos of unrestrained chronology. In his Philosophy of 

History, Hegel recalls the Greek Chronos, who ruled in ori

ginal mythic times "without moral products" and mercilessly 

devoured its offspring. Chronos consumed everything it 

made until Jupiter, in his wisdom, "put a constraint upon 
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Time, and set a bound to its principles of decadence" (75-

6). Mann envisions the modern world as though regressing 

to insatiable chronicity. While time appears in isolated 

instances to yield "moral products," in fact its scientific 

advances destroy culture's most valued accomplishments. 

Grandfather castorp, therefore, abhors such "godless" and 

"neckbreaking" technological schemes as the widening of the 

Hamburg harbor, which have exacted extensive and pointless 

sacrifices from the citizens (37). Not just conservative 

old Hans Lorenz, however, but Hamburgers in general fear 

the ruin of "progress," something they have experienced in 

excess. worrying over what they will one day have to deal 

with in another young engineer, Hamburgers fear he will 

initiate yet another "careless break" with tradition. If 

young Castorp were to flout his grandfather, he could turn 

out to be a reckless and ruthless radical, a man who a

chieves "advancement" at the expense of spending wildly or 

plunging the state into foolhardy experimentation with 

closely guarded natural resources (54). Incapable of im

posing the constraint that would be imposed by wise plan

ning, people watch helplessly as time in the hands of heed

less individuals lurches forward to commit atrocities like 

destroying historic buildings and beautiful landscapes 

(53). In the present day, therefore, people fail to human

ize successiveness as Kermode says we must. citizens lack 
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the encompassing vision that would impose a sane narrative 

on history. Instead, people neither maintain significant 

continuity with the past nor look wisely to the future. 

Perceiving no meaning in temporal sequence, they leave his

tory to sink further into pure chronology. From his sanc

tuary on the mountain, Hans Castorp recalls this life with

out reason as the "hard," "cold," and "cruel" time of the 

plain (280). 

IV 

Suffering from the ills of the times, individuals in 

Der Zauberberq make concerted efforts to charge time with 

meaning. On the magic mountain, the scene of Hans 

Castorp's initiation to the significance of life, three 

figures, settembrini, Naphta, and Peeperkorn, introduce the 

young novitiate to superior knowledge garnered from tradi

tions on the plain. Drawing from the past to offer their 

pupil ideal visions of life, Castorp's mentors display what 

Bakhtin would call "historical inversion." This retrospec

tive thinking adopts a kind of mythological attitude, which 

discovers ideals for the present--justice, perfection, pur

pose, and "the harmonious condition of man and society"--in 

world orders from former times (147). Historical inversion 

appeared in the ancient novel under circumstances similar 

to those that surround Zauberberq. It arose when "fixed, 

temporal forms were already in decay" and conditions of 

---- - - -~-- --- --~-



sharp social differentiation were beginning to be felt in 

Greek culture (146). In this period of transition, the 

Greeks envisioned venerable traditions as "other-worldly, 

idealistic, eternal, outside time" (148). Historical in

version substituted a kind of mythical or atemporal reali

zation of ideal forms for the normal chronological unfold

ing of events in a narrative plot. As in one of Jaakob's 

mythical tales, the folk novel presented the future as 

something out of the past and understood it to represent 
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the "essence," "purpose," and "obligation" of cultural her-

itage (147).7 

In his zeal for human advancement, Settembrini ideal

izes the teaching of the eighteenth century and attempts to 

impose its "truth" as a corrective on the decadent times. 

For him the Enlightenment was the era when people under

stood that humankind was "'originally good, happy, and 

7 Creating characters who idealize the past, Mann is 
building on a literary historical tradition Rolf Geissler 
calls Heimatdichtunq. In the early part of the century, a 
number of German writers (Burte, Frenssen, Ganghofer, 
Kroger, Lon, Polenz, Rosegger, Sohnrey, Stehr, StrauS, 
Voigt-Diederich), reacting against Naturalism, constructed 
novels that denied the validity of the present. Retreating 
from immediate historical turmoil to an idealized former 
time, they looked upon the past not as a dimension of his
tory, but as a desired eternal condition (13-6). Like 
Mann, the "home" novelists removed their heroes to places 
distant from the disruptive changes of the historical world 
where traditional development through time could not take 
place. Unlike Mann, however, they envisioned the special 
place as an idyllic, often bucolic setting protected from 
the degeneration of modern times (14). 
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without sin, that social errors have corrupted and pervert-

.ed'" human beings, and that we "'can and will once more 

become good, happy, and sinless'" (537). It was the age 

when the west came to realize the sanctity of progress and 

the need to contribute actively to human development 

through social and political action (537). The Age of Rea

son understood advancement in terms of the exalted egali

tarianism that entered the Western tradition with Christ: 

"'the idea of the worth of the single human soul, the idea 

of equality,'" and the belief that "'truth and justice are 

the crown jewels of personal morality'" (407, 559). The a

chievements of the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, 

therefore, are the ideals of "'personality, freedom, and 

the rights of humankind'" (559-60). An activist himself, 

Settembrini works through the International League for the 

Organization of Progress on projects to ensure the liberty, 

dignity, and well-being of all individuals. Settembrini's 

primary aim, however, is pedagogic: by compiling a com

prehensive encyclopedia of suffering, he would prepare peo

ple for informed action by teaching them about the under

lying social causes of individual unhappiness (346). Like 

the thinkers of two centuries back, he believes "'we must 

lead the human race up out of the primitive stages of fear 

and patient stupidity'" and inspire people to "'conscious, 

goal-directed activity'" (346). Settembrini's calling is 
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to recall the west to the wisdom of Rousseau: though it 

has been corrupted, humankind still has endless possibili

ties of development before it (537). Through private con

versation and published circulars, Settembrini intends to 

remind not just Hans castorp but the entire occidental 

world that "'time is a gift of God, given to humankind that 

people might use it • • • to serve the advancement of hu

manity'" (343). As he labors to revive the ethos of rea

son, Settembrini attempts to bring an ideal order, human 

progress, to bear upon the ills of modern times. 

Naphta, like Settembrini, deplores modern decadence 

and hopes to call Western civilization back to the original 

perfection of humankind (563). In Naphta's view, however, 

human degradation is consonant with the rise of the bour

geois spirit from the Renaissance and Enlightenment (555). 

He believes Settembrini's "'flaccid'" humanism must be held 

to account for the deterioration of the bourgeois state 

into brutal economic conflicts (971). Convinced that the 

burgherly ideal must disintegrate into moral chaos, Naphta 

holds up an absolutist version of medieval communalism as 

the salvation for modern times (971). In contrast to Set

tembrini's democratic vision, Naphta affirms what he holds 

to be the medieval conception of community: a body in 

which "individualism" entails conflict not between the ego 

and society, but between the ego and God (566). To guide 
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the fallen back to mystical union with God, the Church of 

the Middle Ages imposed the most extreme corrections, even 

the stake and excommunication (555). The Church was justi

fied in its terrorist measures because it regarded its mem

bers not as a collective of independent spirits, but as a 

community of sinners united by the single urgent need to 

save themselves from eternal damnation. In medieval times, 

therefore, the Church enjoined the most binding communism 

in the name of salvation, holding private or commercial en

terprise in contempt and valuing only work performed for 

the good of the group in the service of the Lord (565-6). 

Idealizing medieval dogmatism, Naphta welcomes revival of 

the communal ethos in the proletarian crusade for global 

domination. He believes dictatorship of the masses repre

sents a return to the spiritual purity of the Middle Ages 

(565). Communism in his view, while political and econo

mic, is not "'domination for its own sake,'" but rather a 

transcendent world mastery in the name of Christ. The task 

of visionaries today is that of Gregory the Great: "'to 

strike terror into the world for the healing of the world'" 

that humanity may finally win back its original freedom 

from legal and class distinctions and achieve salvation 

(565-6). Projecting the means of human deliverance on a 

mythic image of the Middle Ages, Naphta would save the 

world by realizing medieval tyranny in the communist re-
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volution of modern times. 

Mynheer Peeperkorn transcends the intellectual strug

gle bet~ieen Settembrini and Naphta and devitalizes their 

debate over mystical and rationalist values with his com

manding personality. Peeperkorn's compelling presence in

heres in his identity with myths of sacrifice and rebirth 

formulated long ago in European consciousness. Unlike set

tembrini and Naphta, therefore, who transform historical 

traditions into ideals for reform, Peeperkorn incarnates an 

idealized mythological past. Against the antagonists' ce

rebral revisions of historical tradition, he makes the 

"mysterious" appearance (Mysterium) of a god sprung from 

the deepest recesses of Western culture to save humanity 

from its folly. In Peeperkorn, Mann invokes the Passion, 

an experience from Jewish history long canonized within the 

Western mythology of death and resurrection. with his cult 

of feeling and power of suffering, Peeperkorn makes mani

fest two deities of salvation, Dionysus and Christ. 8 As 

8 Oscar Seidl in has analyzed the Dionysus and Christ 
figurations in Peeperkorn at length. On his view, what 
unites the traditions is "the idea of the Incarnation: in 
Christ the word, the divine spirit becomes flesh," whereas 
"in Dionysos the seemingly blind forces of nature are 
transfigured into the divine" (928). Seidlin's interpreta
tion ofPeeperkorn contrasts with that of Borge Kristiansen 
and Maria C. Roth. Roth discovers in "Dionysus, the god of 
tragedy," and "Christ, the perfect embodiment of saintli
ness," the Schopenhauerian conception of humankind's "hope 
for the release from life's wheel of Ixion through esthetic 
contemplation or ascetic renunciation" (342). 



Bacchus, he recalls humanity to the "'sacred duty to 

feel,'" to enjoy "'the simple, the great, the primeval 

gifts of God,'" to offer oneself as "'the organ through 

which God consummates his marriage with roused and intoxi

cated life'" (791, 846-7). As Jesus, he embodies the 

ideals of charity, forgiveness, and brotherhood, realized 

in his unconditional love for Hans Castorp, and of martyr-

.dom, intimated in castorp's reverence for the "kingly" 

though disfigured features of his corpse (875). At his 
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banquet, Peeperkorn reenacts simultaneously the bacchanali

an feast and the Last Supper. Gesturing as though in "hea

then prayer," he repeats Christ's words to call for the 

drink of a symbolic Eucharist. "'The hour is at hand,' he 

said, and sent for the wine card" (799). Peeperkorn also 

recites Jesus' distressed appeal to Peter in the Garden of 

Gethsemane as he prepares for sacrificial death (798). On 

his excursion to the waterfall he mimics, or tries to, "the 

pagan counterpart of Gethsemane," the Dionysian revel, 

holding forth before the deafening roar of the falls "as if 

trying to conjure the wild unleashed energy of nature" be

fore offering himself up to dismemberment (Seidlin 931).9 

9 Seidlin points to further parallels with Christ: 
the term der Schmerzensmann, applied to Peeperkorn (~873), 
is reserved in German for the savior alone, and the de
scription of Peeperkorn bowing his head as he speaks of the 
"'sacrament of voluptuousness'" (~828-9) suggests Grune
wald's Christ on the Cross (930). 
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Dionysus and Christ, Peeperkorn presents himself metaphori

cally as a sacrifice for the times. If his myths were to 

be realized in present reality, his violent death would 

transform winter to fertile spring and save the world from 

sinfulness with the gift of grace. Incarnating the myth of 

salvation in both its pagan and Christian forms, Peeperkorn 

recalls Hans Castorp to the old faith of the West in the 

divine and human powers of regeneration. 

In Settembrini, Naphta, and Peeperkorn, Mann envisions 

the central traditions of European civilization divided 

from their source on the plain of history and locked into 

the mythic consciousness of the magic mountain. With this 

vision of mythic hermeticism, Der zauberberg presents Cas

torp's tutors striving to actualize ideas from the past by 

joining them retrospectively to time. Like the ancient 

folk narrative, therefore, Mann's story of Davos does not 

project an open process of historical evolution along a 

horizontal axis of time. As Mann said at Princeton, the 

book depicts the "enchantment of its young hero within the 

timeless" and through a structure of repetitions gives 

"complete presentness" to the ideas he encounters eRA 76). 

Because it draws upon traditions from Western history as 

the foundations for its myths, however, the novel situates 

modern times within an historical as well as a mythic con

text. By isolating settembrini, Naphta, and Peeperkorn on 
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the mountain, it reveals an alarming historical disloca

tion. The contemporary world shuts out those who recall 

its cultural heritage and renders their mythologized his

tory impotent to salvage times disintegrating on the plain. 

As Mann inverts history on the magic mountain, therefore, 

he abstracts it from the concrete context where its tradi

tions might infuse modern time with the vitality of purpose 

and meaning. 

v 

Shutting traditional ideals and aspirations off from 

time at Davos, Mann also finds the tenets of Western cul

ture to be disintegrating within the hermetic circle of 

modern mythic consciousness. Following Peeperkorn's death, 

Hans Castorp falls prey to the Great God Dumps 

(Stumpfsinn). In fact, it seems to life's once eager no

vitiate that the whole world feels haunted by a an insi-

dious sense of purposelessness and boredom which has long 

exercised its insidious influence and finally taken control 

(882). Castorp's fascination for the contest between the 

Middle Ages and the Age of Reason has long since faded, and 

he has "experienced the extravagant ending of his connec

tions with a certain personality." Looking around him, he 

sees "on every side the uncanny and the malign": "life 

without time, life without care or hope, life depraved by 

assiduous stagnation, life as dead" (882). The perception 
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of time in Zauberberq is closely bound up with the consci

ousness of life, and life, castorp has learned, is "warmth, 

the warmth generated by a form-preserving instability, a 

fever of matter," which accompanies "the process of cease

less decay and repair" (388). Life after Peeperkorn, how

ever, has failed to regenerate itself with fresh interests 

and aspirations. It has slipped into the putrefaction of 

existence without renewal. Neither the teachings of the 

intellectuals nor the inspiration of the sacrificial god 

has aroused Castorp to the meaning of life and the value of 

time. Nothing he has gleaned from his heritage has given 

him resource to live with vigor and commitment. 

Castorp's own despair, moreover, accompanies the de

mise of the ones who would have taught him how to live ful

ly. Suffering deaths by disease and suicide, Settembrini, 

Naphta,and Peeperkorn display the fall of the modern world 

from the security of traditional faith to a crisis of doubt 

and desolation. Their downfalls signify the dissolution of 

traditions that have sustained the West for centuries. 

Especially in the waterfall scene and the duel, Mann 

surrounds these figures with images of chaos that oppose 

integrity, coherence, and sane purpose and anticipate vio

lent ends. While the times call for restoration of faith, 

Castorp's guides stumble and fall as they spread their gos

pel. In their tragic ends, the three seers expose the sus-
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ceptibility of tradition to degeneration and the failure of 

culture to restore the west to a sound sense of historic 

purpose. 10 

Peeperkorn's self-inflicted death by poison defies the 

age-old myth of love and regeneration. Even as he has pro

claimed the credo of love, Peeperkorn has, by his own ad

mission, feared its vulnerability to impotence. When 

forced to acknowledge his own physical failing before love, 

he faces what he has called the "'crime, the great trans

gression, the unforgivable sin'" of an inability to feel 

(791). As Dionysus the reveler and Christ the heavenly 

bridegroom, Peeperkorn has preached the spirituality of 

voluptuousness. A man is "'godlike inasmuch as he feels,'" 

for he is "'nothing but the organ through which God consum

mates his marriage with roused and intoxicated life'" (846-

7). For Peeperkorn, therefore, private defeat is a cosmic 

catastrophe, the day of judgment, and hell itself (847, 

793). Suffering the agony of self-doubt, Peeperkorn as

serts his godlike presence in a sublime setting, the moun-

10 Joachim Ziemssen's decline also reveals the dis
solution of a meaningful tradition, service to the military 
in the name of the preservation and development of culture. 
Mann surrounds Joachim's death with images of lunacy in the 
seance scene, where the soldier's ghost ~ppears anachro
nistically in the uniform of the war yet to be fought. The 
apparition, an inversion of mythic ritual, deprives Hans 
Castorp of speech and reduces him to mad gesticulation 
(958). The specter is an image of cultural derangement, a 
breaking down of the boundaries of time possible only in a 
world on the brink of collapse. 
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tain waterfall, in an effort to compel his captive audience 

one last time to the gospel of love. The scene, however, 

turns apocalyptic. The infernal roar of rushing water ren

ders Peeperkorn powerless to persuade, reducing his decla

mation to pantomime and driving his listeners to insensi

bility (871). Peeperkorn fails not only to communicate 

his meaning, but, apparently, to grasp it himself. Once 

confident of his glorious message, he finds it impossible 

here to hear his own voice and "lets words be said without 

anything in the least being said" (872-3). Having lost his 

sexual capacity for love, Peeperkorn has also lost the 

strength of conviction to command a following. At his wa

terfall oration, he shows himself reduced from epiphanic 

presence to an embarrassing display of "futile activity" 

(nutzloses Tun) (872). Defeated by demonic powers opposed 

to love, Peeperkorn returns to the Berghof to take his 

life. Suicide relieves the god of the pain of ignominy 

and extinguishes his power of persuasion for good. 

"'There's nothing to be done,'" Behrens tells Castorp sig

nificantly. "'He's completely gone "' (Ganze Arbeit) (875). 

By the end of Hans Castorp's sojourn on the magic 

mountain, Settembrini and Naphta have allowed their once 

certain credos of mysticism and rationalism to dissolve 

into discrepancy and incoherence. The duel between the 

adversaries concludes a debate that has long since degene-
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rated to bits and snatches of adamant but contradictory 

avowals. A firm believer in analysis, Settembrini has al

ways been aware that critical dissection has value as long 

as it II 'shatters absurd convictions, acts as a solvent upon 

natural prejudices, and undermines authority~ good, in oth

er words, in that it sets free, refines, humanizes, makes 

slaves ripe for freedom. '" When analysis "'stands in the 

way of action,'" however, it fails to "' shape the vi tal 

forces "' and "'maims life at its roots'" (314). Inquiry, 

he believes, when allowed to become an end in itself, can 

lead to the jumble of ideas Settembrini has descried all 

along in the logical form but confused content of Naphta's 

argumentation (570). As his stay draws to a close, Hans 

Castorp perceives disorder, however, not just in Naphta's 

reasoning, but in the increasingly convoluted dialogue of 

both adversaries. By the time of the duel, there is "no 

order or clarity, not even of a dualistic and militant 

kind" (652). Now the disputants confute not just each oth

er, but themselves as well, so that Castorp finds it impos

sible to know who is the orthodox and who the freethinker 

(734). If Settembrini crosses himself up in rhetorical 

bombast, Naphta, Castorp finds, goes "beyond all bounds" 

and even "oversteps the lines of sanity" (970). In their 

arguments, therefore, no one can say whose side is right, 

which one allies itself with God and which with the devil, 
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which with life and which with death (734). Their debate 

having disintegrated to a chaos of reprisals, the one-time 

advocates of the mystical and the rational have allowed 

animosity to muddy their lofty presuppositions. No longer 

sure of their own minds, they have abrogated responsibility 

for calling the world to informed reform. 

The duel itself marks the degeneration of intellectual 

debate to a violent inversion of personal principles. Set

tembrini and Naphta have long spoken for the return of hu

mankind to its original perfection. The critical point of 

their impassioned debate has been the way the recovery 

might be effected. Now Settembrini rightly recognizes 

their duel as reversion to a primitive belligerence anti

thetical to the idyllic end both have envisioned for the 

world. Inverting harmony, the duel declines to "'a state 

of nature slightly mitigated by regulations, which are chi

valrous but extremely superficial, '" for "'the essential 

nature of the thing remains simply the original, the phy

sical struggle'" (983). Violating their own visions of 

perfection, both Naphta and settembrini suffer spiritual 

defeat on the field of physical combat. While he survives 

the contest bodily, Settembrini has capitulated to his ene

my's creed of force; he takes part not as spokesperson for 

progress, but as the grudging "slave and tool" of Naphta's 

prevailing hostility (984). Settembrini may declare him-
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self ready, as he says every person must be, for the call 

to animal struggle which may any day arise in life. These 

thoughts "were not really his thoughts," however, but, like 

the idea of the duel itself, ones settembrini had taken 

over from Naphta, whom he refuses, in a last avowal of 

principle, to shoot (983-4). Nor does Naphta fulfill his 

terrorist ideal in the duel. After Settembrini's purposed 

shot in the air, Naphta loses courage to enact his own dic

tum of brutality. Even as he calls Settembrini a coward, 

he allows in spite of himself that "it takes more courage 

to fire than be fired upon." Tacitly acknowledging defeat, 

he raises his gun in a way that has "nothing to do with 

duelling" and shoots himself in the head (992). As he 

finds himself powerless to prevent the duel, the Hans Cas

torp contemplates not the pair's belief in a return to per

fected nature, but the opposite: "at the end of everything 

only the physical" remains, only "the teeth and nails" 

(984) • 

Depicting the disintegration of western heritage on 

the mountain and on the plain, Der Zauberberg portrays the 

modern world falling away from its mythologies of regenera

tion and deteriorating in the void of faith to primitive 

violence. In the last pages, Mann portrays life both above 

and below in strife. Unsustained by tradition, days at the 

Berghof fall into the grips of a descendent of the god 
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Dumps, an evil genius who has always been present "in the 

germ," but who now begins to spread his evil influence. 

with its mythology depleted, the community on the mountain, 

like the society of the plain, loses sight of ideals that 

might invoke the common sense of love and falls victim to 

"acute irritability, a sense of crisis, nameless impati

ence," the machinery of war. At this low point, Hans Cas

torp witnesses "a universal tendency to envenomed exchange 

of words, to outbursts of rage--yes, even to fist fights" 

and bouts of "uncontrolled shrieking" in pairs and groups 

(959). In the duel he sees at least a code of chivalry 

(984); in the sanitorium at large, he observes unrestricted 

decline to disorder, epitomized in the clash of Wiedemann 

and Sonnenschein, well-bred souls who fallon each other 

like young boys with the "desperation" of grown men (963). 

Dissension at Davos mirrors combat on the flatland, where 

young men enter the battlefield to face explosive shells, 

the "product of science gone wild," that scatter "fragments 

of humanity" in the air (1005). In both arenas of his 

tale, the timeless mythic realm at Davos and the erratic 

historical temporality of the plain, Mann envisions the 

painful death throes of the bourgeois humanist era • 

. --.-....... _ ..... _-.------_._---------------
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Chapter 4 

HANS CASTORP'S CALL TO WAR: 

INTIMATIONS OF CULTURAL SALVATION IN DER ZAUBERBERG 

In the midst of World War I, Thomas Mann commented on 

the modern tendency, especially among the bulk of humanity 

in the working class, to slip into inertia. citing Nie

tzsche's conception of the herd, he derided the rampant 

tendency "'toward inactivity and preservation,'" which he 

said has '" nothing creative in it. III While people may take 

pleasure in the thought of doing nothing, their languidness 

cannot contribute to "progress, change, and revolutionary 

new events," which require dedication to work and "inven

tive activity" if "the world is to go forward" (BU 370). 

The war, however, and the passionate atmosphere that sur

rounds it, might offer the opportunity for civilization to 

dislodge itself from its torpor. For Germany is experienc

ing "a stirring time of feverishly heightened life that 

intensifies everything tenfold, the noble and the base, and 

causes changes that are otherwise only the work of many de

cades." Compelling "consumptive privations and convul

sions," this fervent era is forcing "the human being to 

thought, perception, and profession of faith as no other 

previous one." War no longer allows people the luxury of 
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vegetative existence, but spurs them on to take inspired 

action. To be sure, the war destroys the old as it creates 

the new. But the war epoch knows how to value demise. War 

is "a time that works like death: ordering in spite of all 

confusion, clarifying, defining." Forcing us to an ele

vated consciousness, war "teaches us what we were and are" 

and "grants us steadfastness and modesty in the agony" of 

the times. Why shouldn't we have the right, Mann asked, 

"to call such a time great" (BU 468-9). 

When Mann looked back on Der Zauberberg in 1939, he 

recalled Hans Castorp's sojourn at Davos in terms reminis

cent of the agitation and ardor he had observed during the 

war period. In his Princeton address, Mann identified Cas

torp's adventures as a process of steigerung, an alchemical 

heightening in "the hermetic, feverish atmosphere of the 

enchanted mountain" (RA 76). In an ambience of sickness 

and death, "the modest stuff" of which Castorp is made un

dergoes an intensifying process that makes him capable of 

"moral, intellectual, and sensual" exploits he would never 

have dreamed of on the flatland" and enables an "enormous 

increase and advancement of the simple hero to a point far 

beyond his original disposition" (RA 76-7). With its "al

chemistic, hermetic pedagogy" of transubstantiation, the 

novel describes an initiation to life that sees Castorp, 

the characteristic burgher, through the risks of mortal 



disease and enables his "extraordinary enlightenment and 

adventurous advancement" eRA 80-1). castorp's heightened 

psychic experiences teach the young man both about himself 

and the prewar times. Through Castorp, Der Zauberberq im

plies a mysterious regeneration of self and society in the 

destructiveness of the great war period. 
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Mann patterns Hans Castorp's story on the archetypal 

plot of descent and resurrection. Mann, as Helmut Koopmann 

reminds us, composes under the principle of "double op

tics." Never looking at a thing from just one side, he 

qualifies every assertion with its opposite (Entwicklunq 

29-30). While he shows myth depleted in modern conscious

ness, therefore, and capable of luring the world to apathy, 

Mann also endows myth with the dynamic potential to revi

talize history. By making epiphany central in his tale, he 

counters his themes of trivial repetitiveness and uncon-

. strained chronicity with the motif of "crisis and break in 

life" that for M. M. Bakhtin characterizes the novels of 

Dostoevsky. Like Dostoevsky, Mann usher~ his hero to a 

special place outside time where a change of the highest 

significance for the continuance of life will occur. 

Unlike the Russian, however, Mann structures his entire 

narrative as a "threshold" experience, stretching out the 

atemporal moment of fall, resurrection, and renewal Bakhtin 

discerns within Dostoevsky's novels (248-9). By portraying 
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Castorp's epiphany as a mythic experience, moreover, Mann 

charges the seven-year "instant" of crisis with the histo

ric potential of kairos. Kairos, Frank Kermode tells us, 

is an historical moment of intemporal significance, infused 

with "a meaning derived from its relation to the end" and 

productive of a meaningful plot for history (47). It is a 

moment of illumination when the mind perceives the inherent 

structure and harmonious unfolding of events between the 

creation and the apocalypse. "Poised between the beginning 

and the end," kairos enables "'temporal integration'--our 

way of bundling together perception of the present, memory 

of the past, and expectation of the future, in a common or

ganization" so that what was "simply successive becomes 

charged with past and future" (46). As a mythic hero 

sacrificed for modern life, Hans Castorp bears the burden 

of kairos. In disintegrating times, he stands on the 

threshold of temporal reintegration. with his hero's 

return to the plain, therefore, Mann intimates the immi

nence of cultural restoration. The "thunderbolt" of 1914 

returns modern civilization from a moment of transcendent 

clarification to the brink of enlightened historical en

gagement. Through castorp's call to war, Mann poses the 

possibility that diseased modern time might yet regain full 

health. 

Readers of Zauberberg have rightly located Mann's 
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sources for the concept of fevered renewal in German roman

ticism and in Nietzsche, whom Mann saw as a latecomer 

within the romantic tradition. In romanticism, feverish 

agitation enables the rediscovery of self at a higher 

spiritual level than would ever have been possible with 

physical health and mental stability. As Hermann Weigand 

has indicated, German romanticism designates physical 

degeneration "a vehicle of evolution" and "one of the 

distinguishing marks of genius" (45). In the spirit of 

Novalis, romantics like Grillparzer, Heine, Friedrich 

Schlegel, and Hebbel looked upon disease as a kind of ex

hilaration or Steigerung, "the elevation of the organism to 

a higher plane" (42). In the late romantic Nietzsche, Mann 

discovered once again the prerogative of the artistic 

spirit to "'live by experiment and offer itself to [the] 

adventure'" of sickness. For psychic soundness "'does not 

care to dispense with disease itself as an instrument and 

angling-hook of knowledge'" (Nietzsche cited in Weigand 36-

7). On the magic mountain, Hans Castorp exposes himself to 

the risks of illness and the rewards of spiritual growth. 

As Weigand puts it, fever takes Castorp "out of the beaten 

path of respectable mediocrity," "breaks for him the fet

ters of traditional thinking and acting," and "unlocks the 

door to life, revealing a thousand unexplored paths luring 

to uncharted, unstandardized experiences in the realms of 
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emotion and intellect" (47). Castorp accepts the odds a

gainst recovery from the deadly disease of genius. He even 

seems to welcome the threat that "his personality, caught 

up in the whirl of unknown forces, will be reduced to a 

mass of wreckage" (48). Dwelling seven years on the magic 

mountain, Hans Castorp epitomizes the diseased romantic 

artist. 

The romantic heritage, however, does not suffice to 

explain the significance of Hans Castorp's spiritual adven

turing for modern history. Like Joseph, Mann said, Zauber

berg explores the central problem of humanity by telling a 

tale of the "mythical/historical" (Mythengeschichtliche) 

(UMS 375). Mann locates Castorp's diseased intensity 

within a realm of mythic illumination in order to project 

the hero's seven agitated years as the death and possible 

rebirth of modern times. 1 As in Joseph, moreover, Mann's 

1 While the best known sources for Mann's conception 
of myth are Freud, Kerenyi, and scholars of Babylonian 
mythology, the author took up his study of ancient mytho
logy most intensively after 1924 as he was preparing Jo
seph. The notion of mythic regeneration in Zauberberg 
derives its dynamic spirit not from the sources for Joseph, 
but from Nietzsche: the conviction in The Birth of Tragedy 
that cultural sterility must be revitalized with a tragic 
German myth (119-24, 130-44) and in The Use and Abuse of 
History that "history degenerates from the moment that it 
no longer gives a soul and inspiration to the fresh life of 
the present" (20). Between 1914 and 1918, the period when 
he welcomed war as an infusion of the life spirit into 
civilization, Mann echoed Nietzsche's affirmation of war
fare in Human All Too Human (# 187) in language that sug
gests mythic rebirth. "Everyone feels and knows that there 
is a mystic element in war. It is the same element that 
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belief that myth may restore the afflicted modern world 

turns upon his conception of the elasticity of archetype. 

Given its evolutionary nature, Mann wrote in the Zauberberg 

period, tradition does not perish, but "crosses ov~r to new 

life forms" (GW X 206). Old forms may give the appearance 

of decadence in periods of upheaval, but their deteriora

tion is only appearance, because the moment of cultural 

"impossibility" is also the moment of salvation. When 

civilization seems to be shattered beyond repair, the 

mutating traditions of humankind, which Mann calls our 

"eternally human" myths and "original institutions," will 

end not in dissolution, but in the "dignified" reformation 

of culture. In the ideal course of temporal revolution, 

therefore, time demonstrates "inexhaustible powers to heal" 

(unerschopfliche Heiligungskrafte) (GW X 207). Given the 

mythic nature of life and time, it would be utterly absurd, 

Mann upheld in this moment of confidence, to believe in an 

end to human life altogether, for history bears within 

itself the mythical power of restoration (GW X 203). 

In Der Zauberberg Mann endows Hans Castorp with the 

prospect of deliverance. If history does demonstrate a 

capacity for regeneration, it does so through the tuber

cular hero, who, like Joseph, "dies" in a moment of mythic 

belongs to all the primordial forces (Grundmachten) of 
life, to birth and death, religion and love" (BU 465; also 
457). 
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insight in order to be reborn for the world (see TMRF 15). 

Mann does not, however, promise that the sacrifice will re

new the times. offering Castorp up to the infirmity of 

cultural deterioration, he forces his modern mythic hero to 

destroy himself body and soul in a confusion of dissolving 

norms. Mann himself repeatedly affirmed the salutary 

quality of Castorp's immolation. He believed he was repre

senting in castorp "the conception of a future humanity 

that has passed through and survived the profoundest en

counter with disease and death" (RA 81). Whether or not 

castorp perishes on the field of battle, Mann thought of 

him as one who comes through the war in spirit because he 

has learned how to participate actively and constructively 

in human history (B I 239). The reader, however, cannot be 

sure that the sacrificial death will restore the world to 

health. In the end castorp has survived the ordeal of dis

solute illumination and appears to have developed an in

tegrity of commitment and anticipation. Nevertheless, in 

the final scenes, civilization still appears unregenerate. 

While Mann insisted outside the novel on the inevitability 

of historical renewal, the world of Zauberberq hangs sus

pended between death and resurrection. Despite its mythic 

pattern, castorp's sacrifice represents not the certainty, 

but only the possibility that western civilization can 

recover from the destructiveness of the war. 
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I 

Myth, accordinq to Mircea Eliade, is an account of 

events which took place at the beqinninq of time. Mythic 

time is opposite to chronoloqy, for "the myth is supposed 

to happen--if one may say so--in a non-temporal time, in an 

instant without duration" (Images 57). When myths are 

narrated, profane time is symbolically abolished. Merely 

by listeninq to mythic tales, people forqet their secular 

or historical situation. Raised to a suprahistorical con

sciousness, they enjoy a "vision of infinite Time, of the 

endless cycles of creations and destructions" (Images 58-9, 

67). From the vast perspective of myth, therefore, one's 

own life and time seem precarious and even illusory. The 

historical world appears to be unreal because in comparison 

with the infinite cycles of the cosmos each age passes in 

an instant (Images 67-8). The mythic world, however, 

exposes the true cyclical structure of reality. Never 

"particular, private or personal," myth becomes "a model 

for 'the whole world'" and for "'eternity'" (Myths 15-6). 

Depicting the feverish adventures of the war epoch in 

the magical atmosphere of Davos, Der Zauberberg portrays 

cultural demise within a mythic temporality. In his pro

logue to Zauberberg, Mann locates prewar Europe within a 

heightened legendary context. While the narrative takes 

place between 1907 and 1914, the tale also invokes an era 

-------------.---.-... ----. 
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so old that "its age may not be measured by length of days, 

nor the weight of time on its head reckoned by the rising 

and setting of suns." In the novel, therefore, Mann in

tends to transform recent history into myth. Is not "the 

pastness of the past the profounder, the more complete, the 

more legendary," Mann asks, "the more immediately before 

the present it falls?" Mann makes clear, moreover, that he 

will portray the Great War as the primeval origin where "so 

much began and has scarcely ceased to continue beginning." 

He will present temporal beginnings within the riddling 

double nature of the time element, its "antiquity," which 

"has noway to do with the passage of time" and its his

torical sinqularity (7). The novel, therefore, envisions 

the era of the Great War both as an historical turning 

point and the mythical instant of a primordial origin. 

When he travels up the magic mountain, Hans Castorp 

leaves chronological thinking behind and enters the in

finite time of mythic reality. As he approaches the region 

of eternal snow, Castorp discovers that the growing space 

between himself and Hamburg issues a power "we generally 

ascribe to time": it "engenders forgetfulness," releasing 

us from our former relations and giving us back "our pri

mitive, free state" (10). Forgetting the normal or profane 

habits of temporal relations, Castorp finds ideas about 

time in the sanatorium are entirely different from those on 
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the plain (317). Down below people believe, according to 

Joachim, that life is serious and time precious. On the 

mountain, however, even the young, in Joachim's judgment, 

just loaf about and waste time, treating it as though it 

had no significance for them at all (75). Castorp soon 

agrees with his cousin, who finds three weeks, for example, 

are "'nothing at all, to us up here,'" where "'the smallest 

unit of time, so to speak,'" is the month, and a single 

month plays "'no role at all'" (14, 317). Losing track of 

the value of hours, days, and weeks, Castorp allows him

self, like the other patients, to "make pretty free with a 

human being's idea of time" while at Davos (14). Time, he 

soon concludes, is like the "silent sister," Hofrat Beh

rens' thermometer without figures. Measured by the doc

tor's extrinsic rule, this magical device helps diagnose 

Berghof patients who have lost the capacity both to grasp 

their temperatures in increments and to comprehend the 

integral units of temporal passage (87, 92).2 

In a sphere removed from temporal relations, Hans 

Castorp comes to experience life as a mythic eternal pre-

2 Helmut Koopmann has traced Hans castorp's progres
sive awareness of mythical time. While Castorp enters the 
realm of myth at the Berghof, the narrator's three digres
sions on time reflect the hero's growing cognizance: first 
that time is a "present without extension" (an "eternal 
soup"), then that it offers not changes but repetitions, 
and finally that is "mythic" (makes no distinctions between 
past, present, and future) (Entwicklung 139-45). 
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sent. The invariable routines of the hospital function 

'temporally like Joseph's inherited life patterns. castorp 

experiences Joseph's problem of "dizzying identities" as he 

reenacts the rituals of the health regimen (763-4). Even

tually Hans Castorp loses track of time altogether at 

Davos, lacking, as we all do, any inner time organ to help 

him measure and label discrete units without any external 

fixed points as guides (760). As a result, he confuses 

temporal distinctions (e.g., noch, wieder) the way the'He

brews did and concludes that there is no time on the moun

tain at all, whether long or short (764, 761). strictly 

speaking, moreover, the absence of time in the sanatorium 

should not be called reenactment. As in the Hebrews' 

continuous present, mythic timelessness is a simultaneous 

experience of the past and the present. The past occurs 

within the present so that the temporal dimensions become 

one. The narrator says that lifing the same day over and 

over is not so much a matter of repeating as of acting in a 

"stationary now" which renders the concept of repetition 

meaningless. castorp, therefore, experiences a unity of 

all days which is fundamentally mythic (259-60). 

At Davos Hans castorp shuts off the world of time and 

history. ceasing to read the newspapers, use his watch or 

consult a calendar, he withdraws into the universe of the 

Berghof. Instead of paying attention to events on the 
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plain, he absorbs himself increasingly in a fascination 

with hermetic isolation. The word "hermetics" makes him 

think of the jars of preserves which stand for days and 

years in Hamburg cupboards. "'The magic part of it'" lies 

in the fact that the jam "'was withdrawn from the effects 

of time, it was hermetically sealed from time, time passed 

it by, it had no time, but stood there outside time on the 

shelf'" (715). Shutting himself off like the conserves, 

Castorp acquires the conception of timelessness Settembrini 

derides in the young people at Davos who refuse to readjust 

to life on the flatland (281). After several years, Cas

torp assesses his alienation in a conversation with Mynheer 

Peeperkorn: "'I am wholly lost to life down belOW, and 

dead in the eyes of my friends. That is what I meant when 

I spoke of my destiny and said there might be some justice 

in complaint over my present state'" (858). By the end of 

his stay, Castorp attaches no significance or "reality" at 

all to the life below. He has "let himself dream of this 

or that among the subjective shadows of things, but the 

things themselves he had not heeded at all" (997). 

On the mountain, Hans castorp also opens his sights to 

the vast cyclical expanse of human life and asks himself 

whether temporal circularity doesn't invalidate historical 

sequence. While time is a "condition of the exterior 

world," its motions are circular and closed, and its move-

-----------------_._-



ment and change "might almost equally well be described as 

rest, as cessation of movement." While we observe the 

changes time brings, therefore, we "cannot conceive an 

outside boundary" to time any more than we can space, but 

"have determined to 'think' of them as eternal and infi

nite." From the over-arching perspective of revolving 

time, castorp asks himself whether succession is even 

possible: how do "conceptions of distance, movement, 

change, even of the existence of finite bodies in the uni

verse" fare within the All? (484) contemplating the sea

sons and the circling stars, Castorp, like Joseph, con

ceives of the ancient past in terms of the present. The 

thought that the Chaldeans looked upon those very same 
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planets makes the three thousand years between their time 

and ours seem short. castorp begins 'lito think quite inti

mately of the Chaldeans, who also saw [the stars] and made 

verses on them--that is humanity'" (519-20). 

Enchanted by the phenomenon of mythic return, Hans 

Castorp shows himself receptive to the universal "truths" 

his mentors and friends offer him. When he arrives, Cas

torp is impressed by how much there is to experience at 

Davos that is new and unusual, and he is overcome by a 

"feeling of extravagant joy and hope" as he waits for 

things he cannot anticipate (122, 128). A story of the 

hero's curiosity and fulfillment, the novel introduces 
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Castorp to wisdom accessible only to the individual removed 

from the triviality of temporal sequence. In part, the 

hero's insight is possible because castorp is "a delicate 

child of life," destined, as Settembrini says, to be both 

endangered by the threat of death and susceptible of en

lightenment (433). Castorp's receptiveness is also en

abled, however, by the structure of the narrative, which 

. mimics Steigerung. Mann says that the book creates a 

"magical nunc stans" through a complex of repetitions. 

Suspending its characters in time by means of leitmotif, 

Castorp's story "passes beyond realism by means of sym

bolism and makes realism transparent to intellectual and 

ideal elements." Characters conceived within historical 

circumstances also "appear to the reader as something more 

than themselves" because all are in effect "exponents, 

representatives, emissaries from worlds, principalities, 

domains of the spirit" eRA 76-7). Removed from the tem

porality of historical emergence, Settembrini, Naphta, 

Peeperkorn, and Clawdia Chauchat take on the transcendent 

quality of mythical truths. Castorp looks back on his con

tacts with settembrini, Naphta, and Chauchat from the ele

vated vantage of his venture on skis into the eternal snow 

and confesses that he has learned a great deal about life 

from his friends. seeking his way on the mythical magic 

mountain, he has come to "'understand not a little the 



human being , its standing and state'" in the universe 

(693). 

II 
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Mann endows Hans Castorp's mythic enlightenment with 

the potential for regenerating human life. The mythologies 

of cyclic time destroy the illusion historical time, Eliade 

says, but they also point toward deliverance. For the 

mythical mind, lithe essential thing is not to believe in 

the reality exclusively of the forms that are born and 

bloom in Time," for "such forms are 'true' only in their 

own frame of reference II (Images 69-70). Keeping the quali

fied reality of temporal forms in their proper perspective, 

traditional societies conceive humankind's temporal ex

istence as an eternal recreation of the world. The essen

tial meaning of myth, in fact, is "that the world is born, 

disintegrates, perishes and is reborn in a very rapid 

rhythm. II Deliverance from temporal consciousness, there

fore, means simultaneously a vision of the eternal truth of 

the universe and the resurrection of the degenerate world 

through an enabling figure like the ancient Ancestor, who 

"gives birth to a new humanity" after the sacrificial 

Deluge (Images 72). 

As Mann's mythic sacrifice to the degenerate times, 

Hans Castorp follows out two patterns of death and regene

ration. He is the initiate in pursuit of salutary know-
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ledge and the god dying and rising to save its people. In 

his Princeton address the author identified the first myth, 

concurring with one of his early critics, Howard Nemerov, 

who discerned the grail quest in Zauberberg. Like Castorp, 

the hero of the Grail romances passes through ordeals to 

wisdom. Straying from the natural course of life, he 

"ranges heaven and hell, makes terms with them, and strikes 

a pact with the unknown, with sickness and evil, with death 

and the other world, with the occult." His goal is to 

acquire the highest possible "knowledge, wisdom, consecra

tion, the philosophers' stone, the aurum potabile, the 

elixir of life" (RA 79-80). When he arrives at the Sacred 

Castle, he must undergo a series of tests, which were 

originally the rites of initiation that would allow him to 

approach "the esoteric mystery" (RA 80). By casting Hans 

Castorp as a Grail hero, Mann reminds us that the medieval 

quester had the capacity to revitalize a world fallen into 

ruin. The task of the seeker, Jessie weston has observed, 

is to restore the prosperity of his kingdom, which has been 

"weakened or destroyed, by wound, sickness, old age, or 

death" and turned to a land of waste (23). As a contempo

rary Grail hero, Hans Castorp should pass through the 

trials of disease and death to a vision of sacred truth 

that will save the world from the decadence of modernity. 

Castorp at Davos also imitates a cadre of formidable 
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savior figures, those who enter the realm of the dead and 

return from it as redeemers and providers for their people. 

Ascending the mountain, Castorp travels downward (upper and 

lower once again interchangeable in Mann) and arrives, like 

Joseph, in the netherworld of shades and spirits. Enve

loped in signs of death from the moment of his coming, 

Castorp occupies the room of one just deceased and observes 

himself surrounded by the sound of deathly coughing (20-2). 

At the hospital of death, the wanderer dreams, during his 

first night, of the bobsled hearse: bearing his cousin 

Joachim "in a strange, dislocated attitude," the conveyance 

catapults down its steep course under the "guidance" of 

death itself, an indistinct "gentleman rider," who eerily 

suggests "someone one has simply heard cough" but never 

seen (29). Castorp's time at Davos affords the initiate an 

opportunity to indulge what he calls a natural sympathy 

with death by ministering in Christian spirit to the mori

bund (155, 416-7). Castorp not only tends to the passing 

of others at Davos, but also foresees his own decease in 

the unearthly shadows of his X-ray picture. In the land of 

the dead and dying, he is privileged to behold "what it is 

hardly permitted people to see": his flesh "disintegrated, 

annihilated, dissolved in vacant mist" (309). Castorp's 

shadowy photo confirms his residence in the domain of the 

shades. You possess "boldness," settembrini tells Castorp, 
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to go down like Odysseus into the "realm of the shadows," 

where the dead reside idly and aimlessly in eternity (83). 

Descending into the region of death and emerging from 

it, Hans Castorp incarnates the age-old mythical pattern of 

death and resurrection. He follows after Tammuz, osiris, 

Adonis, Dionysus, and other dying and rising lunar and 

vegetation deities who sacrifice themselves so that they 

may return as saviors to their communities: Hermes, who 

guides the dead into the underworld and may, if he chooses, 

lead them back out again: Odysseus, who, leaving Hades, 

eventually goes back home to rescue family and compatriots; 

even Christ, who dies to be resurrected, giving himself up 

for the sins of humanity. Castorp mayor may not bear the 

identifying traits of one or several of these figures. 3 

What is important is not attributes he may share with a 

specific god, but his oblivious yet apparent identification 

with the larger mythical pattern of salvation. Like his 

prototypes, Castorp overcomes the threat of extinction and 

returns from the realm of death to save his wasted home-

land. A "typical, curious neophyte," in Mann's words, 

3 The only one of these figures taken up systemati
cally in Zauberberq criticism is Hermes. Helmut Koopmann 
descries Hermes in nearly all the characters, including 
Castorp . ("Kategorie" passim). Lotti Sandt believes Castorp 
enters the sanatorium as Hermes but discards the hermetic 
traits as it becomes apparent he "is not Hermes enough" to 
guide the dead out of the underworld (277). Terence K. 
Thayer sees Mann's Hermetic hero not as a savior, but a 
rogue (305 ff.). 
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Castorp "voluntarily, all too voluntarily, embraces disease 

and death, because his very first contact with them gives 

promise of extraordinary enlightenment and adventurous ad

vancement--bound up, of course, with correspondingly great 

risks" eRA 81). In his final words, the narrator recalls 

the moments when Hans Castorp dreamed of love in the midst 

of death. Castorp emerges from the land of the shadows 

with a bountiful dream of humanity and completes the arche

typal journey through death to redemption. 

III 

While Mann patterns his narrative on mythic death and 

resurrection, however, he does not ultimately assure us 

that human history will continue after the world war. In 

the last paragraphs of Der Zauberberq, the author calls 

into question the validity and efficacy of Castorp's sacri

fice for the coming times. Awakening from mythic enchant

ment, Mann's enlightened hero returns to the flatland to 

fight as a soldier for the sake of Western civilization. 

Castorp's chances of coming through the war are slim. One 

soldier's physical survival is not as important, however, 

as the future of life in these troubled times. The narra

tor is willing to leave the matter of Castorp's particular 

destiny to the side in favor of the more important question 

of impending times. Is the god hero's ordeal sufficient to 

redeem the distraught and debilitated war generation? "out 
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of this universal feast of death, out of this extremity of 

fever," he asks, "may it be that love one day shall mount?" 

(1006) With this troubling question, the novel leaves the 

issue of cultural regeneration open. By concluding his 

tale with a query, Mann casts doubt upon the resolution of 

his archetypal story and calls into question the salvation 

of modern life and time. 

Mann presents the possibility of the end or continu

ance of civilization as a problem of the dissolution and 

reformation of cultural forms. Historical regenerat~on 

depends upon Hans castorp's capacity as a cultural savior 

to bring about the restitution and reconception of dis

solving traditions. In his Princeton address, Mann iden

tified the spiritual center of Zauberberg as Castorp's 

dream of the saving grace and formative power of love in 

the snow scene. If castorp "does not find the Grail, yet 

he divines it in his deathly dream," where he envisions "a 

future humanity that has passed through and survived the 

profoundest knowledge of disease and death" (RA 81). In 

Castorp's dream, love stands opposed to the extinction of 

tradition and end of life, for love "gives sweet thoughts. 

And from love and sweetness alone can form come: form and 

civilization, friendly, enlightened, beautiful human inter

course (694). If history is to continue, Hans castorp must 

find within himself the power to conceive temporal rein-
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tegration and make it concrete in acts of love. 

Love, however, stands opposed on two sides: by death 

and by reason. Shortly after Der Zauberberg (1926), Mann 

identified love as the "mediator blessed with life" that 

stands between "death and death: death as unform and death 

as superform," as "dissolution and solidification" (GW XI 

401). In his dream vision, castorp recognizes the double 

menace of the two kinds of death. Death as chaos opposes 

love because it undermines the loving spirit with its power 

to dissolve shape or configuration. Inviting deteriora

tion, death offers release from the restraint of order to 

the emancipation of formlessness. Death, therefore, is 

abando~ment to desire for freedom. Reason, by contrast 

constructs forms that should hold their shape in time. 

Death as reason, however, undermines love by showing itself 

pathetically helpless to protect humankind's loving and 

creative spirit from disintegration (694). As the maker of 

form, reason freezes ideas and arguments into fixed ar-

.rangements. Exacting and uncompromising, it produces cold 

and set patterns which would counter temporal movement with 

timeless configuration. Fixing form, however, reason 

exposes it to the danger of dissolution. Reason cannot 

maintain its inflexible systems of categorization and cor

respondence indefinitely because rigor mortis yields at 

last to corruption and decay. In time rationality gives 



way paradoxically to irrationality, superform to unform. 

As a fabricator of morbid, ostensibly unyielding struc

tures, therefore, reason weakens love, which requires the 

malleability of temporal extension. Reason stands rigidly 

"simple" [albern] before death's immensity. Love alone, 

but not reason, castorp understands, can hold death at bay 

(694) • 
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Castorp's battle with the snow symbolizes the arche

typal struggle to follow the path of love to a life safe 

from superform and unform. In a spirit of courage and 

determination, Castorp enters the unnatural stillness and 

monstrous solitude of a primordial landscape and finds 

himself overwhelmed by a fury of dissolving forms: the 

endlessly inventive but stiffly symmetrical configurations 

of snowflakes swirling together as a chaotic mass of 

"white, whirling nothingness" (670, 671, 675). stl.'"Uggling 

to find his way out of the blizzard and back to civiliza

tion, Castorp faces death by the form and formlessness of 

snow. Like the products of reason, the regular snowflake 

patterns are too well-proportioned to be adapted to life. 

They are too absolute and perfect to do other than make 

life shudder at their icy precision (671). As they dis

solve from rigidity to a gusty blur, however, the flakes 

still threaten life by "veiling" castorp's sight so that he 

loses the path to safety (675). Facing temptation to death 

.• 
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by both austerity and dissolution, castorp abandons all 

caution and allows the storm to drive him from a directed 

to a circular course. He permits the snow to beckon him 

with "the fascination of venturing just so far into the 

monstrous unknown, or at least abstaining just so long from 

flight before it," that he could be swallowed up in his 

revolving track (666-7). Dazed and giddy, he risks aban

don: "despite his scornful repudiation of the idea that he 

might lie down and be covered up with hexagonal symmetri

cality," something inside dissuades him from "the sordid 

bourgeois view of life" that would have him endure and 

arouses a desire to give up and rest (679). still, Castorp 

holds himself stalwart and shuns the death trap. Mindful 

of the perils of surrender, he remembers life and escapes 

the snow. If a person is not meant to get home, he muses, 

that individual succumbs to the "merciful narcosis" death 

offers, but if the lost soul does expect to go home, the o

piate turns sinister. Castorp believes he does intend to 

rejoin civilization. Defying temptation, he refuses to be 

snowed under "by this idiotically symmetrical crystallo

metry" and skis off having dreamed of love (678). 

If castorp is to find his way back from Davos to his 

home on the plain, he must sustain the wisdom of his dream. 

The vision requires that he recognize humankind's lifelong 

responsibility to establish a balance between the apolloni-
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.an and the dionysian, individuation and release. As Anna 

Hellersberg-Wendriner has said, Mann adopts a Nietzschean 

perspective in his depiction of decadence: inhabiting a 

world where the ideologies of people like Settembrini and 

Naphta have become the lies and crimes of "dead" cultural 

forms, Mann appears to believe in the historical necessity 

of dissolution and to expect the sick and dying to triumph 

over old, degenerate ways (89). In his dream, therefore, 

castorp envisions himself victorious over disease and 

death. Recognizing the power of love, he determines to 

stand in the center position of the Homo Dei, directly 

between "recklessness" [DUrchgangerei] and "reason," and to 

appropriate the gifts of both as his victory over death 

requires (694). To ignore reason, he realizes, would be 

to succumb to chaos. But to ignore death would also be to 

give into chaos, because it would yield the balance to 

reason and cater to moribund rational structures. Love of 

life means holding death as well as reason in view, remem-

bering the blood sacrifice while at the same time refusing 

death "mastery" over one's thoughts (694). If he can re

call this insight, Castorp will have the wisdom to mediate 

between the two "deaths" and conceive forms for life ap

propriate for modern times. 4 

4 Not all readers agree that castorp's vision in the 
snow chapter presents the protagonist's vision of truth. 
Mann's dialectic or "ironic" method has led some interpret-
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IV 

Returning to the Berghof, however, Hans Castorp re

enters the community of death and forgets his vision of 

love. If castorp determines to find his way out of the 

snowstorm, he does not will himself home at any other point 

during his stay at Davos. He shows himself before and 

after his vision to have fallen away from Goethe's humanist 

commitment to life and time. During the course of Cas

torp's story, in fact, Mann invokes and inverts two litera-

ry traditions established by Goethe: the education of a 

novitiate like Wilhelm Meister and the Faustian evolution 

from diabolism to the wholeness of being that readies one 

for the gift of grace. As Manfred Sera has seen, Mann, 

ers to disavow any center of meaning in Zauberberg at all. 
Discounting Mann's affirmation of "love" both inside and 
outside the novel, Martin Swales believes Mann sets all 
viewpoints, including Castorp's epiphany in the snow, 
alongside all others, neutralizing every life position 
(365): "central to the novel's meaning" is the fact that 
"there can be no concretization of the wholeness of hu
manity that transcends all dualisms" (370). Erich Heller 
reads Zauberberg as the supreme example of Friedrich Schle
gel's "'progressively universal' poetry," the mixing and 
mingling of all genres and every kind of learning so that 
the work becomes a neutral "'image of the age'" (Ironic 
179). In his Schopenhauerian analysis, Borge Kristiansen 
sees the novel unveiling the metaphysical truth of "unmas
tered chaos" (244) that denies all value centers other than 
the transcendence of form. In a recent reading through 
Nietzsche's conception of "resentment," Jill Anne Kowalik 
views Castorp's vision as evidence of an unhealthy "re
sentment" toward pain and suffering the hero shares with 
both Naphta and Settembrini. Unwilling to SUffer, Castorp 
shows himself incapable of profound insight and remains on 
the magic mountain only so long as it provides him with 
entertainment and distraction (37-44). 



unlike Goethe, situates his neophyte hero in a realm where 

all the forms of life are questioned and questionable. In 

a reversal of Wilhelm Meister, he brings Castorp into con

tact not with noble spokespeople for well defined norms, 

but with dubious mentors who fail finally to instill re

spect for their representative world views. Castorp, 

therefore, is not educated but "de-educated," that is, he 

is situated within a vast field of doubtful possibilities 

and required to find his way back, if he can, without the 

aid of the old established systems of orientation (157). 
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In its pattern of degeneration, moreover, Castorp's tale 

reverses Faust. As Philo M. Buck has pointed out, the 

theme of the play is the gradual regeneration of humankind 

through "the wise use of experience," while the theme of 

the novel is "the allegory of human disintegration through 

the simulacrum of experience, until will becomes atrophied 

and reality is lost in a walpurgis Night of kaleidoscopic 

illusion." The drama "is occupied with life and how it may 

be lived more abundantly, in spite of the cynical tempta

tion of Mephistopheles whose reward is death." Mann's 

novel, however, "slowly submits to the luxury of death" 

(296) • 

Throughout his stay in the sanatorium, Hans castorp 

is enticed to death by characters who represent reason and 

chaos. Encountering apollonian argumentation in Naphta and 



Settembrini, he is urged to accept the obdurate structures 

or "superforms" of excessive reasoning. Settembrini would 

have Castorp embrace the contrived thinking of the latter

day humanist appeal for progress. Overelaborating his 

argument, however, the Italian exposes his cause to ridi

cule. 5 In its convoluted case for a universal brotherhood 

in the name of justice and reason, Settembrini's virtuous 

ideology unfolds itself in a comically abstract process of 

theorizing. Absolute and exhaustive classification of 

progressive ideas is Settembrini's goal: his efforts will 

CUlminate in a rational ordering of every variation of 

human suffering in the Sozio10gie der Leiden, an encyclo

pedic work in twenty volumes. In his snow vision, Castorp 

recognizes Settembrini's over-articulated world view as a 
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reasoned rather than "loving" morality (694). With its 

excess of logic, Settembrini's optimist philosophy deterio

rates to incongruity as the humanist denies and avows the 

5 Mann mocks Settembrini despite the fact that he has 
made the Italian a "sympathetic figure, indeed, with a hu
morous side," and at times even "a mouthpiece for the au
thor, though by no means the author himself" (RA 77). 
Because Mann comes close to identifying himself with Set
tembrini in his Princeton address, some readers have disre
garded the ridicule and taken the Italian's world view as 
the thematic center of Zauberberg. Failing to see the 
pitfalls of Settembrini's excessive reasoning, R. P. Black
mur, for example, believes "it is only Settembrini who sug
gests that man can still be lord of counterpositions" 
(339). For others who view SGttembrini's humanism as the 
governing viewpoint, see Christian Schmidt (179 f.), Her
mann Meyer (213 f.), and Manfred Dierks (122 ff.). 



validity of war; embraces criticism, then art, as the 

"aristocratic principle"; and advocates emancipation from 

nature only to affirm nature's "noble sanity" (652). The 
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fitting and only possible end for Settembrini's inflexible 

argument is its degeneration to contradiction and its 

demise with the passing of the humanist master. In his 

sometime fascination with Settembrini's enlightenment, 

therefore, Castorp has risked slipping himself into the de

generative logistics of modern-day humanism. 

Relentless reasoning governs and destroys Naphta's 

medievalist rhetoric as well. To build his case for com

munalism and terror, the Jesuit manipulates cognitive view

points, forcing them into an elaborate and unyielding de

fense of authoritarianism. Naphta argues for the validity 

of the Church's teaching on every point of knowledge in

cluding science. His view, he says, can be summed up in 

st. Augustine's phrase, "'I believe, in order that I may 

understand'" (557). Upholding faith as the source of all 

knowledge, Naphta defends the consistency and veracity of 

God's word. While disavowing intellect as the vehicle of 

understanding, however, he intellectualizes and contorts 

theological doctrine. Church dogma rejects all that is 

harmful for humankind in favor of "instinct, measure, 

choice" (558). On the other side, however, the medieval 

Church was perfectly justified in coercing the choice of 



faith through the Inquisition in order to rid the world of 

undesirable citizens (555). God, moreover, while the 

invulnerable fortress of truth and right, is at one with 

his antagonist the devil in an opposition "to life, to 

bourgeoisiedom, reason and virtue." Together they re

present "the religious principle" (648). Barraged with 

this adamant yet incredible logic, Hans Castorp questions 

Naphta's reasoning at an early stage in their encounters 

(574). The Jesuit's chaotic credo, however, also stimu-

lates in Castorp the deep human desire for liberation from 

form. As Castorp finds himself besieged and confused by 

the irrational debate of settembrini and Naphta, he is 

drawn irresistibly lito plunge head first into Naphta's 

'morally chaotic All'" (654). Were he to do so, however, 

he would immerse himself in what Settembrini rightly iden-

.tifies as a jumble of "God and the Devil, sanctification 

and bad behavior, genius and disease," a creed with "no 

standards of law, no rational judgment, no exercise of the 

will" (654). To join the moral chaos would be to join 

Naphta's unexpressed urge to self-destruction, the subli

minal lust for abrogation of will in death. 
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Emissaries from the domain of nonform, C1awdia Chau

chat and Mynheer Peeperkorn beckon Hans Castorp to death by 

self-dissolution. Unlike Settembrini and Naphta, who try 

to maintain their integrity by circumscribing themselves 
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within rational world views, Peeperkorn and Chauchat stand 

for self-abandon. Peeperkorn's "theology," as Borge Kris

tiansen has pointed out, has its roots in Nietzsche's con

cept of the dionysian: individuation is dissolved as god 

and the individual unite in an ecstatic moment (279). Life 

for Peeperkorn is a sleeping woman, and feeling is "'the 

masculine force that rouses life,'" awakens it "'to a 

drunken marriage with divine feeling'" (846). Unlike the 

narrator, who cannot "throw overboard all the God-condi

tioned forms of human knowledge" if he is to complete Pee

perkorn's story (805), the Dutchman speaks in barely cohe

rent half-sentences about the inarticulable joys of god's 

primeval gifts. Overpowered by Peeperkorn's charismatic 

personality, Hans Castorp also loses his own capacity for 

expression, babbling like his mentor about the gifts of 

life and horror of impotence (794-5). Castorp defends 

Peeperkorn, moreover, on grounds that the mysterious Dutch

man has an edifying influence (819). Castorp also draws 

back, however, and admits Peeperkorn's theology has "'an 

alarming side'" (847). If Castorp were to give himself up 

to the cult of feeling, he would exalt the dissolution of 

life-sustaining forms in a dangerously single minded way. 

Peeperkorn, as Kristiansen has observed, disregards the 

world of form, values it, in fact, only as he transcends it 

(281). Unlike Nietzsche, then, for whom the dionysian ex-



perience revitalizes life by reinvigorating life's forms, 

Peeperkorn desires ecstasy and nothing more. Overvaluing 

the dionysian like Peeperkorn, Castorp would renounce his 

pledge as Homo Dei never to accede to chaos. If Castorp 

were to succumb to fear of failure, moreover, the way Pee

perkorn gives way to shame of impotence, he might follow 

the god down the path to self-inflicted death without 

resurrection. 
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Clawdia Chauchat poses a threat to Hans Castorp's 

integrity from outside the western tradition. Russian by 

birth, Frau Chauchat represents the Asiatic myth of form

lessness. As Ulrich Karthaus has recently said, she embo

dies everything that threatens the enlightened work ethic 

which Settembrini would reestablish on the western plain 

("Thomas Mann" 101). Mortally ill, Madame Chauchat epito

mizes the decadence and the abrogation of commitment that 

at present infects the debilitated west. She allows her

self full freedom from restraint and indulges every whim 

from sloppy posture, door slamming, and carelessness of 

gaze to travelling at will and taking lovers. Hans Castorp 

is drawn at once to her heedlessness, grasping intuitively 

"the adventuresome freedom with which she disregarded in 

smile and glance the fact that they did not know each other 

socially." Meeting Clawdia, Castorp perceives that dege

neration of deportment accompanies physical dissolution. 
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suspecting, moreover, that Madame Chauchat's infirmity is 

"in good part, if not entirely, a moral one," Castorp 

agrees with Settembrini that the Slav's illness is "neither 

the cause nor the consequence of her 'slackness,' but pre

cisely one and the same thing" (321-2). For Castorp, the 

concurrence of physical and moral depravity explains why 

"the heightening and accentuation of [Clawdia's] physical 

parts by sickness" is "the corporealization, so to speak, 

of her essential being [Wesen] through disease" (292). 

Castorp encounters in Frau Chauchat the threat of degenera

tion to the moral standing of the West. 

By abandoning herself to what Mann calls Asiatic deca

dence, Frau Chauchat willingly sacrifices her self to the 

dissolution of carnal, social, and moral forms. Her ill

ness, she says, offers her the liberty to do whatever she 

likes (475). Defending her freedom, she insists irra

tionally that "'it is more moral to lose oneself and let 

oneself waste away than to preserve oneself'" body and soul 

(478). castorp is jealous of Chauchat's emancipation 

within the enchanting realm of illness, and so he is readi

ly seduced by her self-abandon. Dreaming of her during his 

first night, he experiences "the feeling of reckless sweet

ness he had felt for the first time when he had tried to 

imagine himself free of the burden of a good name and tast

ed the boundless joys of shame" (131). For Castorp, the 

- --------------- --.. --------------------------
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sensation of being "depraved" [verwahrlost] is enjoyable. 

While honor possesses, to be sure, "certain advantages," 

yet shame has other superior ones. To be relieved of the 

burden of a respectable life and released to "the infinite 

realms of shame" would be to satisfy his deepest longing 

(116). It was from desire for Clawdia, Castorp confesses 

years later to peeperkorn, that "'I declared myself for the 

principle of unreason, the spiritual principle of disease, 

under whose aegis I had already, in reality, stood for a 

long time back, and stayed up here above'" (858). In love 

with the Slavic lady, Castorp forsakes the self he main

tained in his life down below. Finding the old ways and 

norms no longer compel him, he loses himself in the chaos 

of infatuation. 

It is Clawdia Chauchat, therefore, not settembrini, 

Naphta, or Peeperkorn, who induces Hans Castorp to stop 

indefinitely outside life and time in the dissolute world 

of the sanatorium. Incarnating the threat to the west from 

the laxness of the East, she is the temptation of contem

porary Europe to the irresponsibility of disease and death. 

Like most people of his time, castorp has long been suscep

tible to corruption. His first encounter with the arche

typal Chauchat occurred in his boyhood infatuation with 

Pribislav Hippe, a peer with bewitching Slavic eyes. Cas

torp meets Hippe again in Frau Chauchat, who beckons him 
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once more to abandon discipline and propriety. His degene

ration cUlminates on Walpurgisnacht in a dreamlike encoun

ter with the hermaphroditic temptress when he approaches 

Chauchat, as he once did Hippe, for a phallic pencil. This 

scene marks the high/low point of castorp's flirtation with 

death, the moment of utter abandonment of self to desire. 

"'The body, love, death,'" he tells Clawdia: "'these three 

are one. For the body is disease and voluptuousness, which 

is what makes death, yes, both are carnal, love and death, 

and so their terror and majesty'" (481). Giving himself up 

to Clawdia, Hans Castorp abandons himself to an eternity of 

dissolution. With symptoms of death (pale, cold, and 

corpselike) , he accosts the object of his eternal desire: 

"I knew you and your marvelous slanting eyes in former 

times" (480). To be with Frau Chauchat in the present mo

ment is to be in eternity, and to abandon time is to die 

(473). In love with lust, Castorp prefers eternity and 

death to time and life and rationalizes his preference: 

death, while of evil repute, is more "'venerable'" than 

progress, which simply "'chatters'" or "'prattles'" on the 

plain (481). castorp, like so many others in his time, 

succumbs to the exhilaration of death within the depraved 

mythic world of a magic mountain. 

Lured to physical and moral depravity, Hans castorp 

suffers an atrophy of the will to rediscover his identity 

----------------_._---_._-_ .. --------------------------
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and return home. In the sanatorium, castorp lives within 

the supratemporality of myth, but, as Buck has said, his 

transcendence of time on the mountain is negative in that 

it occurs not as a result of mystic discipline, but of ena

moredness with death. Unlike the Buddhists, for example, 

who annihilate time "by rising above the des.ire for indi

vidual experience, by slowly throttling all selfish mo

tive," castorp and the other tuberculars have "neither the 

opportunity nor the motive for any such discipline" (299-

300). The oriental mystic is "convinced that behind the 

illusion of time lies the only significant reality, the 

eternal, and he would live free of all illusion." Resi

dents of the Berghof, however, know "only one reality, the 

negative one of Death," which is a debauched rather than 

edifying timelessness (300). For Eliade too oriental and 

traditional societies break the barriers of secular ex

istenceby reactualizing myth. Incarnated in castorp's 

mentors, however, the heightened mythic reality of the 

magic mountain is only dissolute. Enlightened by the 

instruction of his four mythic guides, Hans Castorp is 

demoralized. 

V 

Der Zauberberg, as Koopmann has told us, warns against 

the urge to death that ravished the German soul in the war 

. years. Indeed, with its grim vision of death, the book 
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warns against all forms of dissolution (Intro. to Kris

tiansen xxii). As Mann's occasional spokesperson, settem

brini articulates Mann's resistance to death. Trapped like 

Castorp in the realm of decay, Settembrini cautions against 

the perils of stopping in the land of the dead and exhorts 

the newcomer to "'hold yourself upright, preserve your 

pride, and do not give ground to the unknown. '" Settem

brini's fear is that castorp will not prove "'Odysseus 

enough to dwell in safety'" among the dead or to muster 

strength for the return. "'You will be going on all 

fours, "' he tells Castorp; '''already you are inclining 

toward your forward extremities, and presently you will 

begin to grunt'" (83, 348). Castorp himself, at times, 

dreads entrapment. For Castorp, revolving time is a bad 

joke: the curvature of temporality, forever turning back 

on itself, cannot be measured for an extent of progress, 

but spins like a mad carousel (521). At the moment of 

Joachim's departure, castorp admits to fear of his inca

pacity to escape, saying that if he fails to return with 

his cousin he will never find his way back alone (581-2). 

With Castorp's paralysis, Mann presents the grim display of 

modern consciousness incapable of buttressing itself a

gainst the lure of death. 

Der Zauberberg warns the West against the allure of 

decline, and it also offers, as it can, a vision of the 



humanist ethos of coming times. A response to the times 

written for contemporaries, the book presents, as Koopmann 

argues, not just the spectacle of demise, but "a decision 

for life and for individuality, the persuasion that the 

single person must hold himself free from all seductions" 

(klassisch-moderne 74). Mann himself was attracted to the 

romantic "sympathy with death," Koopmann says, but he 

learned during the war period to mistrust the contemporary 

death euphoria and to offer goodness, love, humanity, and 

mediation as the antidote to the metaphysics of death 

("Philosophischer" 117-8). Articulating his optimist 

philosophy in his Princeton address, Mann points to Hans 

Castorp's recognition of "'two ways to life: one is the 

regular, direct and good way; the other is bad, it leads 

through death, and that is the way of genius.'" Death and 

disease are "a necessary route," he adds, to the deepest 

and most valued "knowledge, health, and life" (RA 78; Z. 

837). Much more than a horrifying vision of a world in 

decline, Zauberberg should inspire faith in humankind to 

cure itself with the new found wisdom of its brush with 

dissolution. 
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structuring Zauberberg as the tale of mythic death and 

rebirth, Mann envisions his sacrificed hero simultaneously 

lured to degeneration and spiritually renewed by the illu

minating truth of love. Love in Mann, as Frank Hirschbach 
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has observed, appears as both Eros and agape, "love between 

two people, or even love for love's sake" or "love for all 

humanity and everything human" (83). within the romantic 

world view, lust, which is death, yields under the most 

decadent conditions to transformation, and eros becomes the 

encompassing love of humankind. Seduced by erotic desire 

to lose himself in love, Castorp seeks "a sort of Nirvana," 

a life of "inactivity and timelessness" compatible with 

"disintegration of the will." The "paralysis of the will 

enables Hans to enjoy the advantages of freedom, but debars 

him from creative activity" (83). Love "as a paralyzing a

gent," however, the linking of love and death, is the 

romantic idea of disintegration as intensification of life 

(83). Cognizant of the necessary union of life and death, 

settembrini understands that death, when it is severed from 

life, becomes "Ia specter, a distortion, and worse. For 

death as an independent spiritual power is a lewd power, 

whose vicious attraction is strong indeed.'" The only 

sane, noble, and religious way to regard death, he says, is 

as part of life and "Ithe holy condition of life'" (282-3). 

As Mann's initiate to life, Hans castorp grasps the roman

tic truth of life and death in glimpses. In his snow 

vision he recognizes that life would be deficient without 

death, and he reiterates this illumination to Clawdia. 

Death is "'the principle of genius, the res bina, the lapis 



philosophorum, and the pedagogic principle too, for love. of 

it leads to love of life and love of humanity'" (837). 

Hans castorp sinks to the lowest depths before grasp

ing the full transforming significance of love. In the 

grips of the Great God Dumps, he gazes long after his snow 

vision "into the eye of the demon, whose unbridled mastery 

he could see would come to an end of horror" (893). Sunk 

in the depressive atmosphere of death, castorp awakens out 

of the dumps at last to the meaningfulness and purpose of 

love. The transformation occurs, significantly, as he 

loses himself in Schubert's romantic song "Lindenbaum." 

For Castorp the lied means "a world which he must have lov

ed, else he could not have so desperately loved that which 

it represented and symbolized to him" (915-6). Lost in a 

world of love, Castorp recognizes that death stands behind 

the lovely piece and lends it a quality of the forbidden. 

His spiritual sympathy with the song is, therefore, a 

sympathy with death that marks the sinister backsliding to 

disease settembrini abhors. Yet his love for the lay is 

not "sick." "Extraordinarily prone to decay," the song is 

at the same time "fresh and resplendently healthy." Ca

pable of spreading decay and corruption among humankind, it 

is also "the fruit of life, conceived of death, pregnant of 

dissolution," and a "miracle of the soul" (917). Even 

though it is the seat of degeneration, "Lindenbaum" offers 
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Hans Castorp the opportunity for new health and life. 

Listening to "Lindenbaum," Castorp comes to the mythic 

understanding of life and death that could transform the 

degenerate world to a new and sound phase of being. He 

imagines himself triumphing over enchantment and regaining 

a new self-mastery and moral consciousness (917-8).6 In 

Mann, Hirschbach points out, the modification of Eros 

"means a renunciation of violent desires and emotions, an 

erotically-conscious moderation which contributes its pe-

·dagogical effect toward greater humanism" (84). Conquering 

his lust as he listens to the song, Castorp founds humane 

empires in his mind, "earthly, all too earthly kingdoms, 

solid, 'progressive,' not at all nostalgic" (918). Cas

torp's victory over death, therefore, is an insight of love 

into temporal re-formation. Conceiving of humane cultural 

forms, Castorp envisions the harmonious and structured tem

poral unfolding that is transparent to humankind only in 

the moment of kairos. Castorp's vision of temporal reinte-

6 In his eclectic fashion, Mann fuses the Romantic and 
the Classic traditions in the "Lindenbaum" scene. As 
Herbert Lehnert has pointed out, Castorp's snow V1S10n, in 
addition to its Nietzschean duality, contains elements of 
Goethe's classical conception of the ironic middle position 
between chaos and reason ("Vision" 8-17). Lehnert believes 
Castorp declines steadily from his acceptance of classical 
mediation in the snow chapter into the Romantic desire to 
exceed all rational boundaries ("Vision" 8,22). The 
"Lindenbaum" episode, however, presents Castorp simulta
neouslyreconceiving himself in Romantic ecstasy and "cros
sing the boundary" via self-conquest from Romantic lust to 
mediating love. 
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gration fulfills the process of initiation and quest for 

knowledge of the novitiate and verifies the archetypal 

rhythm of death and resurrection. His victory, castorp 

realizes, might well mean his own personal death and with 

it his revelation The "best son" of "Lindenbaum" might "be 

consumed and die, on his lips the new word of love he could 

not yet articulate" (918). But he would be dying to re

store the prosperity of his diseased kingdom. castorp 

knows it would be worth perishing for the song because the 

sacrifice would be for coming times: "the one who died for 

it died indeed no longer for it... He would be "a hero only 

because he died for the new, the new world of love and the 

. future in his heart" (918). 

VI 

Der Zauberberg ends with Hans Castorp's call to war 

and engagement in battle. Jolted from his seven years of 

sleep by the "thunderbolt" of 1914, Castorp flees the trap 

of eternity as he once escaped his circular course through 

the snow. Lost in the storm, Hans believed he descried the 

welcome shadow of a human habitation where he might meet 

people, but then discovered the goal to be no more than a 

point on his circular route to which he had returned (680-

1). Visited soon after with a dream of love, Castorp found 

himself delightfully revived and responding to an inner 

compulsion of mythic origin to free himself for a safe re-
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turn to the Berghof (695). Graced now with the vision of 

love in "Lindenbaum," Castorp feels himself moved once 

again by external powers to find his way out of the mythic 

eternal present and back to human life in time. He sees 

himself "freed from enchantment, released, offered his li

berty--not of his own strength," but by a motion that hints 

of a "divine goodness and justice" meant for him personally 

(1000). No more than incidental in the total scheme of di

vine movement, Castorp's fate disappears within the encom

passing destiny of humankind (1000). participating in the 

dynamic evolution of human history, however, it appears to 

demonstrate the Mann's faith in the boundless healing 

powers of time. Castorp, as R. P. Blackmur has said, if he 

has completed his trials of initiation, will have triumphed 

because "there is a magnetism under the magic of the moun

tain, some attractive or propulsive force, something which 

when recognized as well as felt will seem a principle of 

order, clarity, health" (329). Playing its small part in 

the unfolding of history, Castorp's compelled awakening may 

confirm Mann's vision of historical transition. 

Mann concludes the novel, however, not with Castorp's 

arousal to cultural reformation, but with his perfidious 

participation in the destruction of war. Mann foresaw in 

1915 that it would be problematic to construct a novel 

about the dialect of romanticism and Enlightenment in times 
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when it appeared that Western culture was catapulting 

toward "destruction" (Unterqanq) (B I 163). In 1919, as he 

was resuming work on Zauberberq, he decided that a novel 

set before the war and ending with its onset would have to 

concern itself with the seductive power of death and would, 

inevitably, tip the balance of "humanity and romanticism, 

progress and reactionism, health and disease," to the side 

·of death (BPA 455). Concluding his book with the disas

trous battle on the French flank of the Yser,' Mann shows 

the human spirit in 1914 very much in the grip of death 

euphoria just as he expected to do. With its scenes of 

havoc, the battle climaxes the theme of cultural dissolu

tion: the plowed land upheaved, village in flames, road 

obliterated by bracken, and signpost shattered to illegi

bility all indicate that the once stable forms of culture 

are in ruin. The whines, shrieks, and groans of the bat

tleground issued "as though from a hell hound," the shells 

howling and exploding out of an "infernal abyss" suggest 

perdition (1002, 1005). Engulfed in the fray, castorp 

makes an unconvincing figure of salvation. storming the 

trains with the war-fevered masses, swarming with the 

troops on the field of battle, treading the hand of a fall

en comrade, collapsing in the mud, he appears to have 

forgotten his dream of love. 

7 W. Gordon Cunliffe makes this identification (414). 
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The final episode of Zauberberq is a problem, however, 

not just for its reversion to death, but for its incon

clusiveness. During the course of the novel, as W. Gordon 

Cunliffe has said, Mann has shifted back and forth between 

visions of war as constructive transition and as cultural 

rout. The author "has adopted, in addition to numerous 

other myths, the widespread literary myth of the war as Ne

mesis and a turning-point in history." with "typical self

irony," however, he has also included "the opposing aspect 

of the war." His method, therefore is "dialectic, or as 

[Erich] Heller would express it, romantic." Introduced in 

the prologue as the regenerative beginning of new histo

rical beginnings, the war enters the main plot, Cunliffe 

observes, in the scene of the reprehensible seance, the 

coerced appearance of Joachim's ghost in full anachronistic 

uniform. From this point, "the war is a leading element in 

the falling-off that follows" the snow chapter. In its 

depiction of war, therefore, Mann's ironic method makes 

"polarities dissolve, so that proposition and denial of 

proposition are both valid" (416) and world conflict ap

pears in an indeterminable guise, now as rebirth, now as 

the end of time. 

Read within the context of Mann's conception of mythic 

history, the equivocal ending of Zauberberq is ambiguous 

because it breaks off Castorp's story precisely at the 
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point of an historical crossing-over. Hans Castorp's tale 

is that of the modern individual gone astray in the disori

enting complexity of a civilization in decline. An Odys

sean figure, castorp completes what Eliade has called the 

myth of "the prototype of man, not only modern man but the 

man of the future too, because he typifies the hunted tra

veler." As an archetypal human being, Ulysses was fated to 

suffer ordeals of initiation that forced him repeatedly to 

defer his homecoming. When a person loses the way in a 

labyrinth, like Ulysses, Eliade says, the individual risks 

losing a familiar and trusted identity. If the person 

"does succeed in emerging from the Labyrinth," however, he 

or she appears as "another being" altogether (Ordeal 95). 

Having lost himself in the mythic realm of death, Hans 

castorp does return to the flatland. Approaching his own 

Ithaca, however, Castorp encounters not the usurpation, but 

the evidently irreparable destruction of his home. If Hans 

Castorp is empowered by his dream of love to enable the 

renewal of civilization as well as of himself, Mann does 

not show him in this guise on the field of war. The para

dox of Zauberberg, therefore, is that it both completes and 

fails to complete its archetypal pattern of death and 

rebirth. Suspended in balance between dissolution and 

regeneration, the novel refuses to resolve the tension 

between what Henry Hatfield has called "its intellectual 

r 
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thrust" toward life and its "historical thrust toward war" 

(From 65). Appropriately, the narrator's final words are a 

query: "out of this universal celebration of death, out of 

this extremity of fever that kindles the rain-washed even

ing sky, may it be that love one day shall mount?" (1006) 



Chapter 5 

ENDLESS APOCALYPSE: 

THE DUPLICITY OF THE DEVIL'S PACT IN DOKTOR FAUSTUS 

196 

Doktor Faustus, Mann said, was conceived as a story 

about "the diabolical and ruinous release" of artistic 

inhibition through intoxication (RA 140). A book about 

music, specifically the new the radical music of Arnold 

Schonberg, Faustus treats "the intellectual experience of 

the [contemporary] crisis" in art by taking musical compo

sition as an aesthetic paradigm and giving musical art a 

symbolic role (B II 416). Like music, all the arts in the 

twentieth century suffer, in Mann's view, from a plight of 

profound dimensions. with the subjective expressiveness of 

late romanticism fifty years in the past, music of the mid

forties has endured several decades of a new destiny within 

the disastrous realm of logic (B III 13). In the post

romantic world of worn-out motifs, the composer has been 

reduced to intriguing himself and his audience with exhi

bitions of his dexterity in solving technical puzzles. 

Literature too has turned excessively toward intellect. 

The written word exhibits an alarming "ironic traditional

ism," a fate from which Mann does not exclude himself. 

James Joyce, for example, "whom I from a certain point of 



view don't stand far from, is an affront like Schonberg to 

the classical-romantic-realistic educated sensibility" (~ 

II 416). In every realm of the aesthetic imagination, in 

fact, artistic activity threatens to come to an end. As 

the devil reminds Mann's musician hero Adrian LeverkUhn, 

all serious art today shows evidence of the aversion the 

comes from substituting mental contrivance for sincerity 

(322). Depicting this cultural crisis, Doktor Faustus 

tells the tale of aesthetic paralysis incurred through the 

miserable shrewdness of inventive intellect. It portrays 

the creative bind of the contemporary artist and reveals 

how a bedeviled musician succumbs to longing for an inspi

rational breakthrough to vital art forms (B II 416). The 

subject of his tale, Mann said, is "the proximity of ste

rility and the inborn despair that has predisposed [the 

modern artist] to a devil's pact" (RA 172). 
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The current strait of the arts represents for Mann, 

however, an emergency of much larger proportions than the 

aesthetic. Just like "all the other arts--and not just the 

arts," music is in a crisis that sometimes seems "to ap

proach life itself" (B II 416). Completed in 1947, Doktor 

Faustus relates symbolically through music the abject 

cultural and historical circumstances that corrupted life 

and led the western world to World War II. In part, Mann's 

portrayal is specifically German. Because it studies mu-
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sic, the novel digs deep into the national question. The 

Teutonic soul responds, like LeverkUhn who represents it, 

with special fervor to the inarticulate mysticism of music 

(B III 12-3; also BU 319, LGM 877). It is a German pecu

liarity, Mann fears, to withdraw within oneself the way Le

verkuhndoes, to grapple alone with abstruse problems and 

to maintain an "abstract and mystical, that is musical, 

relation to the world" (AGW 706). In the midst of Hitler's 

war, Mann suspects, moreover, it is a particularly German 

sin to contract with the devil for a species of worldly 

salvation. Music, the most abstract of the arts, is the 

devil's domain, and the devil of Luther and Faust is a very 

German figure (AGW 705-6; also DF 305, 326). In 1945, 

therefore, as he constructs the allegory of LeverkUhn's 

pact from the great distance of California, Mann dreads the 

diabolism of his fatherland: "a lonely thinker and re

searcher, a theologian and philosopher in his cell" who 

"barters his soul to the devil--isn't this the right moment 

to see Germany in this picture, the moment in which Germany 

is literally being carried off by the devil?" (AGW 706) 

In thus being the unhappy story of art, music, and 

Germany in this century, Doktor Faustus is also, like Zaub

erberg, a tale of modern mythic corruption. The release of 

German culture from cerebral impasse to creative vitality 

is a breakthrough to the most nefarious mythomania. Sere-
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nus Zeitblom, Mann's humanist narrator, identifies Ger

many's crime. The Germans have been showing "outrageous 

contempt of reason," promoting a "sinful obstinacy to 

truth," and encouraging a "common, voluptuous cult of 

backstairs mythology" (236). At one time the Germans main

tained the balance of self and world requisite for shaping 

an eternally new and better mythic truth out of the ex

panded elements of the past. National Socialism, however, 

has fed on tendencies in the Zeitgeist toward unreasoned 

mythicism. As they saw the burgherly age coming to an end, 

the Germans readily turned against the old and stable 

humanist values that once supported a faith in rational 

progress. Under fascist influence, they rejected mind "in 

favor of life and the life-giving forces of the unconsci

ous, the dynamic, the darkly creative, the earth-mother, 

the holy and creative underworld" (AGW 133). Having suc

cumbed to their inordinate desire for mystification, they 

have satisfied themselves with a "scam of [mythic] recur

rence" (AGW 73). With gratifying terms like" 'race, , 

'folk,' and 'fellowship,'" they now indulge a mystical good 

feeling and dangerously stupefying fanaticism that is no 

more than "mythic dung water, mythic primeval slime" (VDR 

302; AGW 73). 

To be sure, doubts about this elaborate configuration 

of parallels in Doktor Faustus plague readings of the book. 
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Because he purports to coordinate the diverse realms of 

art, politics, and myth, Mann invites scrutiny that reveals 

inconsistency, contradiction, and improbability. The crux 

for interpreters is Leverkiihn's "breakthrough." Leverkiihn 

contracts for liberation from the intellectual paralysis 

that restricts musical and cultural development through 

time. Demoniacally inspired, he will enjoy the gift of 

time, and as his compositions extend themselves temporally, 

he will save his art and his world. When and if he does 

break through, however, Leverkiihn as Mann's personification 

of the fatherland suffers the taint of mythic barbarism. 

Ambiguously good and evil, LeverkUhn embodies what Erich 

Heller has called "the profound scandal of the profoundest 

of Mann's books": that it is "only the Devil who can still 

provide creative enthusiasm, ultimate authenticity, and 

absolute faith in the relevance of the order revealed 

through art" ("Zuriicknahme" 186; Ironic 267). LeverkUhn's 

equivocal release, as Patrick Carnegy has pointed out, 

invalidates Mann's political metaphor. The hope for art 

depends upon LeverkUhn's breakthrough to "the extreme form 

he needed, while the equivalent political form" liberates 

and supports those inhumane fascist restrictions that have 

"permitted, or rather demanded, a liberation of the demo

nic" (139, 142). Henry Hatfield sums up the source of am

bivalence. Mann introduces the breakthrough at several 
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. levels. Germany "tries to burst out of encirclement into 

world power; pre-Fascist groups discuss breaking down the 

social structure and completely recasting it; Adrian con

siders breaking the wall separating him from other men" and 

"hopes that a new music will some day penetrate the con

fines of a narrow public to reach the people as a whole." 

Only some of these breakthroughs, however, are legitimate 

and perhaps "noble," while others are evil. For Hatfield, 

this discrepancy is "the fundamental defect of a fascinat

ing and powerful book" ("Soul" 94). For J. P. Stern, the 

incomplete parallels suggest Mann may not actually mean 

what he implies. LeverkUhn's last work breaks through, but 

according to the political analogy his beneficent music, 

diabolically inspired, envisions historical salvation as a 

positive consequence of the deepest sin, a view that ab

surdly justifies National Socialism ("History" 12; "Zwei" 

538-9). 

In Faustus, however, Mann does not construct a para

digm of absolute correspondences, but portrays his world in 

a state of advanced cultural decline and profound moral 

disintegration. Mann's revelation of the Occident offers a 

vision of humankind trapped in an era where all logical 

relations and moral certainties are coming undone. Envi

sioning the coming of the end, Mann represents the modern

ist apocalyptic vision Frank Kermode has identified as that 
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of "eternal transition, perpetual crisis" (101). While it 

is an oddity of the human imagination to see itself at the 

end of an era, modern thought contains an especially com

pelling eschatological element. (94-6). We have convinced 

ourselves that the fast pace and disruptive change of 

modern life "implies revolution or schism, and that this is 

a perpetual requirement." We look upon disjunction, there

fore, as a way of life and have created a "myth of modern 

transitiona1ism" (101, 103). Comprehending our own era as 

a period only of change, we believe we mark the turning 

point in modern history. Because we live in between ep

ochs, moreover, our own time seems to us to contain "no

thing positive" in itself (101-2). We think that our 

thoughts and activities reflect only the destructive ten

denciesof our age. In our art we assume a hopeless atti

tude about the future. The fact that the our values have 

disintegrated irremediably has made us turn decadence into 

a "literary category" and fill our books with apocalyptic 

images (101, 97, 99). We do not genuinely believe the end 

of our time will come, however, even though we know our de

teriorated condition must signal the advent of a new era. 

We have conceived of our own dissolution, therefore, as a 

transitional stage of apocalyptic revelation that is para

doxically endless. 

It is as he works within this modernist tradition that 
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Mann portrays the profound ambiguities and revelatory ter

rors of Doktor Faustus. Throughout the fascist decades, 

Mann repeatedly pointed up the eschatological element in 

his own thought. His vision is of an epoch that has lost 

its sense of solid values and sees itself existing under 

the sign of the end. The world today, he said, is experi

encing "the collapse and extinction of benevolent [but] re

straining conceptions such as culture, spirit, art, idea." 

Human institutions have lost the "spiritual and moral au

thority" that once "bound people together, supported them, 

and provided them with a comforting credo." Our spiritual 

condition in the present day has become problematic and 

"anarchic," therefore, and the "distinction between good 

and evil amorphous" (AGW 132, 763). The equivocation of 

values threatens, moreover, to plague us indefinitely 

because we have persuaded ourselves decline is necessary. 

Under current misperceptions, history has become "nothing 

but the absolutely extra-human, predestined decline, fixed 

by inexorable laws, of biological entities called cultures" 

(VDR 147). While fascist ideology claims to represent a 

genuine longing for a new and better state, moreover, in 

fact it fosters the doctrine of inevitable decline. For 

National Socialism is carrying on a "revolution to preserve 

the false and decadent" (AGW 185). Envisioning this end

lessly deteriorating world in Doktor Faustus, Mann depicts 
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Western culture in a current chaos of norms and relations 

that seems to impede breaking through the troubling ambiva

lence of good and evil to better times. 

Reading Faustus within the modern tradition of apoca

lypse reveals that the devil's pact portends more for his

tory than a creative release to new times. In his vision 

of modernity, Mann portrays the "world of the nightmare and 

the scapegoat, of bondage and pain and confusion" Northrop 

Frye calls the demonic: the cosmos of "perverted or wasted 

work, ruins and catacombs, instruments of torture and monu

ments of folly" that represents "existential hell, like 

Dante's Inferno," and "the hell that man creates on earth" 

(147). Seeing civilization thus mired, Mann imagines the 

modern inferno as a nightmare without end and conceives a 

demon who contrives to hold humankind forever under the 

sign of the end. Mann's devil draws up a contract that 

pledges productive release, but at the same time frustrates 

it. Like those fascists who boldly promise cure, he con

spires behind the scenes to preserve decadence. The devil 

offers inspiration, but he also withholds the love that 

would transform vision into transforming art and, instead 

of enabling breakthrough, he traps art and life into the 

modern condition of pain, isolation, and lovelessness that 

are Leverkfrhn's. Selling its soul to this demon of modern

ity, humankind agrees to a hell on earth that will last, as 
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Sammael says, "'for time and eternity. '" The end point of 

Faust's twenty-four years of dubious productivity is not to 

be foreseen, for the time required for the hourglass to 

expire is "' also an eternity'" (309, 335). Should Faust's 

time on earth run out even so, his soul will know the pains 

of hell, which will also last for an eternity. Trapped by 

its own demons, humankind agrees in Faustus to lock itself 

into the horrors of the modern forever. 

Most readers of Faustus have failed to recognize the 

devil's gargantuan duplicity, and none has elucidated the 

theme of unrelieved modernity. Taking Sammael at his word, 

critics have by and large credited him unreservedly with 

LeverkUhn's grateful release in the Faust cantata. Hat

field, for example, affirms the demon's honesty: "Mann's 

devil, it must be stressed, is no liar." Had LeverkUhn 

"refused to sell his SOUI," according to Hatfield, he 

"would have betrayed his own genius, and his great works 

could never have been written II ("Soul" 95). Birgit Nielsen 

agrees. The devil promises LeverkUhn release, and with the 

breakthrough makes his word good (156). Indeed, virtually 

all readers who see the promise fulfilled, while they often 

note its moral ambivalence, fail to discern Mann's central 

source of ambiguity in the devil's conniving obstruction of 

- ------------------------
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love and time. l In a recent article on Sammael's laugh, 

Erhard Friedrichsmeyer does see through the pact. The 

devil offers a kind of liberation, he argues, but the offer 

is paradoxical, for freedom would also mean release from 

the agreement, which the devil does not intend to allow. 

Sammael's offer, therefore, is a sham, and LeverkUhn, who 

laughs derisively at the crucial moment, knows it (92).2 

Friedrichsmeyer's reading, which takes LeverkUhn's break

through as a challenge to the bargain, opens the way for a 

closer look at the devil's duplicitous attempt to forestall 

the moral renewal of modern history. 

1 For other critics who credit the devil with Lever
kUhn's breakthrough see Gilliam (131), Hannum (296), Hei
mann (263), PUtz (122), Redner (223), Schaper (199). Any 
number of readers have commented on the interchangeability 
of good and evil in LeverkUhn's world, prominently, Joseph 
Frank ("Reaction" 133), Holthusen (128), Jendreiek (426), 
Kahler (121), Rose (89). 

2 Faustus criticism contains scattered allusions to 
the possibility of the devil's deceit. In one of the 
earliest responses to the book, Viktor Zuckerkandl believes 
the devil sells LeverkUhn not hope, but its opposite. No 
one "can say, therefore, whether it was God or the devil 
who enabled [LeverkUhn] to say what he had to say." In the 
end, the devil may be "the one who is deceived" (214). 
More recently, H. S. Gilliam has argued that the devil's 
offer contains a "fatal flaw": it is limited hour-glass 
time, capable during its duration of renewing art, but 
because it ends after twenty-four years, it denies "that 
very possibility in life, in history" (131). The idea that 
Leverkiihn "breaks through" by breaking the pact also ap
pears occasionally. Patrick Carnegy, for example, has 
suggested LeverkUhn breaks the contract unwittingly in the 
Faust lament, which becomes his "triumph" over the devil 
(137). Murray Krieger also asks, "Is not this high seri
ousness, the 'expression of lament,' a cheating of the 
devil and a paradoxically inhuman return to humanity?" (97) 
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At ·the end of his speech on Germany and the Germans in 

1945, Mann identified his homeland as "the paradigm of the 

tragedy of human life" in this century (AGW 723). The most 

extreme example of modern iniquity, Germany has corrupted 

the world with degenerate mythologies that are conducting 

humankind to hell. 3 Mann's vision is of a civilization 

that has chosen willingly to live by myths of damnation. 

Once western culture emulated archetypes of salvation. In 

disintegrating times, however, it chooses traditions of sin 

and perdition, like Faust's pact, to guide its art, life, 

and history. Mann takes the old Faust tale, a typically 

Germanic myth in his view, as the guiding metaphor for his 

devil novel and fills Faustus with Faustian lore: the me-

dieval setting, the archaic language, the contract with the 

adversary. Mann does not take Goethe's Faust as his pri

mary source because Goethe's poem, in his words, is about 

3 The burden of much Faustus criticism has been the 
German theme. Many readers have taken Mann at his word 
that Faustus is a about German diabolism and have eluci
dated the theme of German culpability, for example, Hans
peter Brode (passim), Manfred Frank (81-2), Helmut Jen
dreieck (476-91). A large number, however, have risen to 
Germany's defense, usually by suggesting a thematic em
phasis that overshadows or even negates the link Mann makes 
in the Germany speech between Germany and evil. The excul
patory readings include J. Elema (103), Herbert Lehnert 
("Luther-Erasmus" 150-1), Kate Hamburger ("Symbolik" 552-
3), Hans Egon Holthusen (129), Leslie L. Miller (195-217). 
Warszawa Karol Sauerland (130-45), Dolf Sternberger (166-
7), Hans Rudolf Vaget ("Kaisersaschern" passim). 
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an evil and cynical but fundamentally "good" man who never 

stands "on a bad footing with the divine" and whose god 

gladly spares him (LGM 293,272-3). Instead, he returns to 

the original and most insidious image of Faust in German 

legendary, the spies Volksbuch of 1587, which tells of Dr. 

Johannes Faustus, the doomed charlatan and practitioner of 

black art Mann says "embodied in the popular fancy the 

conception of the invoker of evil spirits" (LGM 263-4).4 

Mann complicates the old Faust legend, moreover, by convo

luting it with traces of pattern from the lives of other 

conspicuously German figures (Luther, DUrer, Beethoven, 

Berg). The most prominent model for LeverkUhn along with 

Dr. Faustus is Friedrich Nietzsche, who, like the old 

Faust, bears nefarious mythic stature in Mann's mind. 

Because Faustus is a Nietzsche novel, Mann told Kerenyi, 

"it is once again tinged with myth, even though it is set 

not three thousand years ago, but during the time of our 

war, and is about the character and fate of Germany" (B II 

461). The Nietzschean lore of Doktor Faustus includes the 

bordello scene, the deliberate contraction of syphilis, the 

excruciating headaches, the isolation of diseased genius, 

4 Both Gunilla Bergsten (46-8) and Liselotte Voss 
(209-12) have researched Mann's source in Spies. Many 
studies of Mann's use of the Faust myth exist. The most 
useful include H.S. Gilliam (122-47), Hildegarde Drexl 
Hannum (289-301), Birgit S. Nielsen (passim), Harry Redner 
(216 ff.), Carroll E. Reed (17-34), and Eva Schaper (176-
204). 
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the decline to insanity, the susceptibility to those "il

luminations, ecstasies, elations, exaltations, feelings of 

divine power" that would revitalize art and history if they 

did not conduce to a destructive "romanticizing of evil" 

(LGM 845, 873).5 

Mann chooses Faust and Nietzsche as Leverkfthn's 

mythic prototypes because he thinks they represent the most 

contradictory and ultimately dangerous forces inherent in 

the German soul: "innerliness," "deepness," "musicality," 

"unfreedom," arrogant intellectuality, romanticism, ab

stractness, mysticism, irrationality, intoxication, dia

bolism (AGW 701-22). Mann probes this complex national 

character in his Germany speech of 1945. To expose the 

culture that produced the Aryan soul, he imagines the lurid 

atmosphere of the Northern cities and villages of the late 

Middle Ages, an era of growing German self-consciousness. 

At issue is a presumed capacity, still visible today, for 

feeling at home in the haunting, antiquated, medieval 

surroundings of a place like LUbeck (Kaisersaschern in 

Doktor Faustus), the childhood home Mann recalls as harbor

ing a secret, subterranean, neurotic disposition capable in 

spirit of breaking out suddenly in a st. Vitus Dance and 

5 Several studies of the Nietzsche myth and Nietzsche
an ideas in Faustus are available: Gunilla Bergsten (55-
64), Erich Heintel (297-303), E. Kunne-Ibsch (176-89), 
Hubert Mainzer (24-38), Ferruccio Masini (44 ff.), Peter 
Putz (passim), and Bengt Algot Sorensen (81-97). 

---- - - --._- .. _ .. _---------------------------
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suggesting in its "hysteria" an uncanny bond with deep and 

dark demonic powers (AGW 704-5; OF 52-5). Mann's wording 

is provocative. First in its description of LUbeck and 

then in its account of Martin Luther, that quintessential 

German inclined to abusive spewing forth and nocturnal 

truck with demons and monsters, Mann's colorful language 

evokes an ominous cultural ambience, the same sense of 

lurking, diabolical evil we encounter in the novel in the 

Kaisersaschern, Halle, and Leipzig scenes (AGW 707).6 Like 

his friend Ernst Bertram, whose study of the Nietzsche myth 

he much admired, Mann identifies not just his Faust and 

Nietzsche with the ethos of the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries. The faustian age of DUrer and Luther represents 

for Mann as for Bertram a specifically German mythical 

tradition that CUlminates in the late nineteenth-century 

thinker (Bertram 53; TMEB 77). Incorporating Nietzschean 

lore into the medieval trappings of Doktor Faustus, Mann 

sees himself depicting through both Faust and Nietzsche the 

diabolical myth of Germanism that has prevailed from the 

late Middle Ages to the present day. 

In his Germany speech, Mann elucidates this Aryan 

6 H. Lehnert has objected to Mann's mythical treatment 
of Luther in Faustus. Mann misrepresents Luther, for one 
thing, and by elevating him to the level of myth, wrongly 
implies Luther represents the national spirit ("Luther
Erasmus" 150-1). For an extended discussion of the Luther 
image in Faustus, see Lehnert's Fiktion (140-223). 

------------ -----------------------------



myth. He points to what he calls German "innerliness" or 

"inwardness" (Innerlichkeit) and "deepness" (Tiefe), an 

interfused cultural tendency which has drawn Germany-

Faust, Nietzsche, LeverkUhn--into a history that makes one 
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. feel that our world simply cannot be a creation of God but 

must have been made in "partnership with someone else" (AGW 

716). Inwardness and deepness, a sensitivity of spirit, a 

"tenderness" of soul, a closeness to the very sources of 

life, the fundamental vital impulses, to profound forces 

and instincts, which for Mann are both holy and demonic-

all this, Mann implies, accounts for Germany as we know it 

in the early forties, particularly the pact the nation has 

contracted, like LeverkUhn, with the devil. For it is the 

German fate to find itself temperamentally akin to the gods 

and powers of the underworld and to desire both to seal the 

bond with them and to seek by doing so a spurious salva

tion, a combined impulse which manifests itself as an 

urgency for "spiritual welfare" and tempts one to seal a 

contract for a period of wealth and power (AGW 706). Deep 

and soulful in Mann's wartime vision of them, the Germans 

remain captives of their own internal "unfreedom." They 

feel constrained to submit to demonic powers in exchange 

for the temporary and ungenuine salvation offered in recom

pense. 

Inwardness and deepness conduce to two tendencies, 
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"musicality" (Musikalitat), an inclination to abstraction 

and high intellectuality, and "intoxicated frenzy" 

(Rausch), bursts of divine/diabolic visitation. These are 

the two devilish modes of knowledge Mann holds in 1945 to 

be peculiarly German. Music is the special domain of the 

devil. A Faust must be a musical figure, for the musical 

realm of the symbolic, mathematical, and theoretical and is 

dissociated from warmth and sympathy. Cold and distant, 

musicians incline diabolically towards absorption with pure 

ideas and fascination with the furthest realms of intel

lectual exploration. Both Faust and Nietzsche are "musi

cians." . Abstract and speculative, Faust is the lonely 

thinker, researcher, and theologian destined in his "ar

rogant knowledge" to be "superior to" the rest of the world 

in "deepness" (AGW 706). Nietzsche is the abstract philo

sopher Mann says remained a theoretical man par excellence 

even though he spent his whole life cursing theory. Nie

tzsche's thinking was a matter of "sheer ingeniousness" in 

Mann's view. His concerns, "unpragmatic" in the extreme, 

remained divorced from life, ultimately unconnected in 

their high intellectuality from their import in life as 

lived among people (LGM 872). In addition to fostering 

musical deviltry, German deepness also nurtures Rausch, a 

drunken or rapturous union with the demonic. In their 

depth of spirit, Germans combine rational clarity with 
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romantic profundity. The illumined disintegration of 

rational categories develops for Mann from enthusiasm and 

fervor to fanaticism and an "infirmity" or "weakness" for 

mystical ecstacy (schwachliche schwarmerei) (AGW 718). 

Schwarmerei is the late-romantic Nietzsche's experience of 

the divine/demonic visitation. "Illuminations," "rap

tures," "moments of elevation," "whispered insinuations," 

"godlike sensations of power" are words Mann musters to 

describe the demonic transports that Nietzsche says lift 

one far above the feeble potentiality of rational thought 

(LGM 845). Nietzschean illumination, moreover, is the 

divine raptus the devil offers to Mann's Faust the salva

tion from sterile rationality. Linked in Mann's mind with 

the medieval archaism of LUbeck, Schwarmerei is familiar to 

LeverkUhn, who, having grown up like the Faust of legend in 

the medieval atmosphere of Kaisersaschern, knows himself 

only too susceptible to the devil's offer of inspiration, 

the holy visitation that the demon in Doktor Faustus calls 

"genuine, old, original enthusiasm" (31.9). 

Mann's decision to structure his novel on the Faust 

and Nietzsche myths of deviltry rather than the old myths 

of salvation testifies to his anxiety over the unregenerate 

times in Doktor Faustus. In earlier novels, Mann envi

sioned illumination as the mythic moment of reconception. 

Joseph escapes the mortal clutch of Mut-em-enet to be 
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reborn to a new life guided by the highest truths humans 

are capable of perceiving. Hans castorp, more vulnerable 

than Joseph to the hazards of cultural deterioration, may 

also revive from the dissolution of mortal enlightenment to 

a new, fulfilling vision of life. In Faustus, however, the 

euphoric mythical moment of death and rebirth takes a 

fiendish turn reflective of Mann's fear that the land of 

music has consigned its soul to eternal damnation. Whether 

"musical" or ecstatic, Faustian divination owes its being 

to the devil, and Faust's IIsuperiorll knowledge has destruc

tive consequences for art and life. For Leverkuhn enjoys 

twenty-four years of bedeviled insights, but only in order 

to doom himself to the impotence of the arrogant intellec

tuality and rapturous illumination which the devil calls 

hell. As Sammael explains, hell is condemnation to the 

lustful gratification of a corrupt vision. The fate of 

those who have given in to the temptation of devilish in

spiration, it tortures the damned with revelations of "'the 

unbelievable and the irresponsible'" amidst their "'dismal 

groans of lust'" and "'shameful pleasures'" (331). The 

final punishment for musicality and Rausch is the ecstacy 

of demonic vision. The soul that contracts for diabolic 

inspiration agrees, therefore, to an unending torment of 

frenzied sterility. Hell, in Mann's imagination, is the 

domain where condemned souls suffer unrelieved demonic 



illumination over and over. 

Hell also makes creativity impossible because the 

devil's realm in the place where "'everything ends''': 
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"'all compassion, all grace, all forbearance, every last 

trace of respect for incredible pretext,'" every fulfill

ment that the living soul might know (330). An eternity 

devoid of consequence, hell "gratifies" the damned with 

visions so monstrous no one's reason or understanding can 

possibly grasp them (330). Hell is antithetical to life 

because it stands outside temporal categorization. The 

demonic sphere where "'everything leaves off,'" it bespeaks 

the inarticulable condition of nothingness. Hell, in fact, 

relegates the human soul to an endless agony of revelation 

beyond time and outside history. Like the moment of cre

ation, the experience of hell forces the soul to expand 

itself to include the past and future of eternity. De

bauching mythic illumination, however, it compels humankind 

to relinquish the fruits of time in exchange for an unend

ing vision of nonbeing. Unfruitful in the extreme, hell 

bodes not inspired reformation of culture, but annihilation 

of self, nation, and world. Hell is the price for the 

arrogance of knowledge, and it means the end of the life 

and time of civilization. 

An extension of LeverkUbn's wretched life on earth, 

hell does not confront the musician with anything the 
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bought soul does not already know. Sammael "reassures" the 

musician that "'even hell will not afford you anything 

essentially new, [but] only, I am proud to say, the more or 

less accustomed. It is at bottom only a continuation of 

the extravagant existence'" you will have been leading all 

along (332-3). By the devil's own admission, then, the 

diabolic illumination LeverkUhn contracts to enjoy on 

earth, like the guilty pleasures of the inferno, gratifies 

lust for demonic revelation without curing sterility. "'We 

make naught new,'" Sammael says; "'that is other people's 

matter. We only release, only set free'" (319). During 

LeverkUhn's contracted twenty-four years as in the eternity 

after it, the promised breakthrough is to unending vision 

alone, to orgiastic release without conception. contract

ing for hellish divination, LeverkUhn has consigned himself 

to feverish activity, not reforming achievement. As Mann 

imagines the pact, therefore, LeverkUhn's perverted mode of 

mythic imitation leads the musician after Faust and 

Nietzsche to the place of a debased epiphany from which, as 

the devil says, no regeneration is possible. Faust in his 

intellectualized concourse with the diabolic and Nietzsche 

with his demonic spells tending towards chronic madness are 

not mythic models that enable the recreation of human life 

and history. In Doktor Faustus Mann has inverted mythic 

legitimation. Here mythic reenactment threatens to mire 
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civilization in diabolism. 

II 

Evidence of corrupted mythic consciousness appears 

well before the devil's dialogue and formal contract in 

Doktor Faustus. Possessed by the demon of modernity, 

Adrian LeverkUhn knows the trials of excessive cognition 

from the time he begins composing, and he writes music that 

reflects his debased mythic vision and creative frustra

tion. Mann envisions the agony of sterility in modern com

position as a consequence of the anticipated end of musical 

production. The devil describes the unresolvable aesthetic 

crisis. Musicians of the present day work under the per

petual threat that their creativity will soon come to an 

end (322). By virtue of the historical process, which no 

one can reverse, all composers bear within themselves "'a 

canon of the forbidden, the self-forbidding, which by 

degrees includes all the possibilities of tonality, in 

other words, all traditional music. "' By the time of the 

modern era, most tonal variations have already been ap

propriated at some point in the history of music, and the 

composer who hopes to create something really new is faced 

with a diminishing technical horizon of combinations not 

yet known to the public. Ironically, most tonal sounds are 

more jarring to a contemporary audience than the harshest 

dissonances because the canon has reduced nearly all tonal 
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configurations to irritating cliche (322-3). Artists put 

forth great effort, therefore, trying to avoid what has 

become trite. Typically, the tonal composer begins with a 

musical idea, three or four bars that will be the theme, 

only to ,realize that this idea sounds suspiciously like 

Rimsky-Korsakov or Brahms. The composer then takes the 

only recourse available, which is to alter the idea to make 

it new (324). Reduced to such cognitive problem solving, 

however, musicians find themselves writing pieces so tri

vial that they mark rather than advance musical develop

ment. Tonal artists are so engrossed in abstract mani

pulations that they soon lose their creative spirit. In 

fact, as LeverkUhn knows from his own frustrating experi

ence with tonality, the danger may already have become "'a 

fixed and settled fact'" (323). Trying to inspire them

selves at the edge of impossibility, composers working 

within the tonal tradition can see no end to their anguish 

of sterility. 

The threat to creativity does not hang over the tradi

tional artists alone, however. Sammael addresses Leverkuhn 

and the other "inaugurators of the new music" in his re

marks as well (321). Like the tonal composers, serious 

innovators (though not their naive imitators) recognize 

that what seemed fascinating at first "'has begun to grow 

tedious'" (322). LeverkUhn knows the dreariness of post-
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tonal music well from his experience with the new poly

phony. As a young man, LeverkUhn absorbed himself in the 

manipulations of tones and invented double counterpoint, a 

polyphonic system for setting melodic lines against each 

other and telescoping notes into "complex harmonies" (102). 

LeverkUhn's polyphony sets itself apart from traditional 

counterpoint in its experimentation with atonality. As 

LeverkUhn says, Bach's problem was how "'to write pregnant 

polyphony in a harmonic style,'" whereas the moderns ask 

whether one has still "'to write a harmonic style that has 

the appearance of polyphony'" (106). Leverkiihn's own re

sponse is to abandon Bach's tonal harmony. Like Arnold 

Schonberg, Mann's primary model for the bedeviled musician, 

Leverkiihn diffuses the tonal center that defines key, re

placing traditional patterns of resolution with highly com

plex dissonant "harmonies." He rejects the chord as a 

"'harmonic narcotic'" and redefines it polyphonically as a 

combination of independent and conflicting voices. This 

dissonance resists consonance, the return to the key tone 

that normally relieves melodic tensions in tonal music 

(103). To achieve the new polyphony, however, Leverkuhn 

resorts to the same tired acts of musical contrivance that 

have become the modus operandi of tonal composers. Lever

kuhn is initially fascinated with the cognitive manipula

tions required for atonal counterpoint, but he soon acknow-



ledges his present frustration. Contracting with the 

·devil, he admits his need for the genuine inspiration that 

would relieve the never ending problems he is having with 

the new music (319, 190). 
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Working, then, under the threat of an end to his musi

cal creativity, Adrian LeverkUhn envisions music that 

denies time. The diabolically inspired compositions which 

he imagines realize the modernist apocalyptic paradigm for 

plot Kermode describes. Because they exist under the 

threat of the end, moderns have transformed the apocalyptic 

model from imminence to immanence. Living with the end in 

constant view, we protract crisis in our art, putting off 

the final moment by suspending ourselves aesthetically in 

the "'intemporal agony'" of apocalyptic revelation (101). 

In part, our obsession with atemporality stems from our 

desire to shun responsibility for the degeneration of our 

age. Like Shakespeare's Macbeth, who anticipates the 

modernist crisis, we want our acts to be without conse

quence or "'success'" (86). Like Lady Macbeth, we seek 

"the abolition of the interim between desire and act, the 

shrinking allowance of time in which men are permitted to 

consider their desires" in an eternity beyond temporal 

repercussion (86). We are willing, therefore, to postpone 

. the ending of our lives and stories indefinitely. In our 

fear of the end, we conflate being and ending and subject 



ourselves to the "atemporal agony of a moment when times 

cross; when our usual apprehension of successive past and 

future is translated into another order of time" (84). 

Making the end immanent in our aesthetic structures is our 

way of transporting ourselves beyond time. We expand our 
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sense of crisis in art so that we can make art the point 

"when the soul distends itself to include past and future," 

when "the patient is denied the relief of time's succes

siveness" in an interim that never seems to end (84-5). 

It is as he continues to experiment with atonal poly

phony that Adrian LeverkUhn dissolves musical time to an 

intemporal stasis. In time, LeverkUhn invents an ideal 

polyphonic paradiqm, the twelve-tone or serial structure 

Mann acknowledged to be Schonberg's. Theodor Adorno, 

Mann's consultant for problems in modern music, identifies 

an historical "transition from musical dynamics to statics" 

in "the uniquely determined systematic character which 

Schoenberg's compositional technique assumed" with the 

twelve-tone method (Phil. 60-1). In twelve-tone music, the 

piece is constructed according to the arrangement of the 

twelve tones of the chromatic scale called a series, tone 

row, or basic set. The construction of the serial piece is 

determined by an invariable order of intervals in the 

twelve-note series chosen for the particular composition. 

The elements of the structure are the series itself and 
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three other versions of the set: a mirror image or retro

grade (reverse order), an inversion (intervals turned 

upside down), and an inverted mirror image (basic set 

reversed and intervals inverted). The structure is con

voluted further as the tone row is incorporated into the 

horizontal axis as successive sounds, or into the vertical 

axis as simUltaneous sounds, or variously into both. In 

Adorno's view, which Mann adopted, music so constructed 

"becomes the result of processes to which the materials of 

music have been subjected and the perception of which in 

themselves is blocked by the music. Thus music becomes 

static" (Phil. 61.). A picture puzzle of musical elements, 

serial composition "threatens to ossify in space," as "all 

musical minutiae are predetermined by the totality, and 

there is no longer any interaction between the whole and 

the part" (Phil. 71.). Since "the commanding disposition 

over the totality banishes the spontaneity of the moment," 

the "subjective time-experience is no longer entrusted with 

the power of collecting musical events" and the music 

"subdues time" by "negating time through the inhibition of 

all musical moments by means of an omnipresent construc

tion" (Phil. 71., 60). 

In Faustus, serial construction completes some experi

ments that Leverkfrhn has made to configure notes in atem

poral or "omnipresent" polyphonic formations. In his early 
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work with double counterpoint, LeverkUhn absorbs himself in 

"the problem of unity," devising pieces that are unified by 

the intricate, overlapping patterning of a single theme. 

Working this way, he compresses his music, reducing the 

piece to a compact design resistant to prolongation. To 

constrict the composition, Leverkiihn plays with the "i

dentity of horizontal and vertical writing." One of his 

first musical achievements is to offer "two parts running 

simultaneously, each of which could form the upper or the 

lower part" and so are interchangeable. During this peri

od, he invents chords consisting of note clusters to be 

"projected into the melodic horizontal," but what occupies 

him most is "the transformation of the horizontal interval 

into the chord," that is, "of the horizontal into the 

vertical, the successive into the simultaneous" (102). At 

a later stage, LeverkUhn designs the most complex form of 

double counterpoint, "strict structure" or "strict style" 

(strenger Satz), the intricate organization of all the "mu

sical dimensions" in the piece as a pattern of interchange

able intervals which would control the harmony absolutely 

(258). Like Schonberg's serial music, strict style is 

built upon two invariable twelve-tone rows, one moving from 

the first note to the last, the other from the last to the 

first, with variations in both by inversion (259). By 

strict style Leverkiihn says he means "'the complete inte-

-------------- ------ ------------------------



gration of all musical dimensions, their indifference to

wards each other because of complete organization "' (258). 

By the time he meets with the devil in Palestrina, Lever

kUhn has imagined just such a tight, Schonbergian con

struct, one in which the fundamental musical idea or set 

stands in a neutral relationship to its parts as it moves 

backwards and forwards, up and down, within the perfectly 

symmetrical design of the piece. 
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LeverkUhn's serial composition negates the listener's 

perception of succession and suspends the audience in an 

"eternity" of unresolved anticipation. Echoing Adorno, 

Sammael describes the temporal abrogation of such a serial 

piece. In its symmetrical arrangement of interrelating 

parts, the composition limits itself to a sparse theme, a

voiding all extra notes and phrases that would stretch it 

temporally as it reworks its musical idea. Modern music 

insists ruthlessly on condensation. It "'prohibits the su

perfluous, negates the phrase, shatters the ornament'" 

(324). As Leverkuhn has said, in the ideal twelve-tone 

piece every note "'would have to show its relation to this 

fixed fundamental series.'" Not one might appear which did 

not fulfill its function in that whole structure, for in 

strict compositions "'there would no longer be a free 

note'" (258-9). Consolidating itself in a spartan configu

ration of reflecting intervals, the piece reduces itself in 
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its utopian form to Adorno's omnipresent construction. 

Serial music, therefore, as the devil observes, "'directs 

itself against the extension of time, the life-form of the 

work. '" Restricting itself to rigid functionalism, it 

leaves musical space "'standing empty'" and makes the musi

cal material '"shrink'" in time (324). As Adorno puts it, 

"consistency opposes expansion in time" in the twelve-tone 

system, and music is "compressed into a moment" (Phil. 37). 

At the same time that it resists succession, however, 

the musical moment suspends itself in irresolution. By 

exploiting the resources of all twelve tones in the chroma

tic scale, LeverkUhn, like Schonberg, patterns the twelve 

tonalities serially in dissonant relationships. Believing 

consonance had become too hackneyed to have a fruitful role 

in art any longer, Schonberg rejected musical resolution. 

Then through serial ism he made his music move atonally from 

one level of dissonance to the next. Sustaining disso

nance, Schonberg maintained the highest possible level of 

tension in his music. He refused to comfort his listeners 

with the satisfying optimism of a consonant end and held 

them in what a biographer has called the suspended "'hys

terical emotionality'" of irresolution (Machlis 141). As 

Schonberg himself said, dissonance in twelve-tone does not 

change significantly over time. The "relationship of the 

twelve tones to each other develops," but the dissonant 

_ ...... _------- -----.. -
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sounds consequent of the serial or motivic development, 

which is the primary structuring principle, do not demand 

resolution to consonance (Schonberg 208, 216-7). Like 

Schonberg, LeverkUhn values and protects the dissonance 

that emerges in the serial structure. He believes "'the 

polyphonic character of the chords is the more pronounced 

the more dissonant it is.'" In fact, for LeverkUhn '" the 

degree of dissonance is the measure of its polyphonic 

value. The more dissonant a chord is,'" he says, '" the 

more notes it contains contrasting with each other and 

working in different ways, the more polyphonic it is and 

the more markedly every single note bears the stamp of the 

part already in the simultaneous sound combination'" (103; 

see Adorno, Philosophy 58-9). The polyphonic constella

tion, he says, would enable "'the emancipation of dis

sonance from its resolution,'" and render the dissonant 

"absolute" (261). In the pieces he plans to write in dou

ble counterpoint, therefore, LeverkUhn, like Schonberg, 

would simultaneously resolve the configured tone rows into 

a tight "intemporal" structure and hold his audience en rapt 

in the protracted crisis of an unresolved and unresolvable 

cacophony of tones. He would trap his listeners in a sound 

structure that jars and frustrates the aesthetic sensi

bility with dissonant tone combinations endlessly. 

This musical image of eternal irresolution reveals 
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modern art and life in a state of corrupted mythical con

sciousness. Myth, Claude Levi-strauss says, is apprehended 

not "as a continuous sequence," but as a musical score 

(44). Because myth, like music, repeats its ideas, "there 

is a kind of continuous reconstruction taking place in the 

mind" when one listens both to music and to a mythic tale 

(49). Serial music particularly invites comparison with 

myth because even more than sequential music, it requires 

us to hear it the way Levi-strauss says we comprehend the 

totality of myth: "not only from left to right, but at the 

same time vertically, from top to bottom" (45). In serial 

music, the basic set rotates "in musical space," acquiring 

with each repetition a "different form which is an indivi

dual one each time, and which arises from the changing 

motivic and thematic development" (Rufer 138). While the 

musical idea develops, therefore, serial development con

tinuously revolves back upon itself in matching patterns 

and renders itself, in Adorno's view, tautological and 

illusory (Phil. 99). Leverkuhn invokes a language of the 

cosmos to articulate this circularity. The polyphonic com

position is a "'constellation'" and "'cosmic order'" like 

"'a system of stars'" (260). Zeitblom mentions the "'un-

i ty'" or '" closedness '" and the '" congrui ty'" of the con

struct (259). Like the rotating sphere of myth in Joseph, 

the serial composition is made of a complex doubled half, 
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the tone row and its retrograde, which closes itself into a 

perfect fusion of corresponding ideas. Perceived verti

cally, therefore, the musical sphere exhibits what Lever-

kUhn calls a "'double face of the past and the future,'" a 

myth-like combination of "'the ~rogressive and the regres

sive in one'" that mimics the r~VOIVing eternal present of 

archaic mythic consciousness (261). 

Serialism, however, threatens in Faustus to trap mod

ern music in the diabolical dissonance of its musical and 

mythical revolutions. Inspired by the devil rather than by 

god, serial music inverts Schonberg's own conception of its 

beneficent vision. Schonberg himself believed the artist 

had to emulate divine creation. Ideally, "the concept of 

creator and creation should be formed in harmony with the 

Divine Model," where "inspiration and perfection" coincide 

at once. The composer, unlike the divine maker, must work 

painstakingly to "bring his vision to life," but when the 

work is done, it offers "a comprehensible message" of the 

highest visionary significance (215). Adrian Leverkfthn too 

finds music a "dramatic succession of events and activi-

.ties," inasmuch as it is "time articulated," is an Imitatio 

Dei (109). LeverkUhn, however, in contrast to Schonberg, 

defies god and consorts with the devil as he contrives to 

emancipate dissonance in the intemporal movement of double 

counterpoint. In Mann's imagination, twelve-tone music 
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marks a diabolic turn in aesthetic and cultural history. 

In league with Sammael from the start, LeverkUhn devotes 

his musical ability to a rationalism that has, in Zeit

blom's words, "'a good deal of superstition about it--of 

belief in the incomprehensibly and vaguely demonic.'" He 

pursues a musical system that seems "'more calculated to 

dissolve human reason in magic'" than to do honor to it 

(261-2). Double counterpoint, in fact, as LeverkUhn readi

ly admits, brings reason and magic together in "'wisdom, 

,initiation; in belief in the stars, in numbers'" (262). 

Rather than to impart divine meaning, Zeitblom says, it 

traffics with the occult divinations of astrology (261). 

Diabolical in its inception, LeverkUhn's double coun

terpoint offers the listener a jolting initiation to the 

demonic that negates divine or mythic revelation. It was 

Adorno's conviction that the twelve-tone method deprives 

music of meaning. Schonberg "extirpated 'meaning' insofar 

as meaning, in the tradition of Viennese classicism, lays 

claim to being present purely in the context of the tech

nical structure" (Phil. 67). In the past, "all musical 

meaning was unequivocally determined by intervals: the 

not-yet, the now, and the afterward~ the promise, the 

fulfillment, and the omission." NOw, however, "intervals 

have become nothing more than building stones, and all 

experiences which are encompassed in their differentiation 



are seemingly lost." Lacking both "essence" and "depth," 

twelve-tone symmetries are "produced by force, but are no 
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longer of any purpose" (Phil. 76, 97). Mann, who disliked 

modern music (8 III 17), shared Adorno's unfavorable and 

possibly unfair judgment. 7 In Faustus, Mann portrays the 

revolving twelve-tone composition as a demonic perversion 

of the rotating sphere of mythic meaning. Diabolic rather 

than divine, double counterpoint holds the listener fast in 

what Adorno calls "the schema of fate." The twelve-tone 

piece divests itself "of any implication of meaning present 

in the musical object itself, as if such meaning were a 

matter of illusion" and instead submits to the domination 

of "pure abstraction," which is fate (Phil. 67). Fascist 

and autocratic in its structure, the debased sphere traps 

its audience into an hysterical interim that never does 

resolve itself to positive meaning. In Leverkuhn's words, 

the fusion of progression and regression in the new poly-

phony displays ,It the equivocalness of life itself It, (261). 

Within the context of Mann's theme of fascist mythomania, 

7 Schonberg objected strenuously to Mann's depiction 
of his music in Faustus as diabolic. Jan Maegaard docu
ments the dispute between the two emigres. Maegaard lays 
much of the blame on Schonberg's dislike of Adorno, who, 
according to Schonberg, led Mann into grievous misunder
standings of twelve-tone music (passim). Patrick Carnegy 
has defended Schonberg, objecting to Mann's implication 
"that serial ism exercised an evil an influence on music as 
the totalitarian regime did on the life and humanity of a 
nation" (140). Carnegy details the technical differences 
between LeverkUhn's music and Schonberg's (43 ff.). 



double counterpoint shows itself to be a "scam" of mythic 

recurrence, jarring and stupefying its listeners with the 

dissonance of a perverted mythic zeal. 

III 
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The devil purports to offer Adrian LeverkUhn a way out 

of the musical sterility that produces static and dissonant 

art. Promising creative release, Sammael offers "'plente

ous, boundless'" time (309). What Sammael pledges in ex

change for LeverkUhn's soul is the spurious "salvation" 

Mann mentions in his Germany speech, and on its face he 

offers a fair exchange. For LeverkUhn salvation would mean 

his own peculiar kind of earthly treasure and power: 

rescue from the aesthetic crisis Sammael attributes to the 

exhaustion of the musical tradition. The fiend promises 

the stalled composer an hourglass full of fantastic time 

(310, 316). He promises primeval enthusiasm, divine rap

tus, inspiration unfettered by cognition (319). He offers 

the highs and lows, the ecstacies and miseries, of the time 

of fruitful creation. He pledges above all a "break

through" not only of the current stasis in musical 

structure, but also of time itself, or rather of the times, 

the period in history that begs for release into new possi

bilities for development (328). The devil, in short, 

promises much. First, he offers twenty-four demonic years 

for LeverkUhn to enjoy and suffer creatively as though it 
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were unending. Then he offers the gift of breaking through 

the crisis of culture, corrupted mythicism, into a presum

ably endless process of historical regeneration. He pro

mises both time and eternity, for "'such a time,'" he 

pleads, is also '''an eternity'" (335). 

To fulfill these promises, the devil must empower 

LeverkUhn to transform creative energy into pieces that 

impart the musical meaning Adorno says resides in succes

sions of intervals. within the context of Faustus and of 

Mann's discussions of art outside the novel, aesthetic 

meaning emerges in acts of love. Goethe knew that "mind 

and art amount to little without love, that they are no

thing without it and that mind cannot live with the world, 

nor the world with it, where love is not" (LGM 186-7). The 

source of love, Mann says, is admiration (Bewunderung), and 

admiration is "the finest gift we have." It is the "enthu

siasm, rapture, and a sense of surrender to something other 

than" oneself which the artist "ardently desires to get 

close to, to 'invest with understanding,' to make fully his 

own" (LGM 779-80). Admiration is what Wagner called a 

"'power of receptivity. "' Under the spell of admiration, 

the artist "surrenders himself without reserve to those 

impressions which impinge favorably on his sensibility, 

impressions of life, and above all impressions furnished by 

art." In the spirit of admiration, the artist is "filled 
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to exquisite overflowing with these impressions" and feels 

"the urge to communicate them" (LGM 780-1). This fullness 

of feeling, Mann says, "this enthusiasm, is the measure of 

artistic power; it is nothing more nor less than the need 

to communicate the rich abundance of received impressions 

to others." The "power of life and love," it is "the power 

to assimilate" and to transform this "receptive power" into 

a "productive power" (LGM 781). When Adrian LeverkUhn 

worries as a young man, therefore, that his unsociability 

and "want of warmth, sympathy, love" may "put into question 

whether [he] could be a good artist" (179), he anticipates 

his inability to admire masterpieces from the past, his 

tendency to scorn them, and his refusal to emulate and 

transform them. He realizes he is one who will maintain a 

cold, even disdainful distance not only from the art that 

might inspire him, but from people who might arouse him to 

creative heights in the spirit of love. At the start of 

his career, LeverkUhn grasps that to be an artist means to 

be "a lover and beloved of the world" (179). At the peak 

of his creative frustration, he would marry Marie Godeau so 

that in her love he might enjoy "'good and fine things for 

his desire and power to work, for the human content of his 

future work'" (584). It is with this understanding of the 

intimate relationship between love and art that Leverkfthn 

mocks Sammael's proviso, the prohibition to love. 
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Love manifests itself in art as expression. Over

flowing with excited admiration, the artist wants to trans

form particular life-impressions into composition and 

infuse the musical piece with significant and intelligible 

meaning. But Mann distinguishes two kinds of music that 

lay claim to expression, the expressionist art of Schonberg 

and the expressive works of Beethoven (in his middle peri

od) and Wagner. The art of LeverkUhn and Schonberg is de

void of love, expressiveness, and meaning and in need of 

spiritual renewal. As early as 1918, Mann objected to the 

tenets of expressionism in literature on the grounds that 

it "dismisses all adherence to reality and replaces it with 

the sovereign, explosive, ruthlessly creative decree of the 

intellect" (BU 565). Abstract in the extreme, expres

sionist art does violence to life, for the expressionist 

artist carries "disgust for impression so far that he prac

tically divests himself of all responsibility to real forms 

of life" and "only allows the dictatorial emanations of 

some kind of absolute art demon to hold sway" (BU 566). 

The demagogue or expressionist suffers a profound "in

ability to love the close and the real" (BU 568). Such an 

artist has exchanged the capacity for deep human feeling 

for an activist "domination of ideals" (BU 26). Later, as 

he was consulting with Adorno for Doktor Faustus, Mann must 

have reinforced his earlier opinion with Adorno's view of 
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the cold "detachment" of expressionist music. According to 

Adorno, Schonberg's music holds itself aloof "from all 

internai communication with ideas." As "a result of its 

absolute intellectualization, the work is condemned to 

blind existence, in glaring contrast to the unavoidable 

designation of every work of art as a matter of spirit" 

(Phil. 22-3). In such music, "the material transformation 

of those elements responsible for expression" has "become 

so radical that the possibility of expression itself comes 

into question. In the process of pursuing its own inner 

logic, music is transformed more and more from something 

significant into something obscure--even to itself" (Phil. 

19). No more than the "case study" of traditional modes of 

expression, expressionist music is itself "no longer 'ex

pressive'" (Phil. 49).8 

8 Schonberg himself rejected what he called the tradi
tional tendency toward expressive music which began with 
Beethoven (260). In stark contrast to Adorno's denial of 
serial expression, however, he regarded his own music as a 
radically new medium of expression. Refusing the tradi
tional expressive forms of beauty, he wrote music to "ex
press" the innermost anguish of the modern soul. In 1912, 
Anton Webern said that "'Schonberg's relation to art is 
rooted ultimately in the need for expression. His heart
felt experiences become tones'" (cited in Stuckenschmidt 
1). It should be noted in addition that Schonberg did not 
believe twelve-tone music had absolutely to be written in 
his own expressionist style, and after World War II some 
composers did begin to experiment with a variety of styles 
in serial music. As Mann was consulting with Adorno in the 
mid-forties, however, the tone row was still associated 
exclusively with expressionism, as it is in Doktor Faustus 
(Machlis 238). 
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with its attitude of loveless irresponsibility to 

human life, "expression" in expressionist music becomes 

demonic. As Adorno describes it, "the moments in the 

course of events of music are placed disjointedly alongside 

one another, similarly to psychological impulses--first of 

all as shocks and secondly as contrasting figures" so that 

"the continuum of subjective time-experiences is no longer 

entrusted with the power of collecting musical events" 

(Phil. 60). Such "music, compressed into a moment, is 

valid [only] as an eruptive revelation of negative experi

ence. It is closely related to [the] actual suffering" 

that overmasters people when they feel their lives have no 

meaning (Phil. 37). In its denial of positive experience, 

serial polyphony substitutes a vision of hellish vacuity 

for content with human significance. with its use of 

completely new sounds to impart its vision of the abyss, it 

moves "to a new expressive dimension beyond the depiction 

of human emotions" (Prisms 158). Music like Schonberg's, 

therefore, "which lets itself be driven by pure, unadulte

rated expression," suffers the logical consequence of a 

"moment of its own negation as that negative form of truth 

which transforms love into the power of unremitting pro

test" (Prisms 158-9). Barbaric in its tendencies, expres

sionist music "moves emphatically towards the dissolution 

of art." Motivated by disgust for anything produced "which 
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is not entirely new," it "springs from creative fervour, 

not [the] consuming desire" of admiring love (Prisms 170, 

151). LeverkUhn's own expressionist compositions display 

the barbaric spirit Adorno sees as antithetical to human 

civilization and meaning. zeitblom regards LeverkUhn's 

aestheticism as the "herald of barbarism," but he does not 

deny that his friend's serial music, though inclined in its 

high intellectuality to "a precultural, a barbaric condi

tion of cult art," presents itself as a medium of expres

sion (500). It was always LeverkUhn's will, zeitblom says, 

"to go to extremes of expression." "Heat and cold prevail 

alongside each other in his work," and "sometimes in mo

ments of the greatest genius they play into each other, the 

expressive takes hold of the strict counterpoint, the 

objective blushes with feeling." Listening to such music, 

Zeitblom has "the impression of a glowing mold." This 

"like nothing else," he says, "has brought home to me the 

idea of the demonic" (240). Such music, while impressive 

in its majesty, as LeverkUhn knows is inhuman (584). 

If the devil's pact is to renew music with the gift of 

time, it must release LeverkUhn from the abysmal majesty of 

expressionist art to a new capacity for human expression. 

Expressiveness, which the devil calls "'sincerity'" (Echt

heit 322), would free the composer to infuse musical struc

ture with a spontaneously unfolding idea or meaning. In 
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LeverkUhn's words, it would liberate the "'spontaneous har

mony between the individual's own needs and the moment, the 

possibility of "rightness," of a natural harmony, out of 

which one might create without a thought or any compul

sion'" (324). The impossibility of such freedom in twelve

tone music inheres in the unalterable recurrence of the 

succession of intervals, which, as Zeitblom says, threatens 

impoverishment and stagnation (259). In Adorno's words, 

serial technique is "the suppressing moment in the domi

nation of nature, which suddenly turns against the subjec

tive autonomy and freedom itself" (Phil. 66). In contrast 

to Schonberg, Beethoven and Wagner, in Mann's view, did 

know the joys of free human expression. Beethoven in his 

middle period, according to Wendell Kretschmar, was "bent 

on taking all the flourishes, formulas, and conventions" 

and "consuming them in the personal expression, melting 

them into the subjective dynamic" (76). LeverkUhn too says 

Beethoven absorbed the conventional in the subjective and 

recreated it in freedom (257). Beethoven's expressiveness 

enables and accentuates the listener's experience of tempo

ral unfolding. As Adorno says in a reference to Beethoven, 

subjective or expressive moments incline to liberate them

selves in his music from the "empty passage of time": at 

points, "they can no longer be held in check" (Phil. 56). 

The dynamics of expression appears in its fullest form, 
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however, in what Mann calls the "terrifyingly expressive 

art" of Wagner (B I 78). In an early letter to his teacher 

Kretschmar, LeverkUhn describes the tantalizing expressive

ness of Wagner's prelude to Die Meistersinger (RA 198). 

First the cellos come in, intoning as if invoking a riddle, 

drawing out their puzzlement until the woodwinds enter 

solemnly in response (restrained only by the brass), so 

that the sonorous melody presses to resolve itself. De

lighting in suspense, however, and lingering long before 

giving way, it postpones resolution, extending itself 

exquisitely before retreating at last to make way for a new 

theme (180-1).9 In stark contrast to the music of Schon

berg, this prelude gives voice to the artist's deepest 

feelings. Replete with love of life and communicative in 

the extreme, the prelude overflows with musical meaning, 

carrying listeners through a succession of musical moments 

full of anguish, hope, promise, and fulfillment. 

Mann never suggests, however, that LeverkUhn's salva-

tion would be to return to the artistry of Beethoven or 

Wagner. Neither Zeitblom nor LeverkUhn, Mann's two author

ities on music and music history, indicates the solution is 

to turn back time. In fact, Wagner represents a threat to 

9 Steven Paul Scher has elucidated the subjective 
quality of LeverkUhn's description. According to Scher, 
Leverkuhn personifies the musical parts so that the various 
stages of the description correspond to the various phases 
of Leverkuhn's own life (410 ff.). 



culture in his own way. Throughout his career, Mann ex

pressed doubts about the extremely modern though utterly 

fascinating art of Wagner, which he said never was "quite 

innocent" (BU 73). The epitome of expressive beauty, Wag

ner's music carries its listeners too far into the joys of 

its "clever and deliberate" re-creation of yearning and 

seduces the audience to an insidious passivity (BU 73). 
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Wagner the man was "confused, helpless, and at a loss, full 

of longing in every direction, [a] longing for life and [a] 

longing for death" that was "at its foundation dreadful," 

and it is this enslavement to desire that he expresses in 

his operas (B I 387). Working in the mid to late nine

teenth century, Wagner represents the earliest threat to 

modernity from the consummation of romanticism in an "im

perialism of a world-conquering oblivion" (FT 160-1). 

Wagner epitomizes the decadence that may occur with the 

fulfillment of any cultural movement, and Wagnerian opera 

is an example of "dilettantism raised to the level of 

genius" (LGM 729). Wagner, therefore, made it necessary 

for turn-of-the-century culture to reform its excessive 

subjectivism. In 1911, as Schonberg was just beginning to 

experiment with the new atonality and with objective, logi

cal form, Mann envisioned the artistic masterpiece of the 

twentieth century, a piece, he said, "that differs radical

ly--and favorably" from the Wagnerian extravaganza. It 



would be "something conspicuously logical, well formed and 

clear, something at once austere and cheerful, no less 

imbued with strength of purpose, but less moved, more 

refined, more healthy even in its spirituality--something 

that does not seek its greatness in the monumentally ba

roque, nor its beauty in emotionality" (Rausch) (LGM 809-

10) • 
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The tragedy of the twentieth century has been that the 

new aus~ere masterpiece, hardly cheerful, has turned dia

bolic. Reacting against the sweeping emotion of Wagner's 

music, LeverkUhn, like Schonberg, has devised logical but 

horrifying structures of tones. Granted, despite the in

humanity of modern music it might still be possible in the 

late forties for life to revitalize itself. It might even 

be the case that LeverkUhn in the late twenties has broken 

through to new times. For breakthrough has always been 

possible. As LeverkUhn says, freedom, which is another 

name for subjectivity, inclines to dialectic reversals. It 

"'realizes itself very soon in constraint, fulfills itself 

in subordination to law, rule, coercion, system,'" but 

"'never ceases to be freedom'" (256-7). This dialectic of 

freedom is unfathomable. Just as subjectivity appears de

funct in the course of history, objective music turns to 

free expression as it is "awakened by genius to spontane

ity'" (260, 256-7). Cultural history has shown, Leverkiihn 
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says, that the subjective and the objective "'intertwine to 

the point of being indistinguishable [as] the one proceeds 

from the other and takes on the character of the other. '" 

While conventions today may appear to be in a "'destruc

tive'" process of hardening, therefore, their ossification 

does not mean they were always so objective. In fact, they 

were once freely created "'consolidations of living experi

ences and as such long performed an office of vital impor

tance'" (257). Given'the omnipresence of subjectivity, 

however occult, in the creative process throughout history, 

culture should always expect to break through a phase of 

stultification to a resurgence of genuineness and spontane

ity. 

The difference in the modern period, however, is that 

culture has shifted its all~giance from saving to damning 

mythologies. In the course of cultural history, self-ex

pression has saved itself from extinction more than once. 

Both Beethoven and Brahms represent a temporary historical 

reversal from a subjective to an objective creative pro

cess. Beethoven expressed himself spontaneously in his 

middle period, but turned in the natural course of dia

lectical evolution to objective constrnctions later with 

"'an effect more majestic and awful than any reckless 

plunge into the personal'" (76). Brahms too, according to 

LeverkUhn, is an example of how subjectivity turns into 
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objectivity (257). Neither Beethoven nor Brahms, though, 

represents the destruction of freedom. According to 

Kretschmar, Beethoven never relinquishes the subjective in 

his late work, but rather places it in a new relationship 

with convention "conditioned by death" (74). In Lever

kuhn's analysis, Brahms abstains from all ornamental flour

ishes turns to an "'all-round economy that leaves in music 

nothing casual and develops the utmost diversity while 

adhering to the identical material.'" Yet Brahms continues 

to create "'the unity of the work anew at every moment out 

of freedom'" (257-8). Predecessors of the expressive 

artistry of late romanticism, Beethoven and Brahms objec

tify aesthetic structure, yet preserve the possibility of 

expression for cultural history. LeverkUhn's own objective 

works bear witness to the fact that musical history has 

reached the threshold of dialectical reversal once again. 

Leverkuhn, however, has extinguished freedom of expression. 

writing expressionist music, the modern musician has con

spired to bring the dialectical unfolding of human history 

to an end. 

IV 

According to the terms of the devil's pact, the adver

sary of life commits himself to recalling humankind to its 

capacity for expression and temporal unfolding. Leverkuhn 

does not delude himself about this doubtful promise, how-
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ever, at least not all the time, however hard the fiend may 

try to suppress the composer's gnawing doubts. For Sammael 

prevaricates, and LeverkUhn knows it. Changing shape, 

twisting his story, introducing an outrageous condition-

the denial of love--just as the deal has all but been con

firmed, Sammael swerves and dodges and so evokes Lever

kUhn's scorn. To the promise of full, eternal, god-given 

joy and pain, LeverkUhn replies by calling Sammael a 

"'sneering liar'" and forces him to acknowledge that the 

gift of illumination comes not from heaven, but from hell 

(319). At points LeverkUhn calls the fiend's talk "drivel" 

and the devil a "quack" or "charlatan" (310, 320). Towards 

the end of their talk, LeverkUhn laughs at Sammael's fool

ishness, scoffing at the devil's pledge of temporal break

through without love, an absurdity, as LeverkUhn knows 

(335). Tempted as he may be by the devil's kind of time, 

LeverkUhn mistrusts the conditions of the pact, suspecting 

that the contract for time and eternity is not fully that 

but rather, as the devil himself calls it, an Abrede, an 

agreement which is also a denial (309). For the pact is a 

"deal," certainly, but at the same time by a quirk of Ger

man diction Abrede is the opposite. It is a "disclaimer" 

or "disavowal" of the very pledges being made. The devills 

contract is at best an ambiguous one, because the demon, 

despite his protests of utter honesty (305), is not to be 
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trusted, as both he and LeverkUhn know. 

At the very least, then, we must doubt the sincerity 

of the premise on which Sammael makes his offer. In fact, 

the temporal paralysis the devil so verbosely attributes to 

history is not just the result of historical entropy, but 

in good part the product of the devil's own meddling, a 

complication that puts Sammael in a suspicious position 

when he offers LeverkUhn release from the same stalled time 

he has contrived. Sammael admits he has long had his eye 

on the composer, and, indeed, it has been LeverkUhn's 

fascination with the demoniacally "musical" all along that 

has enticed him to devise the new polyphony. "'I am no 

flattering claw-back come to fetch you into company, to woo 

you that you may join the musical circle,'" Sammael tells 

Leverkiihn. I have come "'to talk over our affairs'" (302). 

Long a member of the devil's musical circle, Leverkiihn has 

connived with Sammael to refine the abstract artistry of 

modernity. In their conversation, LeverkUhn hints to the 

devil of the theoretical possibility that a modern composer 

might still be able to create spontaneous harmony (324). 

Leverkiihn himself, however, cold and reclusive by nature 

and absorbed in his demonic machinations, has never ex

pected to write expressively. That aim would require 

giving up the perverse amusement of musical calculation, a 

painful pleasure he would hate to relinquish even if he 
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could. Never believing he could express himself, the 

modern artist has entered with full dedication into the de-

.vil's realm of musicality, high intellectuality, specu

lation, and magic. Deviltry itself, then, has had a hand 

in binding musical structure. Together Leverkfrhn and the 

demon have contrived to trap music and history in its post

romantic, objective phase, and the devil stands caught in 

contradictions when he offers the musician release from the 

temporal constriction he has schemed with him to effect. 

Cognizant that they have conspired together, neither 

LeverkUhn nor Sammael gives credence to the possibility of 

expression in the modern age, and LeverkUhn's mention of 

the possibility of spontaneity remains hypothetical. 

Sammael holds that expressiveness never was anything more 

than delusion on the part of naive composers. Through the 

last four hundred years, indeed until very recently, com

posers could still ignore the determining role of inherited 

musical convention, though heritage has been increasing its 

pressure on the creative process with every generation. 

Only the older artists could mistake their own compositions 

as expressive free play. Today, however, the narrowing 

range of musical options makes all musicians wary of the 

old credo. certain things are no longer possible in music: 

the "'pretense of feeling as a work of art, '" the intro

duction of "'prescribed and formalized elements'" as though 
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they were "'the inviolable necessity of the single case,'" 

the confusion of "'conventional universal law'" with the 

artist's "'own peculiar concern'" (325). The epitome of 

the modern artist, LeverkUhn corroborates Sammael's point. 

LeverkUhn may avow the unfathomable dialectic of freedom, 

but he also believes he will never have the "'robust naive

te'" that must belong to an art conceived in love (179). 

LeverkUhn recognizes his incapacity to inherit the "'insi

pidness which is the supporting structure'" of tradition 

without sneering at it (180). If he were unwitting, he 

could regard masterpieces from the past without mocking 

them. LeverkUhn knows, however, that his derision of the 

"'common property'" of musical convention inheres in the 

devilish intellectuality of modern consciousness (180). 

The musician's shrewder sense forces him to dwell on the 

imitative quality of composing. Leverkuhn can only scorn 

the wanton use of cliche that appears even in a work of 

genius like Wagner's prelude to Meistersinger, and he dis

misses all thought that he could ever write such oblivious

sounding stuff himself (181). Indeed, for Leverkuhn "'all 

the methods and conventions of art are good for parody 

only'" (182). Today freedom in art can do no more than 

"'heighten the play, by playing with the forms'" out of 

which the life spiri~ has disappeared (326). The truly 

subjective creative act has become a thing of the past, 



therefore, and for LeverkUhn ever to claim sincerity would 

make no sense at all. Caught in the diabolic bind of ex

cessive awareness, LeverkUhn cannot on grounds of his "mu

sicality1l break through the stasis of time. 
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Prevented by his high intellectuality from expressing 

himself, LeverkUhn actively resents his crippling inability 

to love. As a condition of the pact, LeverkUhn must remain 

cold, loveless and isolated, precluded as he always has 

been from warm feelings he might express in music. Lever

kUhn objects to the infamous proviso: "'Not love! Poor 

devil! • Would the devil prohibit desire?'" The 

"'league we are proposing has itself to do with love, you 

blockhead. • • • It is said that work itself has to do with 

love'" (335-6). Sammael does, of course, offer Leverkuhn a 

kind of "warmth," the searing flames of demonic delirium. 

Absorbed excitation will not suffice, however, for creative 

power. While Rausch fires the composer to rapt illumina

tion and stimUlates art to heated excitement, it will not 

warm LeverkUhn's person. Sammael insists upon this limita

tion firmly: "'We want you to be cold, that the flames of 

production may scarcely be hot enough to warm you'" (336). 

In the throes of his work, LeverkUhn will swing from one 

extremity to the other, hot to cold, cold to hot. In fact, 

he will find his modus operandi the same as it was before, 

more exaggerated, but restricted to the exciting realm of 
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the intellect. The heat of illumination will leave your 

"'mental'" or "'spiritual'" powers (Geisteskrafte) intact, 

the devil reassures LeverkUhn, and for once he speaks the 

truth, at least for the duration of the twenty-four-years 

of the contract. For in the short run illumination bright

ens these powers, facilitating them by providing frenzied 

moments of inspiration to alternate with long, miserable 

spells of fruitless effort. What Rausch does is enable 

genuine, immediate creative mandate, the absolute, unques

tioned certainty that the inspiration is right (320). What 

. Rausch must never do, however, and can never do, is warm 

the soul with the "enthusiasm, rapture, and a sense of sur

render" to something other than oneself that is the source 

of love. In the devil's own words, Rausch "'fa11s short 

of'" the "'life of feeling'" (336). With Rausch Sammae1 

offers LeverkUhn at best a spurious breakthrough, frenzied 

release from belabored work, but not the receptive power 

fills the artist to overflowing and moves art with human 

meaning. 

Given the stipulations of his offer, the devil has 

nothing at all to lose by promising LeverkUhn temporal 

salvation, not only because he wins the artist's soul eter

nally, but also because he has kept his offer well guarded 

and qualified. The devil pledges Rausch, diabolic inspira

tion, as an antidote to Musika1itat, diabolic deliberation. 
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It is the curse of modernity, however, as we have seen, 

that dionysian illumination condemns the composer to an ec

stacy that is sterile. Granting inspiration, the devil's 

gift forestalls resolution in a humanly creative act of 

expression. The demon's formal proviso, therefore, the 

prohibition of love, does no more than confirm the im

plications of the proposal. Offering Rausch, illumination 

of the abyss, the devil shows no motive to inspire admira

tion, the fountain of love. While he professes to promise 

new freedom, he contrives to squelch all subjectivity. The 

demon has craftily fixed the contract so that under its 

terms his prey has no way to turn even for earthly reward. 

If the unhappy composer declines the deal, he returns to 

his old diabolic activity, and if he accepts it, which he 

has long since done, he also continues his devilish work. 

Sammael, therefore, has the hope for real salvation in 

modern life blocked at every exit. The demon of modernity, 

Sammael would hold humankind kind in its present condition 

of frustrated expression forever. 

Like Der Zauberberg, Doktor Faustus portrays the 

modern world in a state of mythic corruption that calls 

into question the continuance of the best kind of history. 

Both books envision modern life trapped by a perverted 

experience of mythic illumination that threatens only to 

destroy, not to recreate. In Faustus, however, Mann has 
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introduced a conniving fiend who facilitates breakthrough 

to a fascist mythic ism but obstructs release from corrupted 

times to new times. In Zauberberq the gods of mythic 

salvation still hover visibly in the background. In the 

later novel the contemporary world has been overwhelmed by 

diabolism. Manfred Frank has observed that in Doktor 

Faustus the gods have yielded "the field to ideologues," 

who are like the ghosts Novalis says haunt the graves of 

old godS. At one time, society legitimated itself in the 

name of its deities, but it can hardly do so in the name of 

ghosts (83). Instead, humankind in Faustus has reduced 

itself to conspiring with the arch ideologue, Satan him

self. Dealing with the devil, the modern world has vio

lated the vision of true history Mann offered in the Joseph 

novels. The modern world has lost sight of the historical 

unfolding that is guided by a divine or world spirit. 

Hitler's generation has imagined itself coerced to inde

finite postponement of an end to contemporary degeneracy. 

Mann's image of the protracted modern crisis is the her

metical, dissonant twelve-tone composition, the piece 

Adorno says "formulates a design of the world, which--for 

better or for worse--no longer recognizes history" (Phil. 

60). 
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Chapter 6 

THE SUSTAINED HIGH CELLO G: 

THE ENIGMA OF GOD'S GRACE IN DOKTOR FAUSTUS 

Adrian LeverkUhn's Apokalypse displays modern music at 

a triumphant low point. written near the end of Lever

kuhn's career, the apocalypse oratorio bears witness to a 

state of mind prevalent in the mid-twenties, the "binding 

and compulsory" mythic consciousness of modernity (499). 

Serenus Zeitblom associates the Apokalypse directly with 

fascist collectivism. In Zeitblom's mind, the majestic 

oratorio reflects the infamous mentality of such ideologues 

as Herr Sextus Kridwiss, whose circle of friends rejects 

truth, freedom, lawfulness, and reason in favor of a "dic

tatorship of belief" that sets humanity back into the 

theocracy of the Middle Ages (494). The Apokalypse a

chieves its version of such dogmatism by means of the auto

cratic structure that requires every note to take its pre

destined place in the twelve-tone configuration. The ora

torio, Zeitblom says, "shows a disrespect for individual

ism," for it represents a state of mind no longer "in

terested in the psychological." Like the Kridwiss group, 

it presses for the "absolute," encumbering itself purpose

fully with "the pious fetters of pre-classically strict 

-- ---------------------------------
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form" (498-9). Such totalitarian thinking compels mass 

mythic awareness. The Kridwiss circle stands for both 

"progress and reaction," and its members would force the 

world to a new medieval mythicism (494). Bringing together 

the past and the future, these reactionaries coerce human

kind to a falsified mythology composed of "fables, insane 

visions, [and] chimeras," which do not need to be truthful 

"to determine the course of life and history" (491). For 

Zeitblom, LeverkUhn's choral piece also represents a return 

that is mythic (500). Its polyphony takes us back to the 

musical method that prevailed several hundred years ago, 

and, in addition, its symmetrical structure unites "regress 

and progress." Its combination of the very new and very 

old is not arbitrary, but rests "on the curvature of the 

world, which makes the last return to the first" (504). 

Mann once said that he saw the piece as an example of how 

excessive objectivity in music casts art over the head of 

the artist "back into a dark, mythological realm" (RA 159). 

A consummate structure, the oratorio demands unquestioned 

acceptance of its dubious mythical formulations. 

precisely because it presents a moment of mythic 

vision the twelve-tone oratorio displays the modern paradox 

of the perfected art form that is also a dissolution of 

cultural order. LeverkUhn's Apokalypse epitomizes the 

unending disintegration of civilization Mann sees in serial 
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music. The piece represents modern existence reduced to a 

primal state from which there is no escape. Just as the 

fascist cult regresses to shameless primitivism, the ora

torio suggests a kind of barbaric cult art (500). Mann 

once described this composition as a "'satanically reli

gious, diabolically pious'" work that is at once "'strictly 

bound by form and criminally irresponsible, frequently a 

mockery 'of art itself, and also something that goes back to 

primitive, elementary levels of musicll' (RA 232). The 

irremediable criminality of the Apokalypse, in fact, sug

gests the horrors of the devil's hell. As zeitblom points 

out, the primordial quality of the piece inheres in Lever

kuhn's recreation of the realm where everything ends. The 

oratorio presents a chaos of perverse correspondences which 

violate the distinctions between good and evil intrinsic to 

our liberal humanist heritage (507). The pandemonium of 

hellish laughter at the end of the first part, for example, 

reappears in the glassily clear music of the children's 

chorus at the beginning of the second part. The pitch, or

chestration, and rhythms are changed, but the same thematic 

material is developed uncannily in both sections (507). 

Other diabolic doublings occur when LeverkUhn refuses to 

separate the functions of chorus and orchestra or of dis

sonance and consonance. The Apokalypse is shocking too in 

the way it uses glissando, a "raw and primitive" sound that 
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Zeitblom believes should "be used with the greatest re

straint on profoundly cultural grounds" because of its 

"anti-cultural, anti-human appeal" (500-1). zeitblom finds 

all this musical obscurantism to have about it an air of 

the "oppressive, dangerous, [and] malignant" (503). He 

recognizes that the Apokalypse reveals LeverkUhn in condi

tion of unutterable despair. 

In his final work, the Faust cantata, however, Lever

kuhn breaks through this malevolence, Zeitblom believes, 

and achieves religious transcendence. Despite its primi

tivism, the apocalypse oratorio reveals a "yearning for 

soul," which Zeitblom says shields it from the public's 

unfair accusation of "soullessness" and unrelieved barbar

ism. For him the lyrical parts of the Apokalypse are like 

a fervid prayer for deliverance (506). In the deep lament 

of the Weheklaa, LeverkUhn reaches the creative heights 

anticipated in the oratorio. With its intimations of 

salvation, LeverkUhn's aesthetic breakthrough may be under

stood in terms of Paul Tillich's definition of demonic 

inspiration, "the form-destroying eruption of the creative 

basis of things" that is the experience of god's grace 

(85). The demonic, Tillich says, is the wellspring of cre

ation. When it exerts itself, the artistic spirit recon

ceives and reconstructs tradition. The demonic is diffe

rent from the satanic, which is the principle of disruption 
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isolated from the power to re-create, "inimical to mean

ing," and incapable in itself of manifestation (80-1). Un

like the satanic force, demonic inspiration takes de

structive possession of the artist and art, but also en

ables salvation. Just as artists are deprived of capacity 

to communicate, they may recover themselves and the human 

content of their work in the grace of god. Demonic anni

hilation becomes divine restitution as the artist's "spirit 

is raised out of its autonomous isolation" and subjugated 

to a new creative power (88). Assured by god's forgive

ness, the creative act "may break through the given form 

for the sake of a higher one," though it never breaks 

simply "for the sake of breaking," for that would be sa

tanic (93). While demonry alone "has the consequence of 

destroying the personality through robbing it of being and 

emptying it of meaning," divine grace "has a fulfilling and 

form-creating effect on the bearer of form" (8S). The his

tory of art and life inheres in this dialectic of the 

divine and the demonic. It is the battle between these two 

powers that prepares over and again for aesthetic, per

sonal, and historical salvation (97). 

If we are to understand the fate of modernity in 

Doktor Faustus, we must ask whether Adrian LeverkUhn re

ceives god's grace and is released from the diabolic mythi

cism of twelve-tone compositions like the apocalypse ora-
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torio. Mann does speak about grace in terms similar to 

Tillich's. God extends forgiveness to the artist in the 

moment of hopelessness and inspires him to new creative 

acts. Mann suggests, in fact, that the artist spends his 

entire life seeking recompense for guilt by striving for 

higher and higher achievements. In the end, just at the 

moment when he believes he must finish his career in de

spair, his only comforting thought is the possibility of 

"grace" (Gnade), the "sovereign power" which alone can 

"right" (begleichen) a life of wrongdoing (UMS 6). The 

artist's bad conscience inheres in the necessary and inten

tional destructiveness that is the demonic part of the 

creative act. Adrian LeverkUhn's league with the devil 

represents, of course, the worst possible kind of culpabil

ity. Zeitblom believes no artist truly merits the epithets 

'" noble, humanly healthy, [and] harmonious. "' Even god

given talent is a "god-inflicted" fate, for "the demonic 

and irrational have a disquieting share in the radiant 

sphere" of all genius. The most grand, dignified, and be

nevolent endeavors must participate "the world of the 

spirit which one approaches at one's peril" (11, 17). 

Nevertheless, when LeverkUhn contracts for demonic afflic

tion, he commits sins so great that he can have no reason 

to expect a miracle of grace (482, 657). Because Leverkuhn 

has dealt with the devil, he has indulged the artist's need 
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to destroy the forms of art and culture to an extent that 

Beethoven, for example, would never have understood. The 

possibility exists, therefore, that LeverkUhn has succumbed 

to the unadulterated power of destruction, the satanic 

principle that would destroy all form and does not merit 

pardon. If LeverkUhn's art were satanic rather than de

monic, his artistic achievement could have no healing 

effect on the fate of the modern age. 

The truth of LeverkUhn's breakthrough remains ambiva

lent. Most readers have taken Zeitblom at his word and as-

sumed the event to be a fact. A few have argued that the 

release either does not take place at all or that it occurs 

without meaningful repercussions for history.1 In fact, 

Mann appears to leave the fate of the musician and his 

world purposefully equivocal. LeverkUhn mayor may not 

save himself and the times. zeitblom's genuine honesty and 

authority on musical matters move us to accept his vision 

of "transcendence" at the end of the Faust cantata (657). 

The fact that LeverkUhn writes the Weheklaq in the mid

twenties, however, well before the peak of Nazi power, 

speaks against its constructive effect on the times. The 

composer's own mental breakdown also instills doubt. As H. 

I See, for example, Jan Albrecht, who believes the 
mechanical Schonbergian construction precludes expression 
(386-8) and Jens Rieckmann, who says the Faust cantata 
expresses only negative feelings and therefore does not 
truly serve the human community (127). 
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H. Gilliam has observed, the ending "plays with the ideas 

of religious ecstasy, Romantic return, and religious re

demption [only] mockingly, ironically," so that "the poten

tial value of Adrian's mythic ability to go home again is 

almost totally undercut by his insanity and his apparent 

lack of awareness of the experience" (146). Obscured by an 

artist's madness, LeverkUhn's personal salvation, unlike 

that of Goethe's Faust, is left unclear. Indeed, the 

. abundant parallels with Dr. Johannes of Spies toward the 

end of Faustus suggest LeverkUhn may follow that predeces

sor to perdition. At the end of the book, Zeitblom dwells 

upon the horrors of the war that is just ending and prays 

for compassion in words that recall the conclusion of Der 

Zauberberg: "When out of uttermost hopelessness will the 

light of hope dawn in a miracle that transcends belief?" 

(682) zeitblom's emphasis on doom and his fervent plea for 

mercy undercut his earlier affirmation of the composer's 

personal and historic triumph. 

Whether or not Adrian LeverkUhn surpasses himself in 

the Weheklag, Mann does not present the problem of aesthe

tic and cultural salvation as a fulfillment of the duplici

tous devil's pact, as so many readers have believed, but as 

the artist's deliverance from the contract. Throughout the 

war period, Mann said totalitarianism was diabolic and in

sisted fascist politics could mean the end of German his-

------------_ .. - .. 
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tory (AGW 419, 377-8, 380, 424-5). In 1945, however, he 

wrote optimistically of the nation's prospects for reco

very: "we are far from imagining that the devil has cap

tured Germany once and for all. Grace is higher than the 

blood contract. I believe in it, and I believe in Ger

many's future" (B II 446). within Doktor Faustus, divine 

mercy may restore a civilization gone wrong to the capacity 

for creativity that resides in the demonic foundation of 

life. German culture has a rich history of creative art. 

Goethe, for example, knew how to transform the "barbaric" 

into the most delightful music. His art offers examples of 

the "purification, elucidation, arrangement, [and] formula

tion" of the demonic which is "the highest office of life" 

(UMS 451-2). LeverkUhn's charge is to recall himself and 

his nation to Goethe's god-given receptivity to the posi-

tive powers of the demonic. As a young man, Leverkuhn 

spoke of music as a "theology" that has "much of the la

boratory and the insistent activity of the alchemists and 

nigromancers of yore." At the same time, however, he spoke 

of his magic as "apostasy, not from the faith," but "in the 

faith; for apostasy is an act of faith and everything is 

and happens in god, most of all falling from him" (177-8). 

Leverkuhn, like Germany, has fallen far from god in recent 

times, but, as Zeitblom interprets the Faust cantata, the 

musician can never have lost the faith altogether. 
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In his description of the Weheklaq, zeitblom would 

have us believe that qod has qranted a new creative power 

to the modern artist and quite possibly assured the conti

nuance of history. The siqn of qod's qrace for Zeitblom is 

LeverkUhn's new-found capacity to brinq his composition 

thematically and structurally to an endinq in the fadinq 

hiqh G of the cello. By endinq his piece, LeverkUhn sym

bolically destroys the deqenerate forms of modernity and 

ushers in a new era. While LeverkUhn achieves a satisfyinq 

conclusion in his cantata, however, Mann leaves his own 

tale unfinished. Zeitblom ultimately withholds assurance 

that history, like art, has received qod's mercy. Zeit

blom's closinq imaqes are apocalyptic, and it is the dis

junction between LeverkUhn's and Zeitblom's endinqs that 

suspends the fate of western culture in uncertainty. As he 

did in Der Zauberberq, Mann refuses in Doktor Faustus to 

offer a completed vision of redemption. LeverkUhn's can

tata completes the story of modern times in the aesthetic 

realm, but Zeitblom's narrative may not have revealed 

civilization in the process of brinqinq modernity to a 

close and crossinq over to a new humanist aqe. 

I 

In Doktor Faustus, as in the Joseph novels and Der 

Zauberberq, aesthetic and historical redemption occurs as 

humankind continually refashions its myths of salvation. 
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Like Tillich, Mann recognizes the centrality of the 

Christian myth to the interpretation of history in the 

western world. According to Tillich, history acquires 

meaning by virtue of its "mythical element" (96). Myth

icism cannot validate history, however, if myth seeks to 

rout out the creative power of demonism by envisioning a 

completed universe. Utopian thought wrongly denies "the 

creative depth of every moment, its direct contact with the 

eternal and the character of decision by which the moment 

is placed between divinity and demonry" (97). Pure idea

tion will always prove futile because "there is no possible 

complete rationalization" in god's universe (109). Inas

much as profane consciousness elevates order, it represses 

human destructiveness, but because it "must recognize the 

resistance to the realization of rational form, it falls 

back into the demonic," making itself "actively negative" 

and destroying form (111). Because no belief, "no matter 

how traditionally holy, can escape demonization" (97), his

torical truth has significance only as it is grasped in 

terms of the myth of salvation, Christ's redemption. The 

crucifixion is the point or "center" of history where the 

demonic and the divine cross and humankind is released from 

sinfulness to a new conception of god's truth. To believe 

Christ saves the world is to recognize that at every his-

·torical juncture there is "something contrapositive which 



is to be overcome, neither through progress, nor through 

mere revolution, but through creation and grace" (116). 

Christ's sacrifice repeatedly "overcomes" the human fall 

into decadent perspectives. It frees human consciousness 

from the static polarization of reason and chaos and makes 

historical thinking possible. 
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History in Doktor Faustus shows every sign that human

ity has lost its faith in the myths of redemption. Zeit

blom tells the tale of a nation enslaved to anti-human 

traditions. Kaisersaschern represents a "scholastic nunc 

stans." Its character, the same as it was nine hundred 

years ago, has "asserted itself against the stream of time" 

out of "piety" and "pride." While Germans have retained a 

lofty vision of the value of this legacy, the antiquated 

atmosphere of LeverkUhn's birthplace compels deeds that 

take on a symbolic sinister quality in the modern age (52-

3). Serenus Zeitblom believes the medieval spirit has 

rendered German history a matter of fate (234). He pre

dicts Germany will lose the war and says defeat "means more 

than a lost campaign. It means in very truth that we are 

lost: our deed and soul, our belief and our history" 

(236). Regarding his friend as "a marked man pierced by 

the arrow of fate" (206), Zeitblom constructs his tale to 

demonstrate the foreordained and malevolent regression that 

is his friend's destiny (see 114-5). As Joyce Carol oates 
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has observed, Mann "layers" LeverkUhn's experience in "con

centric circles, rather like the circles of hell. What 

happens once" is "fated to recur (378-9). With LeverkUhn's 

symbolic return home at the schweigestill farm and the tex

tual doubling the return entails, Zeitblom portrays his 

musician friend as "a type, a dehumanized person who must 

fulfill his destiny as if consciously acting out a role" 

(Oates 382). with the artist's reenactment of the Faust 

legend and Nietzsche biography, the narrator draws the 

circles of fate even tighter. 2 Mann develops the theme of 

predestined return to depict the reactionary attitude of a 

nation that would willingly make things "'blacker and 

bloodier and more brutal than ever.'" Giving in hopelessly 

to fate, he said in 1939, is neither profound, moral, nor 

strong. It is "pure obstruction, plain diabolism," and "a 

nation that pits this pessimism against the world's desire 

for better, more rational, and happier conditions" deserves 

to be called "an enemy of humanity" (AGW 380). 

2 After analyzing the mythical doubling in detail 
(380-8), Oates arques that Leverkfthn ultimately transcends 
"outmoded forms" in an exertion of will that makes him free 
(396). Harry Redner takes the opposite view: in the novel 
"innumerable echoing circles of time and history fulfill 
and complete themselves" like "concentric rings" (237). 
The spherical structure of the book asks us unfairly "to 
accept myth as the truth of history" (238). Mann erred if 
he believed he could successfully subsume all experiences 
in a "self-sufficing and harmonically complete" narrative 
construction (239). He demonstrates that such contrived 
art cannot "tell the truth of our time" (239). 
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In spite of this theme of fate, however, Mann alludes 

in several places to the Christian myth toward the end of 

Doktor Faustus. Just before his breakdown, LeverkUhn ac

quires the "spiritualized-suffering" and Christlike appear

ance of the savior and takes on the identity of a martyr 

for the times (646, 668).3 Transformed from Faust to 

Christ, LeverkUhn would sacrifice himself for the sins of 

the world, and his resurrection would bring the dawning of 

hope that Zeitblom discerns in the Faust cantata. From the 

period of his Joseph novels, Mann remained committed to a 

"rapprochement between humanity and myth" (LGM 1056), and 

in his lecture on Freud and the future, he pointed to the 

Christian myth as an immemorial pattern of renewal. Christ 

did not express "despair and disillusionment" on the Cross, 

but a "messianic" sense of his redeeming mission. Today as 

in the Middle Ages, we celebrate his legacy of death and 

rebirth at Christmas (LGM 924-5). If genuine faith in this 

3 The Christ allusions include the temptation of 
Fitelberg, who offers the riches of the world; the betrayal 
of LeverkUhn's Judas, Rudi Schwerdtfeger: a crucifixion 
image, LeverkUhn mourning Echo pressed against the wall as 
though on a cross (638); a glimpse of collapsed LeverkUhn 
in Frau schweigestill's arms, a pieta (673): the mention of 
Apostles, Savior, and mother of God as LeverkUhn visits 
Oberammergau in the company of friends and Marie, who 
resembles his mother (574): references to temptation, 
Gethsemene, and the Last Supper in the Faust cantata (655-
6); LeverkUhn's conception of himself as a sacrificial 
victim who has taken the guilt of time and the times on his 
own shoulders (668); Zeitblom's references to the musi
cian's "ecce homo countenance" (680). 
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humanist myth were restored, people would see beyond the 

"one-sided struggle against the spirit, enslaved to the 

moment and ingratiating the times," which tramples "zeal

ously upon reason and civilization." Their vision would 

extend past the narrow preoccupations of the times to "time 

itself in all its complexity and contradictoriness" (LGM 

1056). 'People would reeducate themselves to their reli

gious capacity for attentiveness to the zeitaeist and obe

dience to the "mutations" in the world spirit that reflect 

"the aspects of truth and right" (RA 115). During the war 

years, Mann believed humankind was facing a great decision. 

The western world might choose a course of deceptiveness 

and violence that could set back its development for centu

ries and result in "moral despair," or it could "take a 

great step forward towards perfected social development." 

All this, he said, trembles in balance (AGW 424-5). Trust 

in the myth of death and salvation would enable Germany to 

make the right choice for its future. In 1939, Mann ex

pressed hope that the "mechanized mysticism" of National 

Socialism might soon burn itself out and the "traditions 

today trampled underfoot" might "see the light again, 

traditions quite as national as those which today we find 

so pernicious. Germany," he said, "will rediscover these 

better traditions" (OD 255). 

Mann qualifies his intimations of redemption for the 
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modern world, however, by corrupting the Christian myth 

with demonic mythologies. Zeitblom conflates Christ, 

Faust, and Nietzsche imagery in the last pages of the 

novel, compromising the sanctity of LeverkUhn's sacrifice. 

If LeverkUhn dies as a crucified savior, he also dies as 

the doomed Dr. Faustus of Spies. LeverkUhn's farewell to 

friends recalls Christ's Last Supper and departure from the 

disciples, but Mann undercuts the sacred image by linking 

the musician's leave-taking with the devil's call of the 

chapbook. LeverkUhn's mea culpa paraphrases the words of 

.Dr. Faustus (OF 664~ Spies 130). without being asked, Le

verktihn, like Dr. Faustus, reveals the diabolic contract, 

confesses to heinous crimes, bemoans time run out, and 

dreads eternal punishment. In his confession, LeverkUhn 

alludes to Christ. Like the savior awaiting death, Lever

kUhn invokes "Him" (capitalized Er) to whom he has given so 

"dearly" with his own blood that he will belong to Him "e

verlastingly," body and soul (664). As Dr. Faustus, how

ever, Leverktihn is fated to join the adversary, not god. 

Leverktihn also alludes to the "guilt of the times," which 

he bears Christlike "on his own neck" (668). If his fate 

is that of Johannes Faustus, however, he will be damned for 

his sacrifice, not raised to heaven. zeitblom insists that 

LeverkUhn has called the friends together out of a very 

human need, Christ's need for human sympathy in time of 

-----------------_._----------------------------



trial. LeverkUhn exhibits an instinctive longing to make 

Christ's own pleas, "'Do not leave me! Be with me in my 

hour, '" his own (657). Dr. Faustus' oj.stress, however, 

arises from full awareness that what a''1aits him is not 

Christ's heaven, but the devil's hell. LeverkUhn's iden

tity as the old Faust seriously distorts the Christian 

imagery surrounding the musician's last conscious hours. 
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Mann heightens not only the Faustian, but the Nie

tzschean imagery at the end of the book. Zeitblom's allu

sions to the crucifixion invoke Nietzsche's conception of 

his own, as well as Christ's, end. The idea of self-sacri

fice is foreign to the Faust tradition (Hannum 291), but it 

was well-known to Nietzsche, who saw himself as a crucified 

Dionysus. To ensure the identity of LeverkUhn's sacrifice 

and Nietzsche's, Mann establishes concrete parallels be

tween the deaths of the two figures. Both men suffer the 

symptoms of syphilis with increasing severity, both col

lapse into insanity, both return home to their mothers to 

be nursed for ten years, and both die at the age of fifty

five on August 25, LeverkUhn in 1940, forty years after 

Nietzsche (Mainzer 26). Mann recognized Nietzsche's insis

tence on calling himself the crucified one (LGM 847) and in 

1918, gave credence to the philosopher's view of himself. 

What was he "if not hero, genius, and 'crucified one' in 

one person?" (BU 146) The Nietzsche identification in 

---------_._--_. _ .. - .. -.-. --- -- - -
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Faustus, however, particularly when viewed in the context 

of Mann's lecture on Nietzsche in 1947, detracts from the 

saving impression of LeverkUhn's identity as Christ. In 

1947, Mann condemned Nietzsche for responding to a cultural 

self-absorption that was to become the arrogance of aryan

ism. I would say not that Nietzsche created fascism, he 

said, "but that fascism created him. That is to say, this 

non-political and at bottom innocent intellectual was so 

delicate a recording instrument that he sensed the rise of 

imperialism and the fascist era of the Occident." The 

fascists' appropriation of Nietzsche's "philosophic creed 

of power" suggests to Mann that the philosopher was funda

mentally misguided and immoral (LGM 865). In his opposi

tion to·Christian morality, Nietzsche "did a great deal of 

mischief by acting as if moral consciousness were a devil 

threatening life, like Mephistopheles, with a cold diabolic 

fist" (LGM 859). Nietzsche confused morality in general 

with the fallible bourgeois ethic (LGM 865), and his mis

take contributed to the corruption, not the salvation, of 

German loyalties. 

Mann did not, however, take the position that the 

world ever will or should stand free of the destructive 

spirit represented by Dr. Faustus and Nietzsche. The high 

value Mann placed upon myths of regeneration must be under

stood in the context of his belief in a dialectic of the 

...... -- ------------------
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demonic and the sacred. In his speech on Germany and the 

Germans, Mann said he would like to "ascribe to god the 

merciful fact that good can come from evil." The problem 

in present times, however, particularly for Germany, has 

been that god's adversary has too often succeeded in draw

ing evil out of good (AGW 716). In Doktor Faustu~, Mann 

has Professor Schleppfuss articulate a theology of whole

ness that recalls the inextricability of good and evil in 

the Joseph novels. When the devil fell, he "received dia

lectically the blasphemous and offensive into the divine 

and hell into the empyrean." His fall was not from god's 

universe, but within it, and he demonstrated by falling 

that right and wrong grow out of each other. Good, in 

fact, can arise only out of the crossing point wit~ evil. 

On the one hand, "the infamous" is "a necessary and inborn 

concomitant of the holy," and, on the other, the holy is "a 

constant satanic temptation, an almost irresistible chal

lenge to violation" (136). The devil himself, therefore, 

was "a necessary emanation and inevitable accompaniment of 

the holy existence of god" (136-7). God permitted evil 

because the universe would not be complete without it. God 

"was consummate and must therefore will the consummate--not 

in the sense of the consummately good but in the sense of 

all-sidedness and reciprocal strengthening of life" (140). 

In fact, "the good and the beautiful" purged of demonry 

------------------------------



would be diminished to "an existence without quality" 

(141). God's vindication of sin must always be to bring 

good out of evil, for "holiness is unthinkable without 

temptation" (141, 143). 

Humankind will always fall into error, but, in Mann's 

view, it is only out of wrongdoing that forgiveness and 

renewal arise. Despite the dark tones of Faustus, Mann 

does not insinuate that LeverkUhn's identification with 

Nietzsche and Dr. Faustus precludes the possibility of 
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salvation. In fact, Mann believed that even the Faust and 

Nietzsche myths proclaim the god-ordained dialectic of sin 

and regeneration. In the Goethean tradition, Faust is "at 

once the delicate child of divinity and object of the lust 

for conquest of the powers of darkness, humanity itself" 

(LGM 272). Faust is a "cosmic figure"; in his striving, he 

is demonic, but he is also enthusiastic, that is, he wants 

to experience the "fullness of god" (LGM 272). In Goethe, 

god can enjoy a tolerant understanding of Faust's diabolism 

because Faust's manner of sinfulness shows "acrimonious 

[but also] temperate worldly sense, unsuited to the emo

tions of the angels, but not without sympathy with true 

human need" (LGM 273). In his mildness, god recognizes 

Faust as "'the good man, howsoever dark his striving,'" who 

is '" ever mindful of the better way'" (LGM 293). Unl ike 

Dr. Faustus, Goethe's Faust courts disaster, but also re-
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tains the sense of irony that is the "soil and mystery of 

creative fruitfulness" (LGM 272). For him the Mephistophe

lian world becomes life itself, "with [all] its tortures 

and desires." Faust wants to live "in the fullest, most 

human sense; he would be a son of humankind, would take 

upon himself and exhaust, as representative and sacrifice, 

all the joys and sorrows of humankind" (LGM 291). 

The Nietzschean myth also imparts the themes of the 

wholeness and depth of human life. Nietzsche defended the 

vitality and irrationality of our deepest instincts against 

the stultifying influence of excessive cognition. He 

preached against "the pessimism of the calumniators of 

life, the apostles of an afterlife or of Nirvana, and the 

optimism of the rationalists and reformers who preach their 

fables of justice and happiness on this earth for all 

people." He confronted complacency with the power of the 

demonic, the "tragic wisdom which blesses all falsehood, 

harshness, and cruelty of life with the name of Dionysus" 

(LGM 849). Nietzsche's deep failure, in Mann's view, was 

to deny that there is "some margin of spirit not completely 

absorbed by interest in life," a "critical detachment which 

is perhaps the same thing Nietzsche calls 'morality,'" 

which "may hone people's conscience somewhat, as Chris

tianity has always done" (LGM 858). Nietzsche's contribu

tion, however, was the dream to renew civilization. Nie-
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tzsche himself never imagined such a phenomenon as fascism. 

He cannot be blamed for the Germans' confusion of his life

enhancing barbarism with the heinous crimes of the National 

Socialists (LGM 866). Zarathustra offers evidence of the 

philosopher's underlying humanism when he speaks of bring

ing "'strayed virtue back to earth, yea, back to love and 

life, so that she may give a meaning to earth, a human 

meaning'" (LGM 867). Nietzsche himself was wrong in many 

things, and as he grew older, he became "more frantic, 

shriller, more grotesque and terrible" (LGM 848). Never

theless, Nietzsche intended to awaken Europe to the 

blessings of the Dionysian spirit. His legacy is his 

commitment to life. 

Mann does not exclude the possibility in Doktor Faust

us that Leverkuhn's sins may foretell the end of Germany. 

Zeitblom reiterates a fear Mann expressed often during the 

war years: "Our 'thousand-year' history, refuted, reduced 

ad absurdum, weighted in the balance and found unblessed, 

turns out to be a road leading nowhere." But zeitblom also 

tempers this fatalism: "If it is true that, as we say in 

.Germany 'every way to the right goal must also be right in 

each of its parts,'" then "the path that led to this sinful 

issue--and I use the word in its most strict and religious 

meaning--has been godless in every way" (605). Zeitblom 

recognizes that the way to heaven may not have to be 
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"right" in every way, and his prayer for mercy indicates he 

hopes for god's grace. LeverkUhn also entertains thoughts 

of mercy. In his dialogue with the devil, he suggests that 

even the blackest sinner may be forgiven. The contritio 

without hope is complete disbelief in the possibility of 

grace and forgiveness. This is the sinner's "'rocklike 

conviction that he has done too grossly for even the ever

lasting goodness to be able to forgive his sin.'" utter 

hopelessness, LeverkUhn argues, is the true theological way 

to salvation (333). Sammael objects that such speculation 

in itself precludes forgiveness (334). Nevertheless, 

LeverkUhn does despair of salvation in his mea culpa (672), 

and his certainty of damnation may mark a point of histori

cal crossing where god will bring good out of evil. Zeit

blom believes German diabolism should stand as an example 

of the most sinister capacities of human nature. Germany 

has carried human sinfulness to such an extreme that the 

German war makes all of humanity shudder (644). Germany 

has a memory, however, of the noble, as well as the debased 

spirit of the Faust and Nietzsche myths. God's grace would 

restore German culture to its redemptive vision of Faust 

and Nietzsche, two mythic figures who courted the demonic 

as a life-sustaining, not a life-denying, force. 

----.------.--- ----- --------------
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II 

Serenus Zeitblom looks upon Adrian LeverkUhn's music 

as the cultural indicator of modern times. If humankind is 

to know the grace of god and escape the demon of modernity, 

divine mercy will be reflected in the dynamic structure of 

LeverkUhn's pieces. The immobility of twelve-tone music 

fulfills fears settembrini expresses in Der Zauberberq 

about the link between musical "'quietism'" and perdition. 

The Italian is afraid music too often "'lures one into soft 

complacence'" (160). It dulls us and sends us to sleep 

instead of encouraging activity and progress. Music is the 

very "'gift of the devil in that it makes for lethargy, in

ertia, slavish inaction, stagnation It, (162). Joachim 

Ziemssen expresses the opposite view. He believes music 

can save people from immorality. Joachim says music breaks 

up time and fills it in an respectable and inspiring man

ner. A couple of hours of listening "'stand out with a be

ginning and end, It, and in between, time is divided by musi

cal figures and again by beats so that "'there is always 

something going on, and every moment has a certain meaning, 

something you can take hold of'" (161-2). Twenty years 

after Zauberberq, Mann's fear about music is no longer that 

it might sooth its hearers to inaction, but that it will 

unnerve and incapacitate them. Nevertheless, Settembrini 

and zeimssen picture the polarity of impasse and progress 



that is the problem for music and symbolically for history 

in Doktor Faustus. Even settembrini concedes the moral 

benefit of music when listening to it quickens time. He 

agrees that music can impart a way of measuring time that 

enhances the value of life by raising our level of spi

ritual awareness and motivating us to high achievement 

(162). In Zeitblom's understanding of the contemporary 

crisis, it is the difference between movement and stasis 

Settembrini describes that marks god's mercy. 
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Within Mann's thought, music that enhances our sense 

of time must have the structure of a narrative. Like 

history, music tells a story, and if it fails to narrate, 

which is the risk in twelve-tone music, it reveals human 

consciousness locked in repetitive patterns that preclude 

an ending. The narrator of Zauberberg says music and 

storytelling are alike because both can present themselves 

only as a succession of events. A story or piece of music 

might try to be fully present in a single moment like a 

painting or statue, but it could never succeed because it 

would always need time to complete itself. Music, like 

narrative, would work against its very being if it at

tempted to make itself intemporal. Moreover, by subduing 

its temporality it would impede its function as the medium 

of life: "time is the element of narration just as it is 

the element of life" and of music. Like narration, music 
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enjoys vitality only as it "fills time, 'respectably fills 

it in,' 'divides it up,' and arranges it so that 'there is 

something to it' and 'something is going on' in it" (757). 

It is by accentuating its narrative qualities, therefore, 

that music becomes a lively vehicle of communication. 

Adorno corroborates the link between narration and expres

sion in music when he talks about the music before the 

modern period. Traditional music, as he sees it, was 

"dramatic." From Monteverdi to Verdi it "presented expres

sion as stylized communication--as the representation of 

passions" (Phil. 38). The "architecture" of the old music 

maintained a kind of "psycho10gism" by establishing a unity 

between theme and development discernible in the unbroken 

flow and satisfying harmony of the melodic line (Phil. 50, 

42). The quality of a melody, according to Adorno, is 

judged by the transformation of "the spatial relations of 

intervals into time" (Phil. 74-5). It is the temporal 

tension created by melody that holds the listeners' inter

est and makes them care about the resolution or outcome of 

the theme. In the old music, melodic development had a 

purpose, and its dynamic form enabled it to propel the 

audience forward toward a goal. Such music had a "desire 

within itself" to proceed further (Phil. 73). The vehicle 

of human ideas and feelings, music before Schonberg told a 

story. 
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Adrian Leverkfrhn points to the narrative quality of 

music in an early conversation with Zeitblom in which he 

uncharacteristically defines composition as the "imitation 

of god." Music, he says here, is "'a manifestation of the 

highest energy'" or divine power (109). In evident con

trast to double counterpoint, the godlike piece heightens 

perception of the temporal passage inherent is the movement 

of god's spirit through time and history. As the imitatio 

dei, music is "'the most powerful, most varied, most sus

penseful succession of events and movements,'" and these 

occur "'only within time, as a matter of time articulated, 

filled up, [and] organized'" (109). In an analysis of 

music and time, Susanne K. Langer has said music "creates 

an image of time measured by the motion of forms that seem 

to give it substance, yet a substance that consists entire

ly of sound, so it is transitoriness itself" (110). Music 

does not, however, simply organize "ordinary time," Langer 

says. It "offers itself as an ideal substitute and equiva

lent" which "demands the absorption of the whole of our 

time-consciousness" (110). "Musical duration is an image 

of what might be termed 'lived' or 'experienced' time" 

(109). LeverkUhn touches upon the removed quality of music 

when he says the tonal art exists "'without an object'" 

like "'energy in a void, in pure ether'" (109). Abstracted 

from everyday experience, music transports us to a new 
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temporal realm with its own internal conflicts and resolu

tions--its own story. LeverkUhn calls music a series of e

vents "'pressed into the exigencies of plot'" (das Hand

lungsmaBige) (109). Music inspired by god contains themes 

that lead up to new themes, changes in rhythm that create 

tension, and figures that prepare for climax (109-10). 

Langer describes musical narration in terms of the psycho

logical element that underlies such patterns of suspense 

and resolution in music (112). Temporal experience is far 

more complex than mere perception of length or pause, 

because it fills itself with the "tensions" of life, "phy

sical, emotional, or intellectual" (112). Music represents 

"the passage of life that we feel as expectations become 

'now,' and 'now' turns into unalterable fact" (109). Le

verkUhn points to these narrative qualities when he says 

music made in the image of god contains "'no empty or 

feeble passage.'" The "'climax approaches, takes in tri

butaries from all sides, swells like a rising torrent, 

bursts out in roaring triumph, triumph itself, triumph'" 

that exists for its own sake (110). 

The temporal structure of both the musical and liter

ary story is the plot. In his discussion of narrative 

movement in literature, Peter Brooks defines plot as "a 

structuring operation peculiar to those messages that are 

developed through temporal succession" (10). A plot is 
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more than a simple way of organizing time, however, in that 

it reveals "a concerted plan for the accomplishment of some 

purpose," the "realization of a blocked and resisted de

sire" (12). Plotting is "the dynamic aspect of narrative," 

that which makes the tale "'move forward' and makes us read 

forward," seeking "a line of intention and a portent of 

design that hold the promise of progress toward meaning" 

(xiii). Every plot must begin by arousing desire of such 

intensity that "movement must be created, action under

taken, change begun" (38). Once underway, storytelling 

establishes correspondences in order to bring "into rela-

.tion different actions," combine them, and appropriate them 

to a common storyline (91). One purpose of the plot is to 

achieve a moment of illumination at the end that sheds 

retrospective light on the importance of every episode for 

the ending (92). Narrative is one of the primary ways that 

we make sense of life, and it is by looking back at the 

"thread of design" in the plot that we grasp the signifi

cance of our experiences. Plotting a story to its end, we 

refuse "to allow temporality to be meaningless" and insist 

"on making meaning in the world and in our lives" (323). 

Through his close analysis of the structure of Lever

kUhn's works, Zeitblom prepares us to understand the break

through as renewal of the composer's ability to tell a 

musical tale and complete his story satisfactorily. Com-

. _ ... _._------------------------------
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positions precedinq the Faust cantata fail to enqaqe lis

teners effectively in the plot and to afford them the sa

tisfaction of a meaninqful ending. The apocalypse oratorio 

epitomizes the plotlessness of serial music. Zeitblom's 

description of twelve-tone composition recalls Joseph's 

Frank's discussion of spatial form in the representative 

modernist works of Eliot, Joyce, Proust, Barnes, and Pound. 

Accordinq to Frank, these contemporaries of Mann "apprehend 

their work spatially, in a moment in time, rather than as a 

sequence" (Gyre 9). In "The waste Land," for example, 

Eliot has relinquished "syntactical sequence" for a struc

ture that depends on "the perception of relationships 

between disconnected word groups," which the reader should 

fit together like puzzle pieces and grasp "simultaneously" 

at the end (Gyre 10). Modernist literature suppresses the 

dynamics of plot and asks readers "to suspend the process 

of individual reference temporarily until the entire pat

tern of internal references can be apprehended as a unity" 

(Gyre 13). This "space logic" lends itself to geometric 

structures which "remove all traces of time value" and make 

"historyahistorical" (Gyre 57, 59). spatial form rejects 

"causal progression with clearly marked-out differences 

between periods" and wipes out "distinctions between past 

and present" (Gyre 59). It transforms "the historical 

imagination into myth" (Gyre 60). 
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LeverkUhn's Apokalvpse, like Eliot's "Waste Land," 

subdues plot because the piece is structured spatially. 

Listening to the oratorio, the audience hears not a story, 

but disjointed sounds. Beneath this fragmentary surface, 

however, the syntax of the basic set is structuring the 

geometric shape shared by all twelve-tone music, the sym

metrical "magic square" (260).4 Unlike Eliot's detached 

phrases, the tone row establishes a logical sequence that 

should carry the audience through a series of musical e

vents. As LeverkUhn has treated it, however, the chromatic 

set must be rigidly configured to exhaust every possible 

variation, even the most artificial ones (259). Inspired 

at the heights of abstract cognition, the serial piece re

mains indifferent to the harmonies and melodies that would 

engage the audience in an unfoldinq drama of human tensions 

(see DF 260 and Adorno, Phil. 72). In fact, as Zeitblom 

points out, writinq such a piece "Icomes to a sort of 

composing before composition''': the "'whole disposition 

and organization of the material'" must be ready before the 

4 In Halle LeverkUhn kept a diagram of the "magic 
square" from Diirer's Melencolia above his piano. The 
square is divided into sixteen numbered squares "in such a 
way that number one was in the right hand lower corner, 
sixteen in the upper left." The "magic" derived from the 
fact that "the sum of these numerals, however you added 
them, straight down, crosswise, or diagonally, always came 
to thirty-four" (127). Schonberg was fascinated with the 
idea of a magic square in which "the same letters from the 
same words had the same meaning, both horizontally and 
vertically" (Rufer 48). 
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artist even begins work, which means the creative process 

is "'transferred back"' to the exigencies of context (260). 

In LeverkUhn's words, the invention of chords and harmony 

reverts to the chromatic "'constellation'" (260). Shocking 

the audience with broken sounds, the twelve-tone piece does 

not dramatize, but alerts listeners to its structure. As 

Adorno says, the serial construct "produces a musical 

cubism through the juxtaposition of symmetrical but none

theless distorted surfaces" (Phil. 98). LeverkUhn never 

claims the audience will penetrate the wall of dissonance 

to discern every detail "'of the means by which the highest 

and strictest order'" is achieved, but he does believe they 

will descry the basic outline and enjoy "'an unknown aes

thetic satisfaction'" (260). According to this spatial 

reasoning, when the performance of LeverkUhn's twelve-tone 

oratorio is over, people should be able to grasp retrospec

tively the "track round the sphere" that has united past 

. and future in an epiphanic vision. 

The moment of illumination in the oratorio is nega

tive, however, rather than positive. Instead of rousing 

the audience to the nobility of mythic truth or the propri

ety of aesthetic perfection, it leaves people troubled by a 

feeling of malignancy. The malevolent effect may be ex

plained by the sUbstitution of a rigid serial system for a 

plot with a satisfying ending. Brooks builds upon Freud's 
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interpretation of repetition in Beyond the Pleasure Prin

ciple to draw an analogy for plot from the psychic urge to 

reach a state of "quiescence" or death. An organism spends 

its life moving resolutely along a path of detours and 

regressions that put off extinction. The organism's desire 

is to move through life toward its end, and it experiences 

impediments as painful. ultimately its highest pleasure 

will be to expend all its life energy and expire. Analo

gously, narrative extends itself between beginning and end, 

the "two moments of quiescence," as "a kind of divergence 

or deviance, a postponement in the discharge which leads 

back to the inanimate" (103). Repetition binds narrative 

energy, postponing its final expulsion. Like the compul

sive reenactment of traumatic episodes Freud describes, 

narrative return can take on a driven quality (100). Freud 

says "the compulsion to repeat gives patients a sense of 

being fatefully subject to a 'perpetual recurrence of the 

same thing'" as though they were being pursued by a demonic 

power (99). Excessive repetition in narrative condemns the 

text to "an indeterminate shuttling or oscillation," the 

anguish of an "inescapable middle" (100). In a symmetrical 

text like LeverkUhn's oratorio, therefore, where the ex

c1usiveprincip1e of composition is correspondence, the 

narrative energy has been bound and its "discharge" in an 

ending made impossible. Simultaneous apprehension of all 

------------------- ------
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the moments in the circular structure is comprehension of 

all the obstructive strategies that force the text back on 

itself. The result is a highly bound text, the sort that 

Brooks says are the most delayed and the most painful 

(102). The agony of the oratorio is that it creates an ef

fect of demonic necessity. Compelling listeners to acknow

ledge its ineluctable returns, the piece enslaves listeners 

in a labyrinth of reenactment. It is because the Apoka

lypse refuses him release from this fate that zeitblom 

leaves the piece with an impression of evil and an agonized 

yearning for salvation. 

In 'works between the apocalypse oratorio and the Faust 

cantata (1924-9), LeverkUhn tries unsuccessfully to break 

out of his distance from human drama and preoccupation with 

mathematical form. His violin concerto for Rudi Schwerdt

feger shows evidence of need to tell a human story. True, 

the concerto still shares features with twelve-tone music. 

It is fundamentally atonal. Instead of writing in one key 

or modulating harmonically from key to key, LeverkUhn su

perimposes three keys upon each other. Despite this 

dissonance, however, the piece ultimately declares itself 

openly to be in C Major, the center of the tonal key system 

(548). In Mann's mind, as in that of the music world gene

rally, the key of C Major conveys robust, joyful, often 

triumphant emotion. Both the prelude and conclusion of 

----------_._---"------ --- ----
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Wagner's Meistersinger are in C Major. In contrast to the 

"death-drunk world" of Tristan und Isolde, Mann says, Die 

Meistersinger enjoys a "bluff, Lutheran-Teutonic jollity" 

and "burlesque humorn (LGM 737). The epitome of German op

timism, this opera ends with "'a stage full of light, re

joicing of the people, engagement, brilliance and glory.'" 

It is "'the apotheosis of the new, a praise of the future 

and of life'" (citing his friend Pfitzner, BU 424). The 

"most remarkable thing about Meistersinger, however, is that 

it shifts "instantly and effortlessly from utter intoxica

tion with death to the C Major that signals radiant ioie de 

vivre, German worthiness and roguishness in the grand man

ner" (TMPCW 221). siegfied's funeral march from Die Gott

erdammerung also modulates jubilantly to C Major. Mann re

calls hearing this piece performed in Rome before an Ital

ian crowd resistant to German patriotism. As the Nothung 

motif appeared for a second time, "it developed its power

ful rhythms above the struggle of opinions in the street" 

and finally broke forth "at its climax, at that penetrat

ing, shattering dissonance before the double C Major 

chords," to shouts of triumph that "irresistibly enveloped 

the shaken opposition" (BU 80). Resolution to C Major de

clares enthusiastic and victorious affirmation of life. In 

a sense particularly applicable to Leverkfrhn, it awakens 

the love of life that Germany once shared with the rest of 
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the Western world. It was not the German national element 

. that inspired Mann in Rome, but "much more those all-power

ful European charms that emanate" from the march (BU 80). 

Wagner's piece infected Germans and Italians alike with its 

exuberant emotion. 

In his concerto LeverkUhn attempts a triumphant climax 

like those in Wagner. LeverkUhn, however, shows himself to 

be an inept storyteller, and his emotional ending fails to 

move. LeverkUhn does turn a series of cheerful variations 

into "a wonderful stroke of melodic invention" for the vio

lin. At a particularly charming moment, the tune follows a 

"certain high climax" with an "unexpected and subtly accen

tuated rise" by taking "a further step, from which then, in 

the most perfect, perhaps all too perfect taste, it flutes 

and sings itself away" (548). In this lilting passage, the 

piece appears successfully to combine patterned repetition 

with the twists and turns that engage audiences emotional

ly. But the concerto reveals LeverkUhn in limbo between 

disdainful parody and genuine expression, and his uncer

tainty interferes with the effectiveness of his tale. Near 

the end of the concerto, the musician resorts to a "bold 

flourish" reminiscent of the end of Beethoven's A Minor 

Quartet (548). Instead of maintaining his usual distance 

from such a maneuver, however, LeverkUhn allows passion to 

take hold of the score. written for his friend Schwerdt-
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feger, the concerto was in its original conception an ex

pression of friendship and love. The composer, however, 

lacks the ease of expression that would allow him to pour 

himself into ~omposition with the appropriate balance of 

restraint and revelation that make a story convincing. The 

result is that he follows Beethoven's "magnificent phrase" 

ungracefully with a "feast of melody in which the parody of 

being carried away becomes a passion that is seriously 

meant" (549). In the end, the audience feels betrayed. At 

the culminating mc)ment when they should be able to look 

back with satis1'action at all the events that led to the 

end, they find LeverkUhn's ungainly gesture of sentiment 

has created "a somewhat embarrassing effect" (549). Be

cause LeverkUhn has failed to prepare adequately for the 

conclusion, the piece inappropriately discomfits its lis

teners as it finishes triumphantly in the key of C. Lever

kUhn has related a tale of human involvement, but failed to 

coordinate desire and resolution in a way that demonstrates 

mastery of the techniques of narration. 

The chamber music of 1927 exhibits narrative qualities 

not present in LeverkUhn's music until that year. Zeitblom 

says the overall effect of these pieces is of "stormy, ur

gent yearning," and he goes so far as to identify a dis

tinct and uncharacteristic "romantic note" in his friend's 

work of this period (610). The ensemble and the quartet 
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reveal LeverkUhn experimenting with a variety of techniques 

to loosen the tight structure of serial music and develop 

what zeitblom calls a kind of "musical prose" (611). Le

verkUhn tells Zeitblom directly that he intended in the 

ensemble not "'to write a sonata, but a novel'" (611). 

Desiring to narrate, he has taken up the battle once again 

with his habit of symmetry. While the ensemble score uses 

the most modern "means" (Mitteln), it varies them so exten

sively that it avoids all direct repetitions of phrase. In 

a style utterly foreign to his earlier works, LeverkUhn 

extends the themes until they resemble improvisation. He 

accentuates the drawn-out quality, moreover, by sharply 

distinguishing the musical parts: the strings never drown 

out the winds, and the piano does not fill in a harmonic 

background, but sings its own line (610). with its empha

sis on theme, the ensemble moves like a narrative through 

its light and playful parts to a more somber tone. The 

piece does not appear to tie together its constituent 

parts, however. Zeitblom's account leaves open the possi

bility that an audience might feel the dissatisfaction of 

having been treated to too many surprises. Everything in 

this discursive piece has come "contrary to expectation," 

and a performance of it makes people feel they have been 

"lured from a firm and familiar setting-out into ever re

moter regions" (611). The ensemble reveals LeverkUhn dis-



rupting explicable sequence. It is doubtful that in the 

end he has persuaded the audience of the appropriateness 

and necessity of all the implausible turns in his tale. 
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In his string quartet, LeverkUhn disrupts his own nar

ration by refusing to develop the attributes of theme, 

form, and genre. Zeitb10m says this is LeverkUhn's most 

"esoteric" work, and he finds it chaotic. In contrast to 

the ensemble, the quartet has "no thematic connections, 

developments, variations, and no repetitions." With its 

absence of internal correspondence, it cannot be a twe1ve-

tone composition, and Zeitb10m says it also shows no 

"trace" of traditional structures. Despite this formless

ness, the piece does offer evidence that LeverkUhn has fol

lowed the "inner logic" of a musical idea. He has inte

grated the work by following his ear, holding the piece to

gether wi.th correspondences of tone and color. As a re

sult, the musical moments relate to each other more by con

trast than by similarity, and the sequence is disjointed. 

Fragmented in both its organization and its audio effects, 

the quartet is "anarchic" or "not bound" together (unqe

bunden) (611). While this composition breaks with the non

sequential style of twelve-tone music, therefore, it inter

rupts both form and me10s, the requisites for narrative 

coherence. The quartet is also incoherent in its projec

tion of a genre. Because it makes a quartet sound like an 
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orchestra, it shows LeverkUhn's increasing tendency toward 

"the hybrid." zeitblom defends his friend's grasp of the 

quartet medium but admits critics will take the artist to 

task for writing "an orchestral piece in disguise" (612). 

Mixing and exchanging things the way he did in the Apoka

lypse, LeverkUhn stimulates excitement by defying expecta

tion. zeitblom finds the ending of the quartet incomparab

ly stirring, but his description of it recalls the highly 

charged revelations of the oratorio. At the end "it is as 

though there were tongues of flame from all four sides" 

conveyed in the runs and trills (612). The finale culmi

nates the uncanny quality of the entire piece, which has 

alternated intellectual dialogue, whispered delirium, and 

song. A cerebral work, the quartet stuns the audience with 

a series of abstruse impressions but refuses its listeners 

the pleasure of recognizable drama. 

III 

Zeitblom believes, though, that LeverkUhn's final com

position is a work of liberation. The Faust cantata occu

pies a stage of personal and historical development that 

completes a change from "the strictest constraint to the 

free language of feeling" (652). In the cantata, Leverkuhn 

gives full voice to grief for the untimely loss of his 

young nephew. The emotional release is enabled paradoxi

cally by the same stringency that has always repressed 
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most severe of Leverkiihn's serial works; a "formal treat-
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ment rigorous to the last degree," it has subsumed every 

note in the theme (652). Because the piece is perfectly 

circular, Leverkiihn has completed the composing in "a cer

tain more rough and concrete sense" in advance, and he can 

give himself over without restraint to expression, which is 

"lifted beyond the structural element" and "won back again" 

(652). Zeitblom attaches religious significance to this 

redemption. The cantata is about temptation, apostasy, 

damnation, and "a change of heart" (655). In the libretto, 

Dr. Faustus rejects the thought of salvation as a final 

temptation to false godliness (656) but is transformed by 

god's grace within the human realm, where it has been his 

fate to live apart from sympathy and affection. The lyrics 

reveal the old Faust breaking the bonds of isolation as he 

reaches out to his companions in the "'friendly plea'" to 

"betake themselves to 'sleep in peace' and let naught 

trouble them" (655). Both Leverkiihn and Dr. Faustus ex

press love in the cantata but the final choir makes it 

sound as though god himself were grieving for the loss of a 

world that he never meant should suffer so much. 5 In god's 

5 zeitblom says god laments as though he were saying, 
"I did not intend it" to come to this. God's lamentation, 
"Ich habe es nicht gewollt," echoes the words of Kaiser 
Wilhelm when he looked back at the calamities of the first 
world war (the sentence is carved over the hearth in the 
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lament, "the uttermost accents of mourning are reached," 

and "the final despair achieves its voice" (656). God's 

sorrow performs the miracle of forgiveness that Dr. Faustus 

so far has refused to believe in. Up until the end, the 

piece has permitted "no consolation, appeasement, transfi-

guration" (656). At the end, it suggests the "hope beyond 

hopelessness" of a "miracle that passes belief." In the 

finale when the work touches the feelings, god redeems the 

world from fatalism and permits a "transcendence of des-

pair" (657). 

Though the cantata frees humankind from the pain of 

constraint, the Weheklag is not jubilant and sure like 

Meistersinger. A song of sorrow, the work deliberately re-

tracts the most powerful affirmation of life in music his

tory, the choral "Ode to Joy" at the end of Beethoven's 

Ninth Symphony. Inspired by the death of the Christlike 

Nepomuk Schneidewein, the Faust lament represents an end to 

hope for LeverkUhn. Little Echo recalls his uncle to the 

purity of the other world and the possibility of mythic re

newal. With his angelic air, Nepomuk is like an envoy from 

heaven, and his presence lulls the musician into "dreams 

beyond the claims of logic and tinged with the hues of 

Kaiser's castle The Konigsbourg in Alsace). The allusion 
buttresses the political and historical implications of the 
damnation theme. It also hints at god's own culpability 
and regret for having created a world that could fall so 
deeply into sin. 
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Christian theo10gy." Echo lifts Leverkiihn's thoughts to 

lithe mythical and timeless, the simultaneous and abiding, 

wherein the Savior's form as a grown man is no contradic

tion to the babe in the Mother's arms, which he also is" 

(624). In defiance of his pact with the devil, Leverkiihn 

dares to love Echo and to place hope in the child's powers 

of redemption. Leverkiihn blames himself for Nepomuk's 

meningitic death, and the lament is an expression of fury 

at the devil's unjust punishment for disobedience. 6 In the 

dirge, LeverkUhn will "'take back'" all that is good and 

noble, the things human beings have fought for and "'ex

ultantly announced'" (639). Leverkiihn recalls the days 

when "'we children of the dungeon dreamed of a hymn of ex

ultation, a Fidelio, a Ninth symphony, to celebrate the 

dawn of a freed Germany.'" In consequence of Echo's death, 

"'only this will be sung from our very souls: the lamenta

tion of the son of hell, of humans and god. '" Far from 

celebrating life, the cantata will be "'the most frightful 

lament ever set up on this earth'" (649). 

Throughout history God has transformed music from 

despair to joy at the point of formal CUlmination. Early 

in his career, Leverkiihn heard Kretschmar lecture on the 

end of sonata form in Beethoven's Opus 111. In the second 

6 Mann describes the course of Echo's illness with 
clinical meticUlousness. The neurological symptoms of men
ingitis are similar to those of Leverkiihn's own syphilis. 
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movement, the sonata completed itself and bade its farewell 

(78). Beethoven brought the sonata to fulfillment after he 

had retreated like Leverkfihn into esoteric modes of music. 

Introspective and speculative, the deaf composer entered 

regions "no longer familiar or safe to meddle with" and 

gave himself over to "an extravagance of minutiae and sci

entific musicality," particularly in his tendency to 

vicissitude (73). The second and final movement of Opus 

111 performs every conceivable variation until "at length 

it outgrows itself and is finally lost in giddy heights 

that one might call other worldly or abstract" (73-4). At 

this point, Beethoven's art had "overgrown itself, risen 

out of the habitable regions of tradition" and moved into 

an area where the ego is "painfully isolated in the 

absolute" (74). The musician's alienation is reflected in 

the motif, which seems at one extreme moment "to hover 

alone and forsaken above a giddy, yawning abyss--a proce

dure of awe-inspiring unearthliness." Nevertheless, at the 

end the motif is changed into something "entirely unex

pected and touching in its mildness and goodness." Just at 

the last, it "experiences a melodic expansion" by the addi

tion of a C sharp between the C and D. The added C sharp 

"is the most moving, consolatory, pathetically reconciling 

thing in the world." It "blesses the object, the fright

fully harried formulation, with overpowering humanity." 



The phrase is an eternal farewell to the sonata tradition, 

and its message is to forget the pain of parting, for 

"'Great was--god in us'" (77). 
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Zeitblom finds evidence in the Weheklaq that Lever

kUhn, like Beethoven, is blessed with human feeling just at 

the moment when he appears to have banished himself ir-

revocably to the demonic realm of cognition. The Faust 

cantata cUlminates LeverkUhn's fascination with the magic 

square am~ brings the serial tradition to its logical 

conclusion. The most "hound" (qebunden) of Leverkiihn's 

works (611), this piece neutralizes every interval by 

inversion or reversal. Its polyphony is so strict that no 

note remains free. Even the idea of a fuque has become 

absurd in the cantata because fugal polyphony requires a 

measure of mobility symmetry will not permit (652). A 

mammoth variation that lasts one hour and fifteen minutes, 

the lament has the form of concentric circles. The work is 

constructed like the rings made when a stone is thrown into 

water, and it harbors the internal vibrations of broadening 

bands: "movements, large-scale variations, which corres

pond to the textual units or chapters of a book and in 

themselves are nothing else than series of variations" 

(651). The cantata relies heavily on an echo technique, 

which is particularly useful in a work where "every trans-

formation is itself already the echo of the previous one" 
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(653). with its hermetic structure, the Weheklaq fulfills 

LeverkUhn's youthful dream of a double counterpoint that is 

absolutely static. Faust's lament is "nondynamic, lacking 

in development, without drama" (651). It epitomizes serial 

form and marks the success of the modern musician's effort 

to compose a perfectly reciprocal piece of music. 

At the same time, the cantata tells the tale of 

LeverkUhn's rage and sorrow. The musical structure shows 

that he has been softened by his experience of love. 

Graced with deep feeling, LeverkUhn invokes figures of 

expression long established in the western tradition. His 

lament is "demonic" in the most creative sense of the word. 

Free of mockery, it is an exhibition of "perfectly con

scious control over all the 'characters' of expressiveness" 

known to music. In the composition, the old figures are 

subjected to "a sort of alchemical process of distilla

tion." They simultaneously retain their shape as the "fun

damental types of emotional significance" and take on new 

form as they are "crystallized" and "refined" (653). As a 

result, Leverkiihn's "book" of variations tells a compelling 

story. Zeitblom discerns LeverkUhn's new-found capacity 

for musical articulation in the fluctuation of extensions 

and pauses: the recurrent rhythmic suspensions, the "awful 

collective silence before the beginning of a phrase," the 

"lingering out of syllables, falling intervals, dying away 
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declamations" (653-4). He observes contrasts in tone and 

pace in the entry of the tragic chorus after Faust's 

descent into hell with "an overwhelming outburst of 

lamentation after an orgy of internal jollity." zeitblom 

points to the orchestral interludes in particular as 

integral parts of the "plot" (Handlung), and he finds the 

piece on the whole "milder and more melodious" than any of 

Leverkuhn's other works. By using more counterpoint than 

polyphony, LeverkUhn has made the "lesser parts" pay more 

. attention to the main part, "which often dies away in long 

melodic curves" developed out of the twelve-tone idea 

(654). A work full of contrast and color, the lament lays 

out its tale of woe with great impact. 

At once static and dynamic, the Faust cantata partici

pates in an order of duration in between eternity and time 

that is both endless and subject to temporal ends. In his 

discussion of narrative ending, Kermode quotes from Thomas 

Mann to help describe the intermediate temporality that is 

the zone of life and narration. The beginning of every 

story contains both the middle and the end. While the 

"'past invades the present,'" however, "'even the most 

extreme attention to the present is invaded by concern for 

the future'" (71-2). Kermode recalls the Thomist con

ception of aevum to explain Mann's ambivalence about the 

end. The aevum is the temporal order in which human 
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beings, like Aquinas' angels, experience the inherent 

mutability and stability of all fallen things. Within the 

generative life cycle, all creatures counter the threat of 

errant mutation with a kind of generic steadfastness, for 

"without the permanence of specific forms, the world would 

be at an end (79). The order of eternity within life is 

not "the being-for-ever of the higher forms," however, but 

"the deathlessness of perpetual succession" (76). Kermode 

distinguishes the constancy of Platonic ideas from the 

preserving mutation of life forms in order to account for 

the double sense of narrative ending. Because the figures 

in a novel are simultaneously "independent of time and suc

cession" and subject to it (72), narrative acknowledges 

both orders of ending known to the aevum. It understands 

that "historical events might be unique and given pattern 

by an end" and that "there are perpetuities which defy both 

the uniqueness and the end." Narrative is "an image of 

endlessness consistent with a temporal end" (74). 

The final note of the Faust cantata brings LeverkUhn's 

tale to its conclusion and communicates the transcendent 

meaning of the musical story. consistent with his concep

tion of archetypal death and rebirth in the Joseph novels, 

Mann has envisioned LeverkUhn's masterpiece as a return to 

origin that is the inception of a new era. Kretschmar 

believes music has always retained a "religious attitude 
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toward her own beginnings, a pious proneness to call them 

up in solemn invocation" (87-8). The cantata returns human 

sensibility to the genesis of musical expression in 

lamentation. When music first became conscious of itself 

as expression, it was lament. Its grief was the "'las

ciatemi morire'" of Ariadne, who longed to die when Theseus 

abandoned her, but remained on Naxos to marry Dionysus and 

give birth to life (653). At its heart, lament is the 

mourning of nature for the losses that accompany regenera

tion in the cycle of procreation. In the cantata, an echo 

effect affirms the primordial quality of Faust's lament by 

giving back the human voice as nature's sound (653). It is 

by repeating natural expression that the Faust cantata 

redeems civilization from impassiveness. Lamentation, how

ever, is also at the center of the Christian passion, and 

Zeitblom believes the altered meaning of LeverkUhn's last 

note affirms the religious paradox of reconciliation and 

transfiguration (656-7). The piece concludes with "the 

high G of a cello, the last word, the last fainting sound, 

slowly dying in a pianissimo fermata." This sustained tone 

proclaims LeverkUhn's part in a story of religious re

demption. In its final moment, the high G "changes its 

meaning; it abides as a light in the night" (657). The 

transformation makes Faust's end significant as an histori-
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cal sacrifice. 7 As the figure of Christ, LeverkUhn has 

suffered so that history will be able to express both sor

row and joy once again. By revealing the meaning of Lever

kuhn's musical tale, the cantata perpetuates the redemptive 

traditions of lament and of martyrdom. A story of mythic 

return, the Weheklaq refuses an end to human history. 

The Faust cantata ends very differently, however, from 

Zeitblom's narrative, and the disparity hints at an un

bridgeable gap between LeverkUhn's aesthetic vision and 

Mann's. Unlike LeverkUhn, Zeitblom closes his story of sin 

and rederaption with apocalyptic images and a plea for mer

cy. His last words recall the pursuit of sinners to the 

edge of hell in the Apokalypse. In LeverkUhn's chorus of 

the four horsemen, humanity flees before the riders, "stum

bling, fallen, overridden" (483). Just after the chase 

come extravagant brass passages, heavily scored and widely 

spaced to "make one think of an open abyss wherein one must 

hopelessly sink" (484). zeitblom breaks off his tale near 

the war's end at the point of impending national defeat. 

In his last paragraph, Germany is "clung round by demons, a 

7 In an essay on Dostoevsky, Mann took up the theme of 
the artist's sacrifice. The highest achievements are 
possible only when artists offer themselves up to spiritual 
sickness for the sake of humanity. Their "crucifixion" 
takes on a "religious aura" since it enables a kind of 
"higher health" (LGM 974). In comments on Faustus, Mann 
referred to the "self-sacrifice" of LeverkUhn (RA 289), 
whom he called the "hero of our time" for taking "the suf
fering of the epoch" upon himself (RA 189). 

----- - ----------



hand over one eye, with the other staring into [the] hor

rors" of the abyss (682). Zeitblom has said Leverkiihn's 

oratorio offers no trace of redemption. Its finale "re-
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lentlessly confirms the theologically negative and pitiless 

character of the whole" (484). Zeitblom's own prose 

invokes the spirit of the Apokalypse right at the last: 

"my tale is hastening to its end--like all else today, 

everything rushes and presses on, the world stands in the 

sign of" the end--at least it does for us Germans" (605). 

In contrast to Leverkiihn's transfigured ending, Zeitblom's 

revelations record doubt that humanity can overcome its 

demonic obsessions. Unlike Leverkiihn, Mann concludes his 

own final work without affirming the myths of regeneration. 

If the conclusion of Doktor Faustus undercuts the 

spirit of the cantata, however, Zeitblom's tale has 

nurtured the ideal of aesthetic and cultural renewal. 

Mann's novel does not insist upon the negative theology of 

the Apokalypse. In fact, zeitblom and LeverkUhn have 

attested persuasively to the role of art in the salvation 

of humankind. Leverkuhn believes aesthetic isolation is 

merely an "historically transitory phenomenon" and that art 

will shift "from its present role to a more modest, happier 

one in the service of a higher union" (83). If it is to 

find its way back to the "folk," art must be revitalized as 

it is in the Weheklaq. Leverkllhn shares Nietzsche's 
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conviction that the human race must periodically "come into 

possession" of itself, as the Greeks did, by shedding the 

burden of an inheritance that shields our demonic inner 

being (Use 72). Nietzsche calls for a revolt against "se

condhand" heritage and a demonstration that art and culture 

can be "something more than a 'decoration of life'--a 

concealment and disfiguring of it" (Use 72). For him peo

ple can rediscover "the idea of culture as a new and finer 

nature, without distinction of inner and outer, without 

convention or disguise, as a unity of thought and will, 

life and appearance" (Use 72-3). Leverkiihn admits to a 

Nietzschean hope that he might strip music of contrivance 

and recapture the "'vitality and power of feeling'" that 

would dissolve the barriers between art and life. He wants 

to make musical technique, however high it has climbed, 

"'entirely inconspicuous'" and disarmingly simple (432). 

Leverktihn's ideal art would have the sincerity and moral 

character Nietzsche saw in Greek culture. The Greeks 

"learned to organize the chaos by taking Apollo's advice 

and thinking back to themselves, to their own true neces

sities, and letting all the sham necessities go" (Use 72). 

Leverktihn believes the release of music from its pompous 

isolation would bring "'a new innocence, yes, harmless

ness'" to the musical spirit (433). He anticipates the 

purity of a "'psychologically healthy'" art, "'an art with-
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with humanity'" (433). It is this ideal of intimacy that 

Leverkfthn realizes in his Faust cantata. 
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Like LeverkUhn, Mann himself believed in the "reli

gious" value of art. Mann never adopted a doctrinaire 

attitude toward religion, but he believed art abides by the 

root meaning of releger: "to take care, to pay heed, to 

bethink oneself." The artist is the peculiarly "careful" 

individual who gives II pro found and sensitive attention to 

the will and the activities of the universal spirit," to 

changes in "the garment of the truth," to "the just and 

needful thing, in other words, to the will of God" (00 

164). The artist's "crime" is forgivable because it 

inheres in the need of the world spirit to destroy as well 

as recreate. Rescuing art from encrustation, the artist 

observes the highest moral standards, for he is rebuilding 

culture for the good of humanity. Zeitblom echoes Mann's 

encompassing view when he refuses to isolate aesthetics in 

"'a separate and narrow field of the humane.'" The poet is 

right to attach the widest possible meaning to god's 

"'grace'" (Grazie). For the fate of art is the destiny of 

humankind. "'Aesthetic deliverance or lack of it is that 

fate that decides about happiness or unhappiness, about 

homelike companionship or hopeless, if proud, isolation on 

earth'" (415). 
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Zeitblom's dire expectations at the end of Faustus 

suggest Mann may have lost his faith in art to compel an 

audience to religious vision. Mann depicts Germany as 

unaware in 1945 of the value of its culture. Nearly twenty 

years after the first performance of the Faust cantata, the 

German people of Faustus show no sign that they have 

grasped LeverkUhn's meaning. In 1947, Mann offered Doktor 

Faustus as his own insight into the fascist years. The 

author could not be sure, however, that his compatriots 

would accept his work, and the suspicion shown him and his 

novel after the war shows post-war culture tendentiously 

unreceptive to the emigre's painful probing. Nevertheless, 

Mann understood that great art rarely enjoys the full ap

preciation of the artist's contemporaries. Mozart, Beetho

ven, and Wagner were rejected by their very first audi

ences, yet the human ear adjusted in time to their new 

music because musicians, like writers, create what the 

"spirit of the time and historical development prescribe 

for them" (AGG 663-4). Completing Doktor Faustus with the 

war in recent memory, Mann did not allow zeitblom to end 

the history of the holocaust on a redemptive note. Mann 
. , . 

does not exclude the possibility, however, that his account 

of Leverkfrhn's transfiguration might one day inspire those 

who still seem unregenerate. zeitblom closes, therefore, 

with a prayer that might be answered: "'God be merciful to 

-------.---------------------------
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thy poor soul, my friend, my fatherland'" (682). 

- - -----------------
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